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University of Colorado at Boulder
The committees met, pursuant to notice, at 10:35 a.m. in room 106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Ben Nighthorse Camp­bell (chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs) presid­ing.

Present from the U.S. Senate Committee on Indian Affairs: Sen­ators Campbell, Inouye, and McCain.

Present from the Committee on Resources, U.S. House of Rep­resentatives: Representatives Young, Kennedy, Christian-Green, and Faleomavaega.

STATEMENT OF HON. BEN NIGHTHORSE CAMBELL, U.S. SEN­ATOR FROM COLORADO, CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

The CHAIRMAN. Good morning. The joint hearing of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee and the House Committee on Resources will be in session. If folks will take your seats, we'll get started.

Welcome to the Committee on Indian Affairs. Chairman Young is on his way and will be along shortly.

This morning we will receive testimony regarding two bills to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978. The proper standard to judge these amendments is simply this: Do we serve the best interest of Indian children? I believe that these changes will serve the best interest of Indian children, protecting families and tribes, and alleviate the cost, time, and heartache that some adoptive parents have experienced in adopting Indian children.

With rare exceptions, the ICWA statute has worked well since its enactment in 1978. To understand the bills we are considering today, we must understand the crisis that led to the passage of the ICWA in 1978. Prior to that time, there simply were no protections available in situations involving the removal of Indian children from their families, their tribes, and their cultures. Prior to the passage of that act, between 25 percent and 35 percent of all Indian children were separated from their families and adopted or put in foster care or in institutions.

The Congress sought to stop this practice by providing procedural safeguards for Indian families and tribes. The ICWA rein-
forces the strong interest Indian families and tribes have in maintaining the relationships with their children.

The bills before us today will strengthen that statute by providing certainty, stability, and finality to adoptions and other placements involving Indian children. These bills provide tribes with detailed notice of pending voluntary placements. They require a tribe to certify up front if a child is a tribal member or eligible for tribal membership, place strict time limits on tribal rights to intervene. It places also time limits on birth parents' rights to withdraw their consent to a placement, and proposes tough new criminal sanctions for any person who knowingly falsifies documents or conceals facts about a child's Indian heritage.

[Text of S. 569 and H.R. 1082 follows:]

105TH CONGRESS 1ST SESSION

S. 569

To amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRIL 14, 1997

Mr. McCain (for himself, Mr. Campbell, Mr. Domenici, and Mr. Dorgan) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs

A BILL

To amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

2 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES.

3 (a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the "Indian Child Welfare Act Amendments of 1997".

4 (b) REFERENCES.—Whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to a section or other provi-

SEC. 2. EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION.

Section 101(a) (25 U.S.C. 1911(a)) is amended—

(1) by inserting “(1)” after “(a)”; and

(2) by striking the last sentence and inserting the following:

“(2) An Indian tribe shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over any child custody proceeding that involves an Indian child, notwithstanding any subsequent change in the residence or domicile of the Indian child, in any case in which the Indian child—

(A) resides or is domiciled within the reservation of the Indian tribe and is made a ward of a tribal court of that Indian tribe; or

(B) after a transfer of jurisdiction is carried out under subsection (b), becomes a ward of a tribal court of that Indian tribe.”.

SEC. 3. INTERVENTION IN STATE COURT PROCEEDINGS.

Section 101(c) (25 U.S.C. 1911(c)) is amended by striking “In any State court proceeding” and inserting “Except as provided in section 103(e), in any State court proceeding”.

SEC. 4. VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS.

Section 103(a) (25 U.S.C. 1913(a)) is amended—

(1) by inserting “(1)” before “Where”; 

(2) by striking “foster care placement” and inserting “foster care or preadoptive or adoptive placement”; 

(3) by striking “judge’s certificate that the terms”; and inserting the following: “judge’s certificate that—

(A) the terms”; 

(4) by striking “or Indian custodian.” and inserting “or Indian custodian; and”; 

(5) by inserting after subparagraph (A), as designated by paragraph (3) of this subsection, the following new subparagraph:

“(B) any attorney or public or private agency that facilitates the voluntary termination of parental rights or preadoptive or adoptive placement has informed the natural parents of the placement options with respect to the child involved, has informed those parents of the applicable provisions of this Act, and has certified that the natural parents will be notified within 10 days of any change in the adoptive placement.”;

(6) by striking “The court shall also certify” and inserting the following: 

“(2) The court shall also certify”;
by striking "Any consent given prior to," and inserting the following:

"(3) Any consent given prior to,"; and

(8) by adding at the end the following new paragraph:

"(4) An Indian custodian who has the legal authority to consent to an adoptive placement shall be treated as a parent for the purposes of the notice and consent to adoption provisions of this Act."

SEC. 5. WITHDRAWAL OF CONSENT.

Section 103(b) (25 U.S.C. 1913(b)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "(1)" before "Any"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new paragraphs:

"(2) Except as provided in paragraph (4), a consent to adoption of an Indian child or voluntary termination of parental rights to an Indian child may be revoked, only if—

"(A) no final decree of adoption has been entered; and

"(B)(i) the adoptive placement specified by the parent terminates; or

"(ii) the revocation occurs before the later of the end of—

"(I) the 180-day period beginning on the date on which the Indian child's tribe receives written notice of the adoptive placement provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d); or

"(II) the 30-day period beginning on the date on which the parent who revokes consent receives notice of the commencement of the adoption proceeding that includes an explanation of the revocation period specified in this subclause.

"(3) The Indian child with respect to whom a revocation under paragraph (2) is made shall be returned to the parent who revokes consent immediately upon an effective revocation under that paragraph.

"(4) Subject to paragraph (6), if, by the end of the applicable period determined under subclause (I) or (II) of paragraph (2)(B)(ii), a consent to adoption or voluntary termination of parental rights has not been revoked, beginning after that date, a parent may revoke such a consent only—

"(A) pursuant to applicable State law; or

"(B) if the parent of the Indian child involved petitions a court of competent jurisdiction, and the court finds that the consent to adoption or voluntary
termination of parental rights was obtained through fraud or duress.

“(5) Subject to paragraph (6), if a consent to adoption or voluntary termination of parental rights is revoked under paragraph (4)(B), with respect to the Indian child involved—

“(A) in a manner consistent with paragraph (3), the child shall be returned immediately to the parent who revokes consent; and

“(B) if a final decree of adoption has been entered, that final decree shall be vacated.

“(6) Except as otherwise provided under applicable State law, no adoption that has been in effect for a period longer than or equal to 2 years may be invalidated under this subsection.”.

SEC. 6. NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBES.

Section 103(c) (25 U.S.C. 1913(c)) is amended to read as follows:

“(c)(1) A party that seeks the voluntary placement of an Indian child or the voluntary termination of the parental rights of a parent of an Indian child shall provide written notice of the placement or proceeding to the Indian child’s tribe. A notice under this subsection shall be sent by registered mail (return receipt requested) to the Indian

child’s tribe, not later than the applicable date specified in paragraph (2) or (3).

“(2)(A) Except as provided in paragraph (3), notice shall be provided under paragraph (1) in each of the following cases:

“(i) Not later than 100 days after any foster care placement of an Indian child occurs.

“(ii) Not later than 5 days after any preadoptive or adoptive placement of an Indian child.

“(iii) Not later than 10 days after the commencement of any proceeding for a termination of parental rights to an Indian child.

“(iv) Not later than 10 days after the commencement of any adoption proceeding concerning an Indian child.

“(B) A notice described in subparagraph (A)(ii) may be provided before the birth of an Indian child if a party referred to in paragraph (1) contemplates a specific adoptive or preadoptive placement.

“(3) If, after the expiration of the applicable period specified in paragraph (2), a party referred to in paragraph (1) discovers that the child involved may be an Indian child—
SEC. 7. CONTENT OF NOTICE.

Section 103(d) (25 U.S.C. 1913(d)) is amended to read as follows:

“(d) Each written notice provided under subsection (c) shall contain the following:

“(1) The name of the Indian child involved, and the actual or anticipated date and place of birth of the Indian child.

“(2) A list containing the name, address, date of birth, and (if applicable) the maiden name of each Indian parent and grandparent of the Indian child, if—

“(A) known after inquiry of—

“(i) the birth parent placing the child or relinquishing parental rights; and

“(B) any applicable time limit specified in subsection (e) shall apply to the notice provided under subparagraph (A) only if the party referred to in paragraph (1) has, on or before commencement of the placement, made reasonable inquiry concerning whether the child involved may be an Indian child.”.
“(10) A statement that each Indian tribe identified under paragraph (9) may have the right to intervene in the proceeding referred to in paragraph (5).

“(11) An inquiry concerning whether the Indian tribe that receives notice under subsection (c) intends to intervene under subsection (e) or waive any such right to intervention.

“(12) A statement that, if the Indian tribe that receives notice under subsection (e) fails to respond in accordance with subsection (e) by the applicable date specified in that subsection, the right of that Indian tribe to intervene in the proceeding involved shall be considered to have been waived by that Indian tribe.”.

SECTION 8. INTERVENTION BY INDIAN TRIBE.

Section 103 (25 U.S.C. 1913) is amended by adding at the end the following new subsections:

“(e)(1) The Indian child's tribe shall have the right to intervene at any time in a voluntary child custody proceeding in a State court only if—

“(A) in the case of a voluntary proceeding to terminate parental rights, the Indian tribe filed a notice of intent to intervene or a written objection to the termination, not later than 30 days after receiving notice that was provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d); or

“(B) in the case of a voluntary adoption proceeding, the Indian tribe filed a notice of intent to intervene or a written objection to the adoptive placement, not later than the later of—

“(i) 90 days after receiving notice of the adoptive placement that was provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d); or

“(ii) 30 days after receiving a notice of the voluntary adoption proceeding that was provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d).

“(2)(A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B), the Indian child's tribe shall have the right to intervene at any time in a voluntary child custody proceeding in a State court in any case in which the Indian tribe did not receive written notice provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d).

“(B) An Indian tribe may not intervene in any voluntary child custody proceeding in a State court if the Indian tribe gives written notice to the State court or any party involved of—
"(i) the intent of the Indian tribe not to intervene in the proceeding; or

"(ii) the determination by the Indian tribe that—

"(I) the child involved is not a member of, or is not eligible for membership in, the Indian tribe; or

"(II) neither parent of the child is a member of the Indian tribe.

"(3) If an Indian tribe files a motion for intervention in a State court under this subsection, the Indian tribe shall submit to the court, at the same time as the Indian tribe files that motion, a certification that includes a statement that documents, with respect to the Indian child involved, the membership or eligibility for membership of that Indian child in the Indian tribe under applicable tribal law.

"(f) Any act or failure to act of an Indian tribe under subsection (e) shall not—

"(1) affect any placement preference or other right of any individual under this Act;

"(2) preclude the Indian tribe of the Indian child that is the subject of an action taken by the Indian tribe under subsection (e) from intervening in a proceeding concerning that Indian child if a proposed adoptive placement of that Indian child is changed after that action is taken; or

"(3) except as specifically provided in subsection (e), affect the applicability of this Act.

"(g) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, no proceeding for a voluntary termination of parental rights for adoption of an Indian child may be conducted under applicable State law before the date that is 30 days after the Indian child's tribe receives notice of that proceeding that was provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d).

"(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of law (including any State law)—

"(1) a court may approve, if in the best interests of an Indian child, an agreement that states that a birth parent, an extended family member, or the Indian child's tribe shall have an enforceable right of visitation or continued contact with the Indian child after the entry of a final decree of adoption; and

"(2) the failure to comply with any provision of a court order concerning the continued visitation or contact referred to in paragraph (1) shall not be
Criminal Sanctions.—The criminal sanctions for a violation referred to in subsection (a) are as follows:

1. For an initial violation, a person shall be fined in accordance with section 3571 of title 18, United States Code, or imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both.

2. For any subsequent violation, a person shall be fined in accordance with section 3571 of title 18, United States Code, or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

(a) In General.—With respect to any proceeding subject to this Act involving an Indian child or a child who may be considered to be an Indian child for purposes of this Act, a person, other than a birth parent of the child, shall, upon conviction, be subject to a criminal sanction under subsection (b) if that person knowingly and willfully—

1. falsifies, conceals, or covers up by any trick, scheme, or device, a material fact concerning whether, for purposes of this Act—

(A) a child is an Indian child; or

(B) a parent is an Indian; or

2. makes any false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement, omission, or representation; or

(B) falsifies a written document knowing that the document contains a false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or entry relating to a material fact described in paragraph (1).
A BILL

To amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, and for other purposes.

SEC. 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES.

(a) SHORT TITLE.—This Act may be cited as the "Indian Child Welfare Act Amendments of 1997".

(b) REFERENCES.—Whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed in terms of an amendment to or repeal of a section or other provision, the reference shall be considered to be made to a section or other provision of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1901 et seq.).

SEC. 2. EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION.

Section 101(a) (25 U.S.C. 1911(a)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "(1)" after "(a)"; and

(2) by striking the last sentence and inserting the following:

"(2) An Indian tribe shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over any child custody proceeding that involves an Indian child, notwithstanding any subsequent change in the residence or domicile of the Indian child, in any case in which the Indian child—

(A) resides or is domiciled within the reservation of the Indian tribe and is made a ward of a tribal court of that Indian tribe; or

(B) after a transfer of jurisdiction is carried out under subsection (b), becomes a ward of a tribal court of that Indian tribe.".

SEC. 3. INTERVENTION IN STATE COURT PROCEEDINGS.

Section 101(c) (25 U.S.C. 1911(c)) is amended by striking "In any State court proceeding" and inserting "Except as provided in section 103(e), in any State court proceeding".

SEC. 4. VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS.

Section 103(a) (25 U.S.C. 1913(a)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "(1)" before "Where";
20 21

SEC. 5. WITHDRAWAL OF CONSENT.

Section 103(b) (25 U.S.C. 1913(b)) is amended—

(1) by inserting "(1)" before "Any"; and

(2) by adding at the end the following new paragraphs:

"(2) Except as provided in paragraph (4), a consent to adoption of an Indian child or voluntary termination of parental rights to an Indian child may be revoked, only if—

(A) no final decree of adoption has been entered; and

(B)(i) the adoptive placement specified by the parent terminates; or

(ii) the revocation occurs before the later of—

"(3) Any consent given prior to," and inserting the following:

"(4) An Indian custodian who has the legal authority to consent to an adoptive placement shall be treated as a parent for the purposes of the notice and consent to adoption provisions of this Act.".

(2) by striking "foster care placement" and inserting "foster care or preadoptive or adoptive placement";

(3) by striking "judge's certificate that the terms" and inserting the following: "judge's certificate that—

"(A) the terms";

(4) by striking "or Indian custodian." and inserting "or Indian custodian; and";

(5) by inserting after subparagraph (A), as designated by paragraph (3) of this subsection, the following new subparagraph:

"(B) any attorney or public or private agency that facilitates the voluntary termination of parental rights or preadoptive or adoptive placement has informed the natural parents of the placement options with respect to the child involved, has informed those parents of the applicable provisions of this Act, and has certified that the natural parents will be notified within 10 days of any change in the adoptive placement.");

(6) by striking "The court shall also certify" and inserting the following:

"(2) The court shall also certify";
“(I) the 180-day period beginning on the date on which the Indian child's tribe receives written notice of the adoptive placement provided in accordance with the requirements of subsections (c) and (d); or

“(II) the 30-day period beginning on the date on which the parent who revokes consent receives notice of the commencement of the adoption proceeding that includes an explanation of the revocation period specified in this subclause.

“(3) The Indian child with respect to whom a revocation under paragraph (2) is made shall be returned to the parent who revokes consent immediately upon an effective revocation under that paragraph.

“(4) Subject to paragraph (6), if, by the end of the applicable period determined under subclause (I) or (II) of paragraph (2)(B)(ii), a consent to adoption or voluntary termination of parental rights has not been revoked, beginning after that date, a parent may revoke such a consent only—

“(A) pursuant to applicable State law; or

“(B) if the parent of the Indian child involved petitions a court of competent jurisdiction, and the court finds that the consent to adoption or voluntary termination of parental rights was obtained through fraud or duress.

“(5)(A) Subject to paragraph (6), if a consent to adoption or voluntary termination of parental rights is revoked under paragraph (4)(B), with respect to the Indian child involved—

“(i) in a manner consistent with paragraph (3), the child shall be returned immediately to the parent who revokes consent; and

“(ii) if a final decree of adoption has been entered, that final decree shall be vacated.

“(6) Except as otherwise provided under applicable State law, no adoption that has been in effect for a period longer than or equal to 2 years may be invalidated under this subsection.”.

SEC. 6. NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBES.

Section 103(c) (25 U.S.C. 1913(c)) is amended to read as follows:

“(c)(1) A party that seeks the voluntary placement of an Indian child or the voluntary termination of the parental rights of a parent of an Indian child shall provide written notice of the placement or proceeding to the Indian child's tribe. A notice under this subsection shall be sent by registered mail (return receipt requested) to the Indian
“(B) A notice described in subparagraph (A)(ii) may be provided before the birth of an Indian child if a party referred to in paragraph (1) contemplates a specific adoptive or preadoptive placement.

“(iii) Not later than 10 days after the commencement of any proceeding for a termination of parental rights to an Indian child.

“(iv) Not later than 10 days after the commencement of any adoption proceeding concerning an Indian child.

“(B) A notice described in subparagraph (A)(ii) may be provided before the birth of an Indian child if a party referred to in paragraph (1) contemplates a specific adoptive or preadoptive placement.

“(3) If, after the expiration of the applicable period specified in paragraph (2), a party referred to in paragraph (1) discovers that the child involved may be an Indian child—

“(i) the birth parent placing the child or relinquishing parental rights; and

“(A) the party shall provide notice under paragraph (1) not later than 10 days after the discovery; and

“(B) any applicable time limit specified in subsection (e) shall apply to the notice provided under subparagraph (A) only if the party referred to in paragraph (1) has, on or before commencement of the placement made reasonable inquiry concerning whether the child involved may be an Indian child.”.

SEC. 7. CONTENT OF NOTICE.

Section 103(d) (25 U.S.C. 1913(d)) is amended to read as follows:

“(d) Each written notice provided under subsection (e) shall contain the following:

“(1) The name of the Indian child involved, and the actual or anticipated date and place of birth of the Indian child.

“(2) A list containing the name, address, date of birth, and (if applicable) the maiden name of each Indian parent and grandparent of the Indian child, if—

“(A) known after inquiry of—

“(i) the birth parent placing the child or relinquishing parental rights; and
in paragraph (9) may have the right to intervene in the proceeding referred to in paragraph (5).

(11) An inquiry concerning whether the Indian tribe that receives notice under subsection (c) intends to intervene under subsection (e) or waive any such right to intervention.

(12) A statement that, if the Indian tribe that receives notice under subsection (c) fails to respond in accordance with subsection (e) by the applicable date specified in that subsection, the right of that Indian tribe to intervene in the proceeding involved shall be considered to have been waived by that Indian tribe.

SEC. 8. INTERVENTION BY INDIAN TRIBE.

Section 103 (25 U.S.C. 1913) is amended by adding at the end the following new subsections:

(e)(1) The Indian child's tribe shall have the right to intervene at any time in a voluntary child custody proceeding in a State court only if—

(A) in the case of a voluntary proceeding to terminate parental rights, the Indian tribe filed a notice of intent to intervene or a written objection to the termination, not later than 30 days after re-
(I) the child involved is not a member of, or is not eligible for membership in, the Indian tribe; or

(ii) the determination by the Indian tribe that—

(I) the child involved is not a member of, or is not eligible for membership in, the Indian tribe; or

(II) neither parent of the child is a member of the Indian tribe.

(3) If an Indian tribe files a motion for intervention in a State court under this subsection, the Indian tribe shall submit to the court, at the same time as the Indian tribe files that motion, a certification that includes a statement that documents, with respect to the Indian child involved, the membership or eligibility for membership of that Indian child in the Indian tribe under applicable tribal law.

(f) Any act or failure to act of an Indian tribe under subsection (e) shall not—

(1) affect any placement preference or other right of any individual under this Act;

(2) preclude the Indian tribe of the Indian child that is the subject of an action taken by the Indian tribe under subsection (e) from intervening in a proceeding concerning that Indian child if a pro-
posed adoptive placement of that Indian child is
changed after that action is taken; or

“(3) except as specifically provided in sub-
section (e), affect the applicability of this Act.

“(g) notwithstanding any other provision of law, no
proceeding for a voluntary termination of parental rights
or adoption of an Indian child may be conducted under
applicable State law before the date that is 30 days after
the Indian child’s tribe receives notice of that proceeding
that was provided in accordance with the requirements of
subsections (c) and (d).

“(h) notwithstanding any other provision of law (includ­ing any State law)—

“(1) a court may approve, if in the best inter­
ests of an Indian child, as part of an adoption de­
gree of the Indian child, an agreement that states
that a birth parent, an extended family member, or
the Indian child’s tribe shall have an enforceable
right of visitation or continued contact with the In­
dian child after the entry of a final decree of adoption;
and

“(2) the failure to comply with any provision of
a court order concerning the continued visitation or
contact referred to in paragraph (1) shall not be

SEC. 114. FRAUDULENT REPRESENTATION.

“(a) IN GENERAL.—With respect to any proceeding
subject to this Act involving an Indian child or a child
who may be considered to be an Indian child for pur­
oposes of this Act, a person, other than a birth parent of the
child, shall, upon conviction, be subject to a criminal sanc­
tion under subsection (b) if that person knowingly and
willfully—

“(1) falsifies, conceals, or covers up by any

trick, scheme, or device, a material fact concerning

whether, for purposes of this Act—

“(A) a child is an Indian child; or

“(B) a parent is an Indian; or

“(2)(A) makes any false, fictitious, or fraudu­

tent statement, omission, or representation; or

“(B) falsifies a written document knowing that

the document contains a false, fictitious, or fraudu­

tent statement or entry relating to a material fact
described in paragraph (1).
The decision to adopt a child is done with much love and affection. It is often a process also fraught with both emotional and financial obstacles. This bill will provide what many have complained of—finality in cases involving Indian children.

With that, I'd ask if the vice chairman, Senator Inouye, has a statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL K. INOUYE, U.S. SENATOR FROM HAWAII, VICE CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

Senator INOUYE. I thank you very much, sir.

Last week there was a very interesting add in Roll Call, a newspaper on Capitol Hill, and it reminded us of the history of Indian country, which continues to impact current events throughout this land.

Although this ad focused upon a different challenge confronting Indian country, I believe it is relevant and appropriate that we consider just a few of the statements that were contained in this Roll Call ad, and I would like to quote from them.

It was very simple. It said,

"Two hundred years of exploitation and neglect, more than 700 broken treaties, $2 billion in tribal trust funds lost or mismanaged, $200 million in funding cuts last year, and now politicians want to levy new taxes against tribal governments. Have we paid enough?"

That was the ad.

As the committee meets today, it is important that we be ever mindful that we are speaking of the most precious resource in Indian country, the children, and that Indian country has already paid very dearly.

The Indian Child Welfare Act is premised upon the conclusion by the Congress that Indian country had paid enough. It was enacted into law to bring an abrupt halt to an insidious process—a process initiated under the auspices of protecting those children and a process which wound up thousands upon thousands of Indian infants and children being removed from their mothers and fathers, from their sisters and brothers, from their grandparents and their elders, and from the love in those families that bound them all together.

In contemporary times, we may be tempted to relegate the justification for this act to historical circumstances that are no longer relevant, to suggest that the protections of the Indian Child Welfare Act are no longer needed in a society that values homogeneity and seeks equal opportunities for all children, good homes, good schools, good families.

The challenge is today the same as it has always been: Who defines what is good for Indian children? Whose standards? Whose values? Whose visions? Whose dreams for the well-being of the Indian children will be allowed to define and shape their future?

Let us be certain that the amendments which we address today are considered within the context of the history, which informed the need for the passage of the Indian Child Welfare Act in 1978, and the contemporary circumstances which make the act the crucial cornerstone of the foundation upon which the future of Indian country will be built.

I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Vice Chairman, for that very eloquent statement. There is no question throughout Indian country of your ongoing commitment to making the lives of Indian people a little better, and we do thank you.

We also welcome our friends from the other body, and would ask Representative Pat Kennedy if he has a statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICK J. KENNEDY, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM RHODE ISLAND

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's an honor to be with you in this joint hearing on this very important subject that comes before both of our respective chambers, and I want to associate myself with your own remarks and that of Senator Inouye on this matter.

I ask for unanimous consent to enter into the record a statement by my ranking member, Mr. Miller, and also say that I want to associate myself with your own remarks and that of Senator Inouye on this matter that I think went absolutely contrary to what—there was almost unanimity, and, in fact, there was unanimity amongst Indian country. All 557 nations said that this went against their beliefs and interests in this issue.

I think, on a government-to-government basis, we ought to have more respect for the tribal sovereignty and the wishes of Native American nations when we consider legislation that usurps their own tribal sovereignty in such a dramatic way as do away with the protections given to Native American children for adoption proceedings.

I think the experience that gave rise to ICWA in the first place, that up to one-quarter of Indian children were separated from their tribal cultures and their families in many proceedings that did not take into account the tribe's wishes and the family's wishes, I think cannot let a few publicized failures in the adoption proceedings be used as reasons why we do away with ICWA altogether, and what we need to do is fix problems if they need to be fixed without taking such a dramatic approach as has been proposed in the House and, unfortunately, which passed the Senate.

I want to thank the Senate for having stopped that legislation from ever going forward, and hence we have checks and balances. In this case the Senate acted as a great check on the House's action on that case.

With that, I would like to yield back the balance of my time.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, Congressman Miller's opening statement will be also included in the record. [Prepared statement of Mr. Miller appears in appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Chairman Young, welcome to the Senate.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON YOUNG, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM ALASKA

Mr. YOUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being a little late. This to the Senate, halfway across I was on a lonely island. The thing

quit running. Very interesting experience, because you can't get out.

I want to welcome everybody, especially the Alaskans, coming down here for the Indian Child-Welfare Act amendments of 1997. It has been a long process with the participation of tribal representatives, adoption attorney representatives, and both public and private adoption agencies to reach a common approach to solve existing problems with the adoptive placement of Native American children.

Since the highly-publicized California case of Bridget R.'s adoption proceedings in 1995, various Members of Congress have attempted to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act, ICWA. The proposed House bills were opposed by tribal representatives, and with good cause.

I believe the tribes are not consulted without litigation, which would have a major effect upon their membership. Based upon the conflicting views with regard to ICWA, in May 1996 I instructed the Tanana Chiefs Conference, TCC, the National Indian Welfare Association, and the National Congress of American Indians to meet with the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys and the Academy of California Adoption Attorneys to seek a common approach to avoid prolonged litigation over Native American adoptive placements and promote the stability of Native American adoptions.

I want to expressly thank the TCC, in particular, Frank Walleri and Jane Gorman and Mark Gradstein from the AAA, and the Academy of California Adoption Attorneys for the extensive and exhaustive work on amendments. They have worked diligently for the past 2 years to reach this common goal to help solve existing problems with the adoption and placement of Native American children.

H.R. 1082 and S. 569 are bills that will reduce the possibility of conflict between birth parents and adoptive families. They provide for a notice to Indian tribes of involuntary adoption, termination of parental rights, and foster care proceedings. They also provide for time limitations to terminate adoption and set forth criminal sanctions for persons who knowingly falsify or cover up information the child may be an Indian child or a parent is an Indian.

These amendments have been endorsed by tribal representatives and by adoption attorneys and adoption advocates. I believe we have great legislation before us, and urge Members to support and vote for the passage of these important bills.

Before I close, Mr. Chairman, I want to include into the two community Indian abortion statistics from Allan Guttmacher Institute library records and archives. They are a nationally-recognized repository of abortion statistics information relied upon by U.S. Government, the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta, and I believe the National Right of Life [sic] Organizations.

I've heard rumors that there has been some concern expressed that H.R. 1082 and S. 569 may increase abortion rates among Native American women. This report shows that Native American women have, by far, the lowest rate of abortion among any ethnic group in the U.S. population. I want to dispel that because I re-
member this on the floor last year. We discussed this saying it was a pro-abortion bill. It is not.

Again, welcome. I welcome and look forward to working with the Senate, and especially you, Mr. Chairman, as a former House member sitting in my committee. I look forward to working with you to make this important legislation move forward.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The Chair will recognize Representative Donna Christian-Green. Do you have a statement?

STATEMENT OF HON. DONNA CHRISTIAN-GREEN, U.S. DELEGATE FROM THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

Ms. CHRISTIAN-GREEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me this opportunity to make brief opening remarks.

This is a very important hearing, and I commend you, Chairman Campbell and Chairman Young, for your willingness in holding this joint hearing today.

Let me begin by saying, first of all, that the issue of the welfare of Indian children is of great concern to me. Indeed, I am concerned about all of the issues that affect Native Americans.

In the last Congress, as a result of several high-profile adoption cases involving lengthy disputes under the Child Welfare Act, questions were raised about whether the Indian Child Welfare Act fails to account the best interests of the children, parents, and the tribe.

The ICWA, as you know, Mr. Chairman, was enacted in 1978 to address the widespread removal of Indian children from Indian families and placing them with non-Indian families or institutions.

Recognizing the need for legislation to address the concerns raised by the high-profile cases in the last Congress, both Chairman Young and Ranking Member Miller introduced legislation which is virtually identical to the bills before us today in the hopes of addressing these problems.

H.R. 1082 and S. 569 are the product of a proposal which emerged from the mid-year convention of the National Congress of American Indians in Tulsa, OK, in 1985, and which is known as the Tulsa Compromise.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the members of both committees represented here today in moving forward to address the issues in the bills before us, while protecting and preserving the tribal sovereignty and Native American culture and traditions.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for allowing me to make this brief opening statement, and I look forward to hearing from our witnesses.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Is Representative Pryce here? If you'd come to the table there, well—I'd mention, too, that in going through the written testimony, some witnesses—we have eight witnesses. Some of it seems very, very extensive, and I would tell those people with very extensive testimony, all of it will be included in the record and studied copiously, but for the duration that we'll be in here today, if you could abbreviate your comments a little bit we would appreciate it.

With that, Representative Pryce, welcome to the Senate. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. DEBORAH PRYCE, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM OHIO

Ms. PRYCE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here, and Chairman Young and the rest of the committee members, thank you very much.

My interest in this issue began when my constituents, the Rost family in Columbus, OH, told me the story of their fight to keep their adoptive twin daughters. When these little girls were placed for adoption by their birth parents, nobody knew of their Indian heritage. It was only after their grandmother signed them up with the Porno Tribe that the ICWA was invoked and the adoption was put on hold.

Three years later, after taking a second mortgage on their home, accruing thousands of dollars in legal bills, and enduring a tremendous emotional toll, the Rost fight still continues.

This case is not an anomaly. Since I became involved in this issue, I have heard numerous horror stories from people all over the country who are victims of the ICWA. Much of this stems from a broad and inconsistent application of this very well-intentioned law.

I won't dwell on these horror stories today or I won't have time to continue on with my testimony and we'd be here all day.

Let me begin by saying that our Constitution protects the rights of individuals against classifications based on race, and it protects the rights of parents to control their children's upbringing. These are fundamental liberties and they are privacy issues.

The ICWA excludes all other circumstances to the sole factor of race and denies these basic Constitutional rights to parents who have a child with any Indian blood.

I feel strongly that the very good and important protections of ICWA will be lost if we don't correct some of the problems.

For example, a mother who has no Indian blood whatsoever or any ties to Indian culture who voluntarily places her child for adoption and who chooses the adoptive parents can have those decisions that she made for her child overturned by an unknown third party solely because her child has some small quantum of Indian blood.

Now, as more and more Americans become outraged by the violations of basic individual rights that bad interpretations by courts of ICWA embodies, I believe we will see the demise of this law.

As a former judge and an adoptive mother, I am sorry to testify today that S. 569 and H.R. 1082 do not address the fundamental issues. Instead, these bills take a procedural approach that, in my view, is cumbersome enough to significantly discourage the adoption of Indian children and to make any lawyers rich. The complexity of these requirements almost guarantees an inability to comply.

Now, I plead, I implore the members on the committees to read this legislation and understand just how cumbersome it really, really is.

As a former judge, I can tell you that courts are going to have a very difficult time applying the provisions. Frankly, these bills
procedural reforms do not go nearly far enough to address the real concerns that are denying the placement of needy children in permanent loving homes.

I will reintroduce substantive legislation that is similar to the language that the House passed last year; however, in an effort to make a very good faith compromise, I will remove many of the provisions of this legislation that are objectionable to the Native American community: 

This new bill will not address retroactive membership in a tribe, nor will it require adults to give written consent to become a tribal member. In addition, a provision that the tribes felt would limit their ability to appeal will be deleted.

The language that remains will codify into statute the law applied by many State courts known as the "existing Indian family doctrine." Under this doctrine the ICWA does not apply to children who do not live on a reservation unless at least one parent of Indian descent has a legal interest in the child. In some cases, this provision would force a tribal member to remove a child from the tribe.

It is this doctrine that has been applied to the Rost case by the California court. The U.S. Supreme Court denied the petition that asked for a review of this decision, indicating that the court accepts the application of this doctrine as a correct interpretation and application of the ICWA.

Codifying the existing Indian family doctrine into law is a good first step toward reforming the ICWA that should have the support of all parties interested in the law's preservation.

I continue to look forward to working with the committees, the Native American community, and all interested parties to improve the ICWA so that it can work to protect the rights of children, the Native American tribes, and all adoptive families.

Thank you very much for this opportunity.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, I am not alone in my support to reform the Indian Child Welfare Act in the House, along with what we did last year. My colleagues, Jerry Solomon and Todd Tiahrt, share my views and are dedicated to this issue. And I understand Congressmen Tiahrt and Solomon have already submitted their testimony to the committees, and with your permission I would like to submit Congressmen Solomon's testimony to be included in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be included.

Ms. PRYCE. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statements of Ms. Pryce and Mr. Solomon appear in appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a couple of questions before I turn to my colleagues.

Ms. Pryce. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Just for my own information, how old was the Pomo youngster to which you referred, the Rost child?

Ms. Pryce. How old were they? They, I think, were—were they not infants, but they were just months old when they were adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. They're still in the legal custody of their adoptive parents now?

Ms. Pryce. Yes; they are in the custody of the adoptive parents.
Ms. PRYCE. I understand that, sir, and I believe you are correct in that respect. My greatest angst comes from the fact that if we allow these situations to continue and these horror stories to keep appearing in the press, there will be a public outcry to have the whole thing repealed. There already is that movement over in the House, as you are well aware. I do not want to see that happen. And—

Mr. YOUNG. I appreciate that very much. The thing that I am concerned about is that there is a classic example of a bill that was written correctly, I believe, that had some weaknesses which we did not see, some lawyers that were not too scrupulous, and consequently we've had a problem.

But when we get to the horror stories, I've lived through the horror stories. I know you have. Mr. Young [continuing]. In the previous years before we had ICWA, the Bureau got involved in this, and I watched whole groups of people being expropriated out of their community and no one really knew what was going on. This was the reason ICWA was created.

I'm going to—I think my legislation is pretty well construed, and I appreciate the chairman. And we'll just have to debate this on the floor and debate it in the communities and see what's correct, what's not correct. And I'm going to work for that.

But I hope we have the one goal in mind, and what I hear you say is to try to make that work better.

Ms. PRYCE. That's right.

Mr. YOUNG. But also keep the premise of the act as we originally passed.

I thank you for your testimony.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ms. PRYCE. Thank you very much.

The CHAIRMAN: Vice Chairman Inouye, do you have any questions?

Mr. INOUYE. Mr. Chairman, may I commend Chairman Young for his statement and observation.

Many Americans, including myself, find it very difficult to understand the scope and the importance of Indian sovereignty, and that is what is involved in this case.

For example, I note that today many Americans are going abroad—in fact, two of my staff people have gone as far as China to adopt their children. I commend them for that. But they found that, in both cases, they had to comply with the laws of China. It mattered very little as far as parental consent was concerned. In every case, the parents consented, but the Government had to say yes or no. That is the nature of sovereignty.

The other matter that Chairman Young brought up—I think is very important to the matter before us. On the matter of the 14th amendment, I think that has been cleared. I am certain you will agree that the status of an Indian tribe is not a racial classification; it is a political and legal one. Our relationship with Indian country is, as Chairman Young put it, country-to-country or nation-to-nation or government-to-government, and I believe that is what the act was premised upon.

Mr. YOUNG. I appreciate that, Ms. Pryce, and I hope that we will keep those matters in mind as we proceed.

Meantime, I hope we make every effort to have the whole thing passed. Without objection, what I'm going to do is go back and do it side by side.

Mr. KENNEDY. Did you have any opening statement or questions of this witness?

STUDENT OF HON. JOHN MCCAIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM ARIZONA

Mr. MCCAIN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have my opening statement be made a part of the record, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.

[Prepared statement of Senator McCain appears in appendix.]

Mr. McCAIN. I just want to thank Congressman Young, Chairman Young, and my dear friend, Dan Inouye; and others, and you, Mr. Chairman, who have been involved in this issue. It has been a very frustrating one for me personally, as well as for all of the Indian community, because we were able to, thanks to a lot of the Indian communities, get the tribal attorneys—the adoption attorneys together and tribal representatives in what was an agreement that was, we believed, entirely acceptable. We passed it through the Senate here, as you know, and then it was blocked in the House.

I just don't quite understand how people could object to this. I understand on the statute the objections, but everybody admits that the compromise would improve the situation, make it easier to implement the interests of the child primarily, the family, and the tribes.

I hope we can move forward with it this year, and I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership, as well as Chairman Young, Senator Inouye, and others who have been involved in it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, clearly any bill that we deal with that has effect on people's lives and something as emotional as adoption can't go away. If it's going to satisfy everybody, I certainly thank you for all the effort and leadership, Senator McCain; that you've put in on this issue.

Mr. MCCAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN: Congressman Kennedy.

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to address my colleague, Representative Pryce.

You said that you do not support today the Young-Miller proposal?

Ms. PRYCE. I say I don't believe that it goes far enough, and I think that what we are missing is the opportunity to correct this situation and all. And I really think that the current nature of the requirement in the bills will just continue to create more litigation, more problems in the courts, make a lot of business for a lot of lawyers.

In the long run, these things—many of the problems will be solved, but it just needs to create a horrendous cycle of litigation for many families.
natives had, including the people in your District, it improves on the existing law with respect to the concerns that you have, but it’s not sufficient, in your mind, to—you don’t.—last year you supported it and this year you don’t?

Ms. PRYCE. Last year I gave it qualified support because I think it does correct some of the problems, but, at the same time, it creates new ones.

And so there are elements in the adoption community that truly believe that the status quo is better than this bill, and so it is qualified support. I think that it does correct some of the problems, but in the same instrument creates new ones.

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, what I’m trying to understand is I believe that the Native American community sort of signed off on this compromise as a viable compromise, weren’t happy with it, themselves. They figured they’d rather have it stay with the status quo and they felt that, they were giving up a great deal to even come this far.

But if that’s not good enough for you, I think the feeling amongst Native Americans is, Why even make the effort if this isn’t even going in the direction we want it to go in in the first place?

Ms. PRYCE. Good question.

Mr. KENNEDY. So you can see where they would want to—

Ms. PRYCE. Certainly.

Mr. KENNEDY. [continuing]. Keep the status quo, as opposed to even making the effort.

Ms. PRYCE. And there are many in the adoption community who would prefer the status quo, as well. That’s my only point.

Mr. KENNEDY. But what I’ve been trying to figure out is if we’re interested in making a—-moving forward your proposal, or whether we want to just have a stalemate and have a face-off between two sides that are diametrically opposed.

Ms. PRYCE. Well, I don’t know that it has to come to that. You know, it has been a process. It has been a painful process, but I think we’re making progress.

The bill that we passed in the House last year is going to be reintroduced, much watered down, with many of the concerns addressed, and so I don’t see this as a waste of time.

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, it may be a waste of time if you don’t support it and it doesn’t have—because in terms of Native American community, they’re making an effort to listen and consider, but if they’re—I mean, in their interest, they’re trying to protect their own community.

Ms. PRYCE. Right.

Mr. KENNEDY. And for them, the flexibility they’ve tried to offer is not something that I think is out of their own best interest. And if you look at it from their own best interest, compromise attempt, they’ve made some efforts to meet some of the concerns that your bill brought up. But now you’re saying you don’t think that that is sufficient or—I mean—

Ms. PRYCE. I don’t know. I wasn’t really a party to drafting it. My point is that we’re all here with the same objective, and that is to preserve ICWA, and we really need to be careful how we do it.

Nobody feels more strongly about it than I do, after dealing with this for years now and being right in the middle of it. And I’m not saying that I believe that we can do it better.

Mr. KENNEDY. I appreciate that. This is my last point. The fact of the matter is, it’s hard for me to think that you’re in the middle of it if there were 557 tribes that were against it at the outset when you first introduced your bill. It was unanimously rejected by Native American nations. And we do have a sovereign-to-sovereign government-to-government relationship with Native American nations.

The fact that we’re talking about a compromise where they—at least the deliberations, have at least had something to say on the matter, whereas before they didn’t feel they had any say in the matter.

Ms. PRYCE. Congressman, I’m very encouraged because at least now they’re talking to me. The reason they didn’t do it was because we couldn’t engage them. It was very difficult because it was a very emotional issue.

I think that we’re all heading in the right direction, and the fact that we’re all here talking about this is a very good thing.

Mr. KENNEDY. All right. Well, in conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I’d again like to associate myself with the remarks of Senator Inouye. The fact that there is a government-to-government relationship here, and that needs to be considered, because this isn’t simply our Government’s wishes. We need to take into consideration the governments that we’re dealing with.

And when they have such a unanimity of opposition to this legislation, I think we need to definitely respect the sovereignty of their position and approach this on a negotiation basis, as opposed to a compromise basis that I think so far has only left them with a feeling that they are not sure who they are dealing with if they don’t feel at the end of the day there’s an assurance that the bill that they’ve signed on to that they feel is better than what was proposed is going to be the accepted alternative. And if it isn’t, then I think they’re dealing with a shifting foundation. I think that can be very unsettling. I can understand why it causes them a great deal of concern in going forward on this matter.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Representative Christian-Green, do you have questions of the witness?

Ms. CHRISTIAN-GREEN. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Congressman Pryce, you said in your statement that the complexity of the requirements almost guarantees an inability to comply. Could you point to one or two of the requirements that would be difficult to comply?

Ms. PRYCE. I don’t have it in front of me, but if you have a copy of it, if you just turn to—the notifications through each stage and how cumbersome that process is, that’s a very good example. And it’s setting up a great cause for interruption later on of the adoption, because if everything isn’t done to the letter of the law, now there’s cause for tribes or whoever, family members, to come back later on, and if it’s not done correctly, those adoptions can be then interrupted.
Ms. CHRISTIAN-GREEN. Thank you. You also responded to the first question when you answered that, if all things being equal, you felt it would be better for the Native American child to remain with the tribe. But all things are not always equal, truly equal. Would you also agree that, barring any serious circumstances, that would create a negative effect or a dangerous situation for the child, that it would still be better, even if circumstances were not exactly equal, for the Native American child to remain with the tribe?

Ms. PRYCE. I think that’s always preferable, except when a child bounces around for years and years of his or her life, before there is any permanence—a family relationship. And there’s also some exceptions when you have a mother who is going to have a baby and would like to place that child with a family who chooses, and she doesn’t have any Indian blood, and her child may have some small quantum of Indian blood, but that woman then is denied the opportunity to place the child where she believes it should be.

And so there are exceptions to that general statement that you would like me to make, but obviously, I agree that children of Indian heritage—when you know, if they can stay in the tribal family and be, brought up without having them bounced and bounced and bounced—and we have all heard those stories—I think definitely it would be preferable without that happening.

Ms. CHRISTIAN-GREEN. Thank you.

Ms. PRYCE. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. Our good friend from the House side, good to see you here. Do you have some questions?

STATEMENT OF HON. ENI F.H. FALEOMAYAEGA, U.S. DELEGATE FROM AMERICAN SAMOA

Mr. FALEOMAYAEGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to say we do miss your presence in the House, but we also know that you’re doing a tremendous job here in the Senate and really want to commend you for always being supportive of the important issues of confronting our Native American community.

I do also want to personally welcome my good friend from Ohio, the gentlelady from Ohio, Congresswoman Pryce.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, we are revisiting this issue again, and hopefully there will be some resolution to some of these very serious dilemmas that we find ourselves in.

I do have a sensitivity of what Congresswoman Pryce is trying to say, not because they’re white parents or any parents. The whole concept of adoption, I think is really where my good friend from Ohio is trying to make her point, and I fully understand and appreciate that.

Ms. PRYCE. Thank you.

Mr. FALEOMAYAEGA. It isn’t because of white parents. We have instances where white parents, who in good faith, followed the adoption laws, somewhere along the line, got really messed up and they’ve incurred tremendous bills in paying their attorneys and trying to find out and the agony and the suffering that they’ve had in just trying to adopt a child, whether they be Indian or any other.
Mr. RALEOMAYAEGA. And I thank my good friend for being here. Mr. PRICE: Thank you.

Mr. RALEOMAYAEGA. I might say that a lot of times I think in this city we're so confused with numbers and legal positions and polls and statistics and number of things, but I think my friend from the House side is making that statement because he comes from a Native American culture—offshore, but a Native American culture—and I think he understands as I do, that from a cultural standpoint there are a lot of things that we don't deal with in all these square boxes here.

When I tell people, for instance, that in the Indian community in the United States, it's hard for them to believe that, yet we did very often do. I do. I have two mothers. One has passed away, my biological mother. I have an adopted mother. But there is nothing written. There were no reports, no court decisions. There was nothing in many of the—most Indian cultures, and perhaps where my friend comes from, too—

Mr. RALEOMAYAEGA. Would the chairman yield?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; sure, for a moment.

Mr. RALEOMAYAEGA. I've got constituents, Samoan constituents, that write to me all the time and say, "I've got to see my mother." I said, "Okay. Go ahead. What's the problem?" They'll say, "Well, I have no papers, no adoption papers." And whether the you're about to join the service or even go to school, I said, "But you mean we have to go through this process?" So we see the court of law. We have laws. I said, "But, geez, my aunt raised me since I was a baby. As far as I'm concerned, she's my mother." This is the situation.

So I just want to say that in my good friend from Ohio in expressing this concern of parents who have had to go through the agonizing experience of being taken around or given the runaround and never seem to get a final decision.

I would strongly suggest that my good friend from Ohio would offer some language in certain provisions of this bill that maybe we can work together and see how we can work this thing out and iron out the concerns that she has. I personally would welcome that, Mr. Chairman. And I would welcome my good friend that we could continue working the language of the current bill and see that maybe we can find the middle ground, we can find an accommodation which is satisfactory to the needs of her constituents and the problems that she's had to face with them.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I thank you.
rolled member and therefore Indian, because the Federal Government accepts each tribe's determination.

Ms. PRYCE. But that is the subject of litigation under the bill under the current status of the law now all the time. That won't change by my bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do appreciate your appearance, thank you very much.

I might ask you if you have any additional comments you'd like to make or things that you think could make the Young bill stronger, if you would give us those comments I'd appreciate it.

Ms. PRYCE. Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity to work with all of you.

The CHAIRMAN. And with that I'd ask Senator Inouye if he would Chair for the next few minutes, I have to run. I've got a little conflict. I'll be back in just a few minutes.

Senator Inouye. Thank you.

Our next panel consists of the assistant secretary for Indian Affairs, Ada Deer; the director of the Office of Tribal Justice of the Department of Justice, Thomas LeClaire; and the assistant secretary for the Interior, Betty Tippeconnie, who is the Principal Child Welfare Specialist.

Ms. DEER. Good morning, Chairman Campbell, Chairman Young, and members of the committees. I have accompanying me today Betty Tippeconnie, who is the Principal Child Welfare Specialist.

I appreciate the opportunity to present the Department of the Interior's views on the proposed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.

I also wish to note my appreciation for the strong leadership of each of the chairmen and former Chairman McCain and Chairman Inouye for all you have done on issues of concern to Native Americans.

Today's hearing will continue our cooperative efforts, exemplified most recently by our joint efforts to protect tribal governments from taxation and in the success of Chairman Young and Secretary Babbitt in reaching agreement on ways to reform the national wildlife refuge system.

I will summarize the written statement I have submitted for the record with the following points.

First, the Department of the Interior supports H.R. 1082 and its companion bill, S. 569, which incorporate the consensus-based tribal amendments developed last year by your tribal governments, the National Congress of American Indians, and representatives of the adoption community.

Second, while the Indian Child Welfare Act has fulfilled its objective in giving the Indian tribes the opportunity to intervene in custody proceedings on behalf of their Indian children, the act should be amended to give it greater clarity and certainty in its implementation.

The proposed amendments will end any uncertainty that the Indian Child Welfare Act applies in voluntary child custody proceedings.

The amendments will ensure that Indian tribes receive notice of voluntary ICWA proceedings and clarify what should be included in notice.

The tribe or the Indian Child Welfare Act applies. The amendments will also place time limits on when Indian tribes will intervene and when birth parents may withdraw their consent to an adoption, but only after the tribe receives adequate notice of procedures.

As my colleague, Tom LeClaire, from the Department of Justice, will point out, the amendments will provide criminal sanctions to discourage fraudulent practices by individuals or agencies which knowingly fail to disclose the Indian identity of a child or their birth parents in order to circumvent ICWA.

All these are good amendments and will make the act work better for tribes, birth parents, persons seeking to adopt, State courts, and most importantly, Indian children. After all, that's what this is all about—protecting the best interests of Indian children.

In closing and as the Department statement more fully discusses, I'm gravely concerned that the objectives of ICWA continue to be frustrated by State court created exceptions. These involve State courts who have sought to second-guess tribes as to who is an Indian or eligible for membership in the tribe.

This doctrine is called the "existing Indian family exception," and has been used by certain State judges to run amuck by delving into sensitive and complicated areas of Indian cultural values, customs, and practices that, under "existing law," have been left exclusively to the judgment of Indian tribes.

A bill proposed last year which sought to codify this misguided practice was wisely rejected by the two committees here today. The Administration strongly opposes any legislative recognition of the "existing Indian family exception" because it is bad policy.

It also must take exception to Congresswoman Pryce's concern that ICWA is unconstitutional. The Supreme Court has long held in cases like Morton v. Mancari that 'Congress can legislate in the area of Indian affairs based on the political status of tribes and their members.'

This concludes my testimony, and we at the Department of the Interior stand ready to assist you in any way so that there will be full passage of these amendments by Congress and approval by the President.

Thank you.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much, Secretary Deer.
Mr. LECLAIRE. Thank you.

Chairman Campbell, Chairman Young, and members of the Senate Indian Affairs and House Resources Committees, I am Tom LeClair, director of the Office of Tribal Justice for the Department of Justice. Thank you for inviting the Department to present its views on S. 569 and the companion bill, H.R. 1082, which would amend the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The administration and the Attorney General recognize the need for caring families and nurturing homes for Indian children. To this end, the Department supports S. 569 and H.R. 1082. The proposed legislation advances the best interest of Indian children, while preserving tribal self-government.

We are informed by the Departments of the Interior and Health and Human Services that ICWA generally works well. The implementation of ICWA in a relatively small number of voluntary adoption cases, however, has evoked intense debate both in Congress and elsewhere.

Generally Indian parents or tribes in these problematic cases allege that ICWA was not complied with and seek to recover custody of their Indian children involved. The time consumed by the legal proceedings disrupts lives and causes significant anguish.

In addressing these problematic cases through S. 569 and H.R. 1082, Congress has been mindful of ICWA's important purposes and affirmed tribal rights of self-government. Since the early days of this Nation, the United States has recognized that Indian tribes have the authority to govern their members and their territory. The United States has entered into hundreds of treaties and agreements with Indian tribes, pledging protection for Indian tribes and securing the tribes' rights to the highest and best form of government—self-government.

ICWA is a constitutionally valid statute that is closely tied to Congress' unique obligations to Indian tribes by protecting the best interest of Indian children, and families while promoting tribal rights of self-government.

Mr. Vice Chairman, let me reiterate. As it exists and when amended by these proposed bills, it is our belief that ICWA is constitutional. Under ICWA, courts are able to tailor foster care and adoptive placements of Indian children to meet the best interests of children, families, and tribes. We understand that the vast majority of the cases are adjudicated without significant problems. The application of ICWA to a limited number of cases involving adoptive placements that are later challenged by the biological parents or the children's tribes has drawn criticism.

While these cases are heart-rending and they are difficult, they have a tragic result for all the parties involved, it is important to reiterate that these problematic cases are not indicative of the manner in which ICWA operates in most cases.
S. 569 and its companion bill, H.R. 1082, reflect a carefully-crafted agreement between Indian tribes and adoption attorneys, an agreement designed to make Indian child adoption and custody proceedings more fair, swift, and certain.

In improving the fairness and certainty of ICWA, S. 569 and H.R. 1082 promise to advance the best interests of Indian children while preserving long-standing principles of tribal self-government.

These bills would clarify ICWA, establish deadlines to provide certainty, reduce delay in custody proceedings, and strengthen federal enforcement tools to ensure compliance with the statute in the first instance.

We appreciate the efforts that this committee, Chairman Campbell; Chairman Young, have made to foster a discussion of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

This concludes my prepared statement. At this time, Mr. Vice Chairman, I am prepared to answer any questions.

Senator INOUYE. Thank you very much, Director LeClaire.

[Prepared statement of Mr. LeClaire appears in appendix.]

Senator INOUYE. Because of the limitation of time, I will be submitting my questions for your consideration and response; however, I have been asked by the chairman, Senator Campbell, to ask certain selected questions.

Secretary Deer, as a former social worker, do you believe it would be in the best interest of Indian children to allow visitation under the proposed open adoption provisions if child is adopted by a non-Indian family?

Ms. DEER. Yes, I do.

Senator INOUYE. And, Mr. LeClaire, I realize that this is repetitious, but with respect to the so-called "existing Indian family doctrine," do you believe it is appropriate for State courts to make determinations, regarding their membership in a tribe?

Mr. LECLAIRE. Well, in a word, Mr. Vice Chairman, no.

First of all, we don't believe that the doctrine, itself, is necessary because its purposed use was to render constitutional a statute which the State courts suggested might have been unconstitutional, and our position is that it is constitutional as it is currently drafted and would be constitutional after the amendments proposed before these committees would be applied.

As I indicated, by adding a subjective test we simply increase the opportunity for litigation. For example, in this room are a number of people, Indian people who have been in Washington serving Indian people in many capacities, both for the Federal Government and for private interests, and have perhaps not returned to their reservations for quite some time. Would it be appropriate for a State court to examine, because of that, whether or not a member has a member of the tribe, an Indian, and I certainly would believe that of my own tribal membership?

It is inconsistent with the historical relationship between the United States and tribes, and this is an area where States have little or no role.

Finally, State judicial additions to a Federal law is simply a bad precedent. It is inconsistent with the supremacy clause and it undermines the nationwide preemption in a particular area that Congress has attempted to craft.
the power that tribes retain to determine their own membership as recognized by the Supreme Court.

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think I have enumerated—before you came back into the room, I enumerated—a number of reasons why we thought that the existing Indian family doctrine is inappropriate, particularly because it gets the State involved in an area that has been predominantly a Federal/tribal relationship.

Mr. LECLiARE. The amendments, as I review them, do not alter ICWA in a way that has existed since its original passage, and so the doctrine, which is not actually enumerated in the Act, I don’t believe, would be affected. It may be that State courts will continue to find this doctrine existing even after these amendments were passed.

Mr. KENNEDY. Would it not then be important to put some language in these amendments, understanding that they have been agreed to and the like, but understanding also that Ms. Pryce and those that have come at this from her point of view haven’t signed off on this bill, per se, any more, that we put in some language that State—very clearly that State courts, in matters with respect to ICWA, have no rights interpreting this doctrine, this existing family doctrine in such a loose way.

That seems to me the rub here in this problem is that State courts are interpreting something in their subjective opinion that runs contrary to a tribe’s definition of membership.

Mr. LECLAIRE. I would agree with that, Congressman Kennedy, that addressing it directly would be the way to ensure that Congress’s will is upheld—it would be a determination by this Body to determine whether or not it’s appropriate to include that in amendments. I know that last year the attempts to codify that exception or doctrine were rejected.

Mr. KENNEDY. I understand that. I’m just saying, given the testimony of Ms. Pryce this morning, she said that basically this is she’s no longer satisfied with this as a compromise. And if that’s the case; what if she’s trying to think of is, you know, you give an inch, they take a mile, and then what do you have at the end of the day but continued problems because the fundamental issue here—and that is respect, for tribal sovereignty—is still cast in the balance because State courts still ultimately have the discretion to use existing family doctrine in their proceedings.

And whereas you do make the mousetrap a little bit better so as to give tribes more access, I should say, to State courts, at the end of the day that’s still all they have is access to State courts. They

Mr. LECLAIRE. Well, there has only been a small number of cases adjudicated in this contentious area. I think the fear...
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, I want to make sure that-I've got going to the State court is because they feel that they'll be better treated there.

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think the reason why they prefer going to State court is because they feel that they will be better treated there.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. My time is up, but I just want to get-I think we have a number of problems in the Indian system that we're being written to correct by the Indian Department. There are a few problems that we had in the ICWA, and I think that they are the same problems that we have now. It's a difficult situation to be in.

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think tribal courts are, as they exist, that applying the best interests of the child will do the same job as State courts do.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Do you think it might be helpful if we had a provision in the bill that maybe in some cases, where an Indian child's best interest would not be served by the State court, we could allow the Indian court to hear the case?

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think the criminal provisions do intend to bring some attention to the need to have compliance, notice.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Do you think it might also be helpful if we had a provision in the bill that maybe in some cases where an Indian child's best interest would not be served by the State court, we could allow the Indian court to hear the case?

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think tribal courts, as they exist, will do the same job as State courts do.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Do you think it might be helpful if we had a provision in the bill that maybe in some cases where an Indian child's best interest would not be served by the State court, we could allow the Indian court to hear the case?

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think the criminal provisions do intend to bring some attention to the need to have compliance, notice.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Do you think it might also be helpful if we had a provision in the bill that maybe in some cases where an Indian child's best interest would not be served by the State court, we could allow the Indian court to hear the case?

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think the criminal provisions do intend to bring some attention to the need to have compliance, notice.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Do you think it might also be helpful if we had a provision in the bill that maybe in some cases where an Indian child's best interest would not be served by the State court, we could allow the Indian court to hear the case?

Mr. LECLAIRE. I think the criminal provisions do intend to bring some attention to the need to have compliance, notice.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry.

The CHAIRMAN. And I thank this panel for appearing.

The next panel will be Deborah Doxtator, chairperson of the Oneida Tribe of Indians of Wisconsin; Thomas Atcitty, vice president of the Navajo Nation; and Ron Allen, president of the National Congress of American Indians.

Chairperson Doxtator.
I'm going to move directly to the end of my testimony, in light of the time. I wanted to summarize that there are two items that are absolutely vital in the consideration of any bill that would move forward, and that is the notice of voluntary proceedings and the time lines for intervention. For Indian country, we definitely have to have those included in any language that would move forward. But we also cannot accept any language in any bill that gives State courts the authority to determine whether a child is Indian or not. This issue is also needed to address the determination of enrollment eligibility of an Indian child.

Thank you for convening this hearing to provide Indian country an opportunity to be heard on this very urgent issue. We recall how your efforts in the last Congress were circumvented and how many of your colleagues were called upon to vote without a true understanding of ramifications of the issues, and we trust that what we have shared today provides a meaningful basis for legitimate dialogue on the issue.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. By the way, your complete written testimony will be included in the record.

Ms. DOXTAIR. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Doxtator appears in appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Vice Chairman Atcitty.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS ATCITY, VICE PRESIDENT, NAVAJO NATION, WINDOW ROCK, AZ

Mr. ATCITY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the two committees.

I appreciate your invitation to be here, and above all appreciate the participation of the various members of the committee. Normally I testify just before one or another, but I see several Members of the Congress here, and that's very heartening and encouraging to me that we have a bill here that is of interest to Members of the Congress. Certainly this is of interest and import to the Navajo Nation.

You have our written testimony, so I won't briefly highlight what we deem as most important issues to us.

First, the Navajo Nation supports S. 569 and H.R. 1082, sponsored by Senators McCain and Congressman Young, with some clarifications and friendly amendments.

S. 569 and the companion bill propose a new section, 1913.C, C.1, C.2, C.3, that requires that Indian child's tribe must receive notice of the proceeding, and that the notice must contain information to allow the Indian child's tribe to verify application of ICWA.

We are concerned that erroneous information may be provided to a tribe through oversight, error, or lack of a good faith investigation which does not rise to fraud and which would not negatively affect both the tribe's ability to determine the child's enrollment and whether the tribe will intervene in the State court proceeding.

It is of critical importance that a good faith investigation be made into the information required by section 1913.D notice.
We recognize that ICWA has been addressing these problems for some time. And we believe that the solutions proposed in these two bills, if adopted and implemented, would be very effective.

We also want to note that the issues of the adoption of Indian children and the preservation of their culture and identity are very important to us.

ICWA, you know, basically addressed a lot of problems, and we recognize that it has been addressing these problems for some time. We also believe that the adoption of Indian children and the preservation of their culture and identity are very important to us.

Congressman Pryce had raised a number of issues, and in his testimony this morning she conveyed the notion that adoption procedures are very cumbersome and unwieldy. It is a very delicate matter that we must address it quite well, and the procedures will be very effective.

The statistics which show that there is not any increase in abortions because of this kind of legislation or these kinds of conditions.
with the other committee members and their staffs to make sure that these concerns are being addressed.

I've had a chance to share with Congresswoman Pryce that we are ready and willing to discuss further with her to assure that her concerns over this process are being met well within the framework of the tribal system and our coordination with the Federal system.

So we want to work with you as best we can to make sure that we're protecting the tribes' sovereign rights and the future of our children. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ron. I can only say to your comments, the pro-life group doesn't understand the Indian culture, and they don't know what Indian women are. [Prepared statement of Mr. Allen appears in appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. I think I will defer first to our House colleagues for some questions before I ask a couple of my own.

Representative Kennedy, do you have any questions at this time?

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you go ahead. And if you could keep it down to maybe 5 minutes so I can appreciate it.

Mr. KENNEDY. Yes, thanks, Mr. Chairman.

I just wanted to follow up, Ron, with some of your concerns about what is being proposed. You think that what's being proposed in terms of the compromise, really, it's strengthening ICWA, and therefore, you've come out in favor of these bills.

But if the State courts and you're saying, with the penalties and the provisions, the State courts will have enough of an impetus to make sure that their tribes or sovereignty is respected, so I just want to get that assurance that you think that's correct.

Mr. ALLEN. Yes, we do firmly believe that, and we also firmly believe that the States have authority to assure that, if anybody is misrepresenting, misusing, or abusing the adoption practices and procedures and the laws, that they will be penalized, so we need to stop those kinds of improprieties.

Mr. KENNEDY. And so that we don't have the State court—and also, with respect to the existing family doctrine, we don't want the State courts to be employing that. So you feel this legislation—would it help for it to be more explicit, or do you think the penalties speak for itself, or do you think that it would be helpful to state, as a matter of policy, that the existing family doctrine that many States courts have relied upon to complete this process should be considered null and void? I mean, is there any—in other words, is there any opportunity in this legislation to clarify for States that they shouldn't be employing their own subjective opinions in this respect?

Mr. ALLEN. Out of our last two conferences, we were provided direction by our leadership that we are more than willing to review the existing family doctrine issue with the committees on how it is best to be addressed. We do not want to see it codified in the law. We do think that—

Mr. KENNEDY. Right.

Mr. ALLEN. [continuing]...If you delegate authority to the courts to allow them to make those distinctions based on their criteria that is going to be worse than what Congresswoman Pryce was proposing, that is the better option.

Mr. KENNEDY. Right. I understand that. What I'm saying is reword the existing family doctrine and put that into law by saying, you're supposed to have the ability to employ the existing family doctrine in a way that respects the tribe.

Mr. ALLEN. I think it should be codified into law. I mean, I—

Mr. KENNEDY. That would be something we'd be very interested in.

Mr. ALLEN. It would.

Mr. KENNEDY. Right. Thank you.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Representative Feolemanavaega, is it the Navajo Nation's policy to intervene in a case arising off-reservation if it is a child case?

Mr. PALOMANAVAEGA. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any questions, but I do want to related that the vice chairman of the Navajo Nation and the Attorney General of the United States, the administration, supports the proposed legislation and the NCAT supports it; our friend from the Navajo Nation supports it, and that's fine with me.

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask a few questions. Mr. President Arcticly, is it the Navajo Nation's policy to intervene in a case arising off-reservation if it is a child case?

Mr. ARCTICLY. Yes, we have a social services department, and we have five individuals who have a master's degree in social work and probably the same number with baccalaureate, so it's within the department.

We certainly would like to see more of our people with advanced degrees, but we have—yes, we have properly credentialed people helping us. In fact, I have here, Leila Help-Tuley, Master of Social Work, University of Utah; Delores Greyeyes, Master of Social Work, Arizona State University; and Sharon Ochichisilie, Master of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they Navajos who also understand the culture?

Mr. ARCTICLY. Yes, they are Navajos, yes, and speak Navajo; bilingual.

The CHAIRMAN. They are Navajos, yes, and speak Navajo, bilingual.

Mr. ARCTICLY. Yes; you recommended that the bill be amended to provide additional time before the tribe was required to intervene to 90 days. I believe you said?

Mr. ARCTICLY. Yes, it is a reasonable amount of time.

The CHAIRMAN. Would that time be used to determine eligibility of the child? I mean, if the best interest of the child is in question, is that basically just to comply with some of the other statutes that you already mentioned?

Is there any time allowed for the tribe to intervene?
Mr. Allen, we think they're reasonable, that that is what is going to provide the certainty of the process and the timeliness of the process and the costliness.

That was one of the issues that Congressman Frye had raised in terms of being too burdensome on applicants.

Mr. Allen. What is the NCAI's position on the so-called "existing Indian family doctrine?"

Mr. Allen. We are— as I was mentioning to Congressman Kennedy, we are opposed to it being codified. We believe that the current amendments provide procedures to allow that doctrine, and those conditions are being addressed by the tribal courts and the tribal system, and that if we— basically we are opposing it because it undermines our sovereignty. That's the fundamental, and beyond that, it's a matter of procedure to assure that the best interest of the child is being addressed.

The Chairman. Okay. I have no further questions. If there are no further questions from the committee—

Mr. Kennedy. I would just ask, if Mr. Allen may be—if you have additional language that would help reemphasize that for the legislation, that State courts should not be adhering to any kind of notion of existing family doctrine, that they need to be sure to follow the procedures of ICWA and recognizing tribal sovereignty, just as a language or policy matter, that might be a helpful addendum for the courts to have to use in their proceedings, so there is sure to be no confusion in this matter.

Mr. Allen. And we will definitely be consulting and coordinating with our member tribes, as well as the other tribes across Indian country, to come up with some language that may be helpful in that matter.

The Chairman. All right. I might just mention, before this panel leaves, I had a personal experience with this about 3 years ago with an Anglo family who lives not too far from us down on the Durango, CO, who adopted a girl, where she was a baby; 1-year-old, as I remember. And the girl was about 13 or 14 I guess, when I first saw her, she was sitting in the car next to my family watching a movie when she spotted me at the movie. This was a few years ago. And this young lady came up and I mean she just upbraided me like you wouldn't believe because apparently the tribe where she came from had started proceedings to have her returned to the family and the tribe. She hadn't had any contacts with them in all those years and didn't speak the language, didn't know anything about the culture or anything; you can imagine how upset she was and her parents, too.

Mr. Allen. We are— as I was mentioning to Congressman Kennedy, we are opposed to it being codified. We believe that the current amendments provide procedures to allow that doctrine, and those conditions are being addressed by the tribal courts and the tribal system, and that if we— basically we are opposing it because it undermines our sovereignty. That's the fundamental, and beyond that, it's a matter of procedure to assure that the best interest of the child is being addressed.

The Chairman. Okay. I have no further questions. If there are no further questions from the committee—

Mr. Kennedy. I would just ask, if Mr. Allen may be—if you have additional language that would help reemphasize that for the legislation, that State courts should not be adhering to any kind of notion of existing family doctrine, that they need to be sure to follow the procedures of ICWA and recognizing tribal sovereignty, just as a language or policy matter, that might be a helpful addendum for the courts to have to use in their proceedings, so there is sure to be no confusion in this matter.

Mr. Allen. And we will definitely be consulting and coordinating with our member tribes, as well as the other tribes across Indian country, to come up with some language that may be helpful in that matter.

The Chairman. All right. I might just mention, before this panel leaves, I had a personal experience with this about 3 years ago with an Anglo family who lives not too far from us down on the Durango, CO, who adopted a girl, where she was a baby; 1-year-old, as I remember. And the girl was about 13 or 14 I guess, when I first saw her, she was sitting in the car next to my family watching a movie when she spotted me at the movie. This was a few years ago. And this young lady came up and I mean she just upbraided me like you wouldn't believe because apparently the tribe where she came from had started proceedings to have her returned to the family and the tribe. She hadn't had any contacts with them in all those years and didn't speak the language, didn't know anything about the culture or anything; you can imagine how upset she was and her parents, too.
some through agencies. The ages of the children, the States of residents, the tribes involved are all different, but the stories are strikingly similar. They tell me, ‘We know the child we are adopting or have adopted has Native American ancestry. We know the tribe was notified’.

The questions they ask me are always the same: ‘What do we do now? How did this happen? Can the tribe come and take away my child?’ ‘Did my attorney, or the adoption agency, do something wrong?’

I tell them that legally, under the current law, inconsistent as this may sound, no, your attorney or the agency probably didn’t do anything legally wrong in not notifying the tribe because in voluntary placements notification is not mandated, and yes, your child could have been removed.

But what do we do now? That question is much harder. Do they belatedly notify the tribe and pray for mercy, or do they white-knuckle it until the kid grows up and hope the tribe or the extended birth family never finds out?

I honestly don’t know what to tell these people. The one thing that I do know and that I do tell them is that the Indian Child Welfare Act must be fixed, so these problems don’t continue to happen. Tribes must be given notice in voluntary placements, and they must have the shortest time possible after a child is placed and they receive proper notice, complete notice, to act or forever hold their peace.

I believe the amendments, as proposed, do provide 90 days notice. I believe that the Navajos are misreading the act. I understand that it is a little confusing, but if it’s read as a whole it does need 90 days notice, so I don’t believe that that time period needs to be extended.

On a quick reading of the Navajo proposals, other than the one which would address the existing Indian family doctrine, the other provisions I believe would be acceptable to my groups. Obviously, I haven’t taken the proposals back to AAAA, but they seem consistent with our intent.

These amendments, as passed, would provide for both notice and early cut-offs of a right of a tribe to disrupt an adoption, and I believe would help both worlds.

The American Academy of Adoption Attorneys, which is a nationwide group of attorneys representing adoptive parents, birth parents, children, and agencies, supports this legislation because it will give finality to adoptive placement.

My colleague, Mark Gradstein and I began working with the tribes on this legislation more than 2 years ago in an attempt to draft amendments that would benefit everyone. We believe this bill would do that.

A small faction of the adoption community, a group of agencies who do not believe that the Indian Child Welfare Act has a valid purpose, and thus should be repealed, and who routinely give no notice to tribes in voluntary placements so they can place Indian children in non-Native families, will urge you, as they did last year, to defeat this bill. This group will claim, as it did last year, that the amendments will be detrimental to adoption and may even cause some women to abort their Indian children, but make no mis-take about it; this group does not represent the adoption community.

The adoption community believes that these amendments would foster adoption because adoptive placements would be more routine and sooner. And there is no evidence whatsoever that more Indian children would be adopted or that attorneys and agencies would shy away from adoption of children either because of the cumbersome process, as Congresswoman Pryce predicted today, or because of these amendments.

The provision which would provide for criminal penalties against attorneys or agencies who willfully violate the notice provisions is something we in the adoption community want or need. But the ethical adoption community, we lawyers, and agencies who follow the law and believe that ICWA is a law with a good purpose, are willing to give teeth to our promises and put ourselves on the line and our careers on the line in order to assure the Native American community that we mean what we say and we intend to follow the law.

We support these amendments and urge that you make them the law.

Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you.

[Prepared statement of Ms. Gorman appears in appendix.]
some through agencies. The ages of the children, the States of residents, the tribes involved are all different, but the stories are strikingly similar. They tell me, "We know the child we're adopting has Native American ancestry. We know the tribe was never mentioned."

The questions they ask me are always the same: What do we do now? If I told you today? How did this happen? Can the tribe come and take away my child? "Did my attorney or the adoption agency do something wrong?"

I tell them that legally, under the current law, inconsistent as this may sound, no, your attorney or the agency probably didn't do anything legally wrong in not notifying the tribe because in voluntary placements notification is not mandated; and yes, your child could be removed.

But what do we do now? That question is much harder. Do they belatedly notify the tribe and pray for mercy, or do they white-knuckle it until the kid grows up and hope the tribe or the extended birth family never finds out?

I honestly don't know what to tell these people. The one thing that I do know and that I do tell them is that the Indian Child Welfare Act must be fixed so these problems don't continue to happen. Tribes must be given notice in voluntary placements, and they must have the shortest time possible after a child is placed and they receive proper notice, complete notice, to act or forever hold their peace.

I believe the amendments, as proposed, do provide 90 days notice. I believe that the Navajos are mistaken in the act. I understand that it is a little confusing, but if it's read thoroughly, it does require 90 days notice, so I don't believe that that time period needs to be extended.

On a quick reading of the Navajo proposals, other than the one which would address the existing Indian family doctrine, the other provisions I believe would be acceptable to my groups. Obviously, I haven't taken the proposals back to AAAA, but they seem consistent with our intent.

These amendments, if passed, would provide for both notice and early cut-offs of a right of a tribe to disrupt an adoption, and I believe it would help both worlds.

The American Academy of Adoption Attorneys, which is a nationwide group of attorneys representing adoptive parents, birth par ents, children, and agencies, supports this legislation because it will give finality to adoptive placement.

My colleague, Mark Gradstein, and I began working with the tribes on this legislation more than 2 years ago in an attempt to draft amendments that would benefit everyone. We believe this bill would do that.

A small fraction of the adoption community, a group of agencies who do not believe that the Indian Child Welfare Act has a valid purpose and thus should be repealed, and who routinely give no notice to tribes in voluntary placements so they can place Indian children with non-Indian families, will urge you, as they did last year, to defeat this bill. This group will claim, as it did last year, that the amendments will be detrimental to adoption and may even cause some women to abort their Indian children, but make no mis-

I take about it this group does not represent the adoption community.

The adoption community believes that these amendments would foster adoption because adoptive placements would be more secure and sooner. And there is no evidence whatsoever that more Indian children would be aborted or that attorneys and agencies would shy away from adoption of children because of the cumbersome process. As Congresswoman Pyle predicted today, or because of the amendments.

The proposal which would provide for criminal penalties against attorneys or agencies who willfully violate the notice provisions is something we in the adoption community want or feel we need, but the ethical adoption community, we lawyers and agencies who follow the law and believe that ICWA is a law with a good purpose, are willing to give teeth to our promises and put ourselves on the line and our careers on the line in order to assure the Native American community that we mean what we say and we intend to follow the law.

We support these amendments and urge that you make them the law.

Mr. WALLEI: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have submitted our formal comments.

Mr. WALLEI: And, in the interest of time, only wish to address a couple of other issues in addition to that formal testimony.

First of all, as has been beaten to death already here, but if I could do it one more time, the issue of the 14th amendment just simply doesn't have any application or concern.

Mr. WALLEI: The House committee, report in, 1978 dealt with this, exhaustively. The U.S. Supreme Court in Fisher v. District Court, dealt with this definitively. And since the passage of ICWA, there have been at least two challenges in State courts to the constitutionality of ICWA, and the constitutionality of ICWA has been sustained in those cases.

Mr. WALLEI: It is a government-to-government relationship, and I think that's enough beating for 1 day.

I must take exception to the concern that these amendments are procedural in nature and not substantive. The observation is correct, but the criticism I don't think is very well warranted.

Mr. WALLEI: In terms of being cumbersome, the notice provisions are one piece of paper and $1.50 in stamps, and that is simply not a cumbersome burden when we're talking about a decision which is going to govern the entire lifelong life of a child. That is not a cumbersome procedure, and there is no way that you can read these amendments to suggest that there are any greater procedures than a simple notice, and that the verbiage in the bill is primarily to de-
fine very precisely, very clearly, what those notices should provide for.

But that's what we're talking about is a single piece of paper and $1.50 in stamps, and that is not a cumbersome procedure.

In terms of substantive, I think that, as Ms. Gorman pointed out, we have discussed in this whole process the existing Indian family doctrine. There were other issues, such as Public Law 280, the court determinations in Public Law 280 states, tribal court determinations and jurisdiction also in Alaska. And there were some discussions about punitive fathers.

All of these issues fell out of the discussions and the process over our commitment to develop a consensus piece of legislation that will affirmatively promote, from all perspectives—from the adoption community perspective and from the tribal community perspective—the best interest of the child.

Now, I assure you that there are existing issues out there, and we are committed to looking at those issues in either legislation, particularly the existing Indian family doctrine, which we are opposed to.

But I would recommend that any process in legislation on these other issues follow the process that we've used in this, and that is a demand that the native community, in the form of the tribal governments, be affirmatively consulted and participate in development of that legislation.

It is a government-to-government relationship and the tribal involvement is critical and it should not be a Member of Congress simply dropping in a bill and expecting everybody to fall in line. It does require some consultation with the tribes. These are the people that are being affected. These are the people that should have a say. They've got a system of government that can represent them, and it should be used.

With that, I would conclude my remarks. If there are any questions, I'd be glad to answer them.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Walleri appears in appendix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Jane, let me ask you about your association. I'm not familiar with it at all. It's a nationwide association of adoption attorneys.

Ms. GORMAN. Yes; it is.

The CHAIRMAN. How many members do you have?

Ms. GORMAN. Several hundred members, and we are from every State in the Union, as well as Canada.

The CHAIRMAN. And you primarily facilitate adoptions, obviously.

Ms. GORMAN. Yes; all of our practices are primarily adoption related.

The CHAIRMAN. Are a number of those attorneys, do they specialize in adoptions of Indian children, or kind of general?

Ms. GORMAN. I don't think—no, I don't think anyone's practice is solely in adoption of Indian children—but everyone's practice touches it. There aren't that many Native American adoptions so that anyone could specialize.

The CHAIRMAN. Do I understand from your testimony that Representative Pryce's proposal would place the jurisdiction in the State courts? Perhaps I didn't understand your complete testimony, but do you believe that would also erode tribal sovereignty, as some of our subsequent speakers had alluded to?

Ms. GORMAN. Of course it would erode tribal sovereignty. The reason that I can't really address Congresswoman's proposal are: First, I haven't seen it, but that's really a dodge, because I pretty much know what it says. Second, is because I have a conflict of interest with my own clients, perhaps, because if it does, indeed, as she represented here today, codify the State court opinion in my own case, I can't take a position against it. But what I can tell you is that I can affirmatively say that, however, which passes into law will help my clients. I do not believe Congressman Pryce's legislation will this year or any year in the foreseeable future pass into law.

I believe these compromise amendments may, and I believe that they would not help my existing clients, the Rosts, but other aspects of the bill would have kept the Rost case from ever happening and would help many other cases that I come into contact with on at least a monthly basis, if not a weekly basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.

Mike, your testimony states that many of the cases arising from the ICWA are the cause of poor social work, in your written testimony. Is that meant to mean poor social work on the reservation?

Mr. WALLERI. No; almost all of these cases arise off reservation. In fact, I've never seen one actually arise on reservation or within the Indian country in Alaska.

What normally happens is that the agency or the person actually migrating these, these cases. In our experience, a social worker usually isn't involved. A professional social worker usually isn't involved because most professional social workers will do a background check to determine whether or not a child is really available for adoption, and that's the big issue, whether or not these children are really available as a factual matter for adoption.

One of the ironies here is what is an existing Indian family, and an existing Indian family many times embraces much more than the maybe western notion of a nuclear family. And many people who are engaged in the adoption field and somewhat unprofessionally simply don't know that, aren't aware of it. They don't check it out, and they don't see what—they don't do the basic background check to find out if this child is really available for adoption or whether or not there is already a home within that child's existing family which will provide a nurturing, caring, and loving home for them.

And so because there is no notice provision, they're placed. They end up bonding. And the net results is that you've got people who maybe 6 months ago were total strangers to this child having an emotional bond with the child established by this poor social work, and the result is oftentimes the conflicts that we've seen arise.

So when I used that term "poor social work," oftentimes it's a lack of any social work in terms of what we would notice as a professional standard of social work, and in some cases, actual willful disregard of the law.

The CHAIRMAN. I think you're right in that most non-Indians think in terms of a family like Mom and Dad or a nuclear family,
wherein Native peoples believe, as Congressman Faleomavaega has already alluded to, that the family is an extended family. It includes more people in the immediate family than just Mom and Dad.

With that, do you have any questions?

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I just want to commend Ms. Gorman for her fine statement, and I want to assure her that if there was any sense of implication that I suggested that all the attorneys out there are a bunch of crooks trying to make a fast buck in these adoption cases, that certainly was not my intention.

But, at the same time, I do express concern that if there is willful fraudulent misrepresentation on the part of the attorneys to do something like this, then they should be corrected.

I certainly want to thank her for her support in this legislation and the process.

One of the concerns that I have and that was alluded to earlier is it's always the problem of saying, on the part of the white community, what is an Indian. Blue eyes? Blonde? How do you—how far do you go back and say you're 1/2?

It's an administrative problem. I'm sure that it's true with adoption agencies. I'm sure it's true even under State law. We understand that.

But, as I've tried to share with you earlier my experience—and I know exactly how the Indian communities relate to themselves. In my own island community, you may be 1/10 removed as a cousin, but you are, as far as they are concerned, brother and sister. Everybody is your aunt and uncle and the closest and most meaningful situation.

Now, I'm sure that many of our white families feel the same way, too, but for the most part it has been my experience that it's either mother and father or grandfather, and anything beyond that gets a little blurry as far as family is concerned in what I perceive as the American family.

But I do want to thank you both for your fine statements, and I sincerely hope, Mr. Chairman, that we will carry this legislation through, go through the debate process, and I hope that we will pass this legislation.

Thank you both for your testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. And I thank this committee, too.

With that, I would tell all witnesses that the record will be open for written testimony for two weeks. If you have any further comments you'd like to turn in, that will be considered.

With that, this committee is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:42 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to reconvene at the call of the Chair.]
failed to recognize and honor tribal relations and the cultural, social and religious customs of Indian communities.

The address problem, Congress enacted ICWA, which recognizes exclusive tribal jurisdiction over Indian child welfare cases involving Indian children, and it also prevails in the case of other cases involving Indian children. ICWA also continues to preserve the right of Indian tribes to make decisions about the placement of Indian children in foster care or adoption proceedings.

Unfortunately, there have been a few rare, but very high profile cases involving ICWA in recent years that resulted in significant trauma for all parties involved: Indian children, adoptive parents, birth parents, and Indian tribes. These cases initially prompted the proposal of sweeping changes to ICWA in the last Congress that would have linked the concerns and significantly compromised ICWA. I am pleased that the Senate last year resisted the temptation to enact expensive and profound changes and that instead, this legislation moved beyond controversy to consensus.

This legislation would address the concerns these cases have caused by providing new strategies to notice to the Indian tribes involved in placing Indian children, through a new, formal process which enables them to intervene in adoption proceedings. I understand that this bill has the support of tribes, including the four tribes located in North Dakota, as well as the support of adoption advocates.

I have been a long-standing supporter of ICWA, and it is my hope that the Senate will enact these changes in a timely manner.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN MCCAIN, U.S. SENATOR FROM ARIZONA

Thank you, Chairman Campbell and Chairman Young, for convening this hearing on the Indian Child Welfare Act. In the Senate, this bill has five cosponsors - myself, and Senators Campbell, Wyden, Durbin, and Wellstone.

As we approach the end of the year, the impact of the Indian Child Welfare Act on the lives of Indian children and tribes is felt in many ways. The act is one of the most comprehensive laws enacted for the betterment of Indian children. The bill that I cosponsored in the Senate, H.R. 11032, is the direct result of our consideration of several high-profile adoption cases involving the adoption of Indian children. These cases, involving lengthy disputes under the Indian Child Welfare Act, focused our attention on whether the Act sufficiently protected the best interests of Indian children and the tribes involved.

One of the most pressing issues in Indian child welfare cases is the need for a clear, consistent, and fair process. The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, which I cosponsored, was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.

The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.

The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.

The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.

The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.

The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.

The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 was enacted in response to the need for legislation that would ensure the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was designed to protect the best interests of Indian children and to ensure that Indian tribes have a voice in the decision-making process.
adopt Indian children. Less than 1 percent of all Indian adoption cases since passage of the Act have caused problems.

Some have tried to blame the few but well-publicized failures on the Indians, to the loss of future miscarriages of justice, and some have even asserted that they are normal claims like these all too many times before. We understand how hard it must all bear in mind that from an Indian perspective, it is the very future of their tribes that is at stake. It is time for non-Indians to understand that Indian families are not necessarily opposed to other people raising their children and giving them loving homes. But in these adoptions.

While in Congress are often the first to prescribe what is best for American Indians, we usually fail in our attempts to deliver on our promises, largely due to the tribes and to the families and I believe that the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1967 is a fair and balanced approach that can bring peoples and cultures together, not divide them.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. DEBORAH PAYCE, U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM OHIO

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the House and Senate Committees, of 1978, known as the ICWA, I specifically discuss S. 569 and H.R. 1062.

My interest in this issue began when my constituents, the Rost family of Columbus, OH, told me the story of their fight to keep their adopted twin daughters. When their Indian heritage. It was only after the Pomos and Pomo Indian tribe that the ICWA was invoked and the adoption was held up. Three years later, after receiving a second mortgage on their home, told the twins that they were adopted. The Rost's case is not an anomaly. Since I became involved in this issue, I have heard numerous horror stories from people all over the country who are victims of the ICWA. Much of this stems from a broad and inconsistent application of the law.

An article written by Christine Bakes, published in the Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics and Public Policy last year does a good job of explaining the fundamental differences of the ICWA as applied by the courts. I respectfully recommend to my colleagues that you read this article as your committees debate ICWA reform, or perhaps invite Ms. Bakes to testify at future hearings.

The Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (ASFA) includes an amendment to the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) that addresses the concerns raised in this article. The amendment modifies the ICWA to allow for the termination of parental rights in cases where the best interests of the child are served. It also provides for the appointment of a guardian ad litem to represent the best interests of the child. The amendment also includes provisions to ensure that Indian tribes have a meaningful role in the decision-making process.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts on the reform of the Indian Child Welfare Act.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the House and Senate Committees, I specifically discuss S. 569 and H.R. 1062.

My interest in this issue began when my constituents, the Rost family of Columbus, OH, told me the story of their fight to keep their adopted twin daughters. When their Indian heritage. It was only after the Pomos and Pomo Indian tribe that the ICWA was invoked and the adoption was held up. Three years later, after receiving a second mortgage on their home, told the twins that they were adopted. The Rost's case is not an anomaly. Since I became involved in this issue, I have heard numerous horror stories from people all over the country who are victims of the ICWA. Much of this stems from a broad and inconsistent application of the law.

An article written by Christine Bakes, published in the Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics and Public Policy last year does a good job of explaining the fundamental differences of the ICWA as applied by the courts. I respectfully recommend to my colleagues that you read this article as your committees debate ICWA reform, or perhaps invite Ms. Bakes to testify at future hearings.

The Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 (ASFA) includes an amendment to the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) that addresses the concerns raised in this article. The amendment modifies the ICWA to allow for the termination of parental rights in cases where the best interests of the child are served. It also provides for the appointment of a guardian ad litem to represent the best interests of the child. The amendment also includes provisions to ensure that Indian tribes have a meaningful role in the decision-making process.

Thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts on the reform of the Indian Child Welfare Act.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ADA E. DEER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDIAN AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Good morning Chairman Campbell, Chairman Young, and members of the commit-
tee. I am pleased to be here to present the Department of the Interior's views on the
proposed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) of 1978. The Depart-
ment fully embraces the provisions of H.R. 1082 and S. 569.

Congress passed the Indian Child Welfare Act in 1978 (ICWA) after 10 years of
in-depth study by tribal governments and the National Congress of American Indi-
ans (NCAI) and the adoption community. The ICWA is the premise that an Indian
child's life is better served by being in the custody of his or her tribe. The clear intent
of Congress was to defer to Indian tribes issues of cultural and social values as
such relate to child rearing.

In addition to protecting the best interests of Indian children, the ICWA has also
protected the cultural integrity of Indian tribes because it affirmed tribal authority
over Indian child custody matters. As a result the long term benefit is, and will be,
the continued existence of Indian tribes. The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 is the
essence of child welfare in Indian Country and provides the needed protections for
Indian children who are neglected, abused or abandoned. The ICWA was enacted
as an adoption policy in 1962, yet allows concurrent State Jurisdiction in Indian child
adoption proceedings. Although several high-profile cases over the last year of
Indian child custody and placements revealed an alarming high rate of out of
timeframes for ICWA as well as changes in the ICWA's threshold to adoptive
and heritage. To prevent those cases from being a unilateral and
rental government authority.

The Department's position is that the ICWA must continue to provide Federal
protections for Indian families, tribes and Indian children involved in any child
custody proceeding, regardless of their individual circumstances. Thus, the Depart-
ment fully supportstribal legislative amendments toward restoring the meaning of the
"existing Indian family exception" concept of the ICWA. Amendments to the
ICWA-specific concerns raised by certain Members of the Congress and the
committees may have. We are concerned that State court judges
and attitudes toward Indian tribes and other federal agencies which knowingly misrepresent or fail to disclose whether a child is Indian under the ICWA and
ensures that tribal membership determinations are not made arbitrarily. Last,
the amendments will provide for criminal sanctions to discourage fraud.
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The Winnebago Tribe is in strong opposition to any proposal that would legislate the existing Indian family doctrine imposed by some state courts in which judges have ruled that ICWA does not apply to children who do not live on a reservation unless at least one parent is of Indian descent and maintains significant social, cultural or political ties to the tribe in which the parent is a member. We strongly object to State court judges making up this doctrine in order to keep our children away from their tribal heritage and rights as tribal members. We would strenuously object to any legislative amendments to S. 569 and H.R. 1006 which would unilaterally codify this doctrine. This doctrine infringes upon the fundamental right of the tribes to determine our own membership as sovereign nations.

The Winnebago Tribe appreciates the leadership of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee and the House Resources Committee on moving these bills forward. Thank you for holding this joint hearing on these ICWA amendments. We appreciate your willingness to consider and to support tribally developed amendments to ICWA.

In conclusion, we urge you to move these bills to enactment as quickly as possible. The best interests of many Indian children in large part depend upon these bills being made law as quickly as possible. Thank you.

THOMAS L. LeCLAIRE
DIRECTOR
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Chairman Campbell, Chairman Young, and members of the Senate Indian Affairs and House Resources Committees, I am Thomas L. LeClaire, Director of the Office of Tribal Justice at the Department of Justice. Thank you for inviting the Department to present its views on S. 569 and the companion bill H.R. 1082, which would amend the Indian Child Welfare Act ("ICWA"). The Administration and the Attorney General recognize the need for caring families and nurturing homes for Indian children. The Department supports S. 569 and H.R. 1082, which evolved from a dialogue among adoption attorneys and tribal representatives on how to strengthen ICWA. The proposed legislation advances the best interests of Indian children while preserving tribal self-government.

We are informed by the Departments of the Interior and Health and Human Services that ICWA generally works well, particularly when the affected parties are apprised of their statutory rights and duties and the Act's provisions are applied in a timely manner. The implementation of ICWA in a relatively small number of voluntary adoption cases, however, has evoked intense debate, both in Congress and elsewhere. Generally, Indian parents or a tribe, in these problematic cases, allege that ICWA was not complied with and seek to recover custody of the Indian children involved. The time consumed by the legal proceedings disrupts lives and causes significant anguish. One's heart goes out to the parents, prospective parents, and especially to the children, who find themselves entangled in these disputes.

In addressing these problematic cases through legislation, Congress should be mindful of ICWA's important purposes and its affirmation of tribal rights of self-government. In the 104th Congress, the Department of Justice opposed Title III of the Adoption Promotion and Stability Act of 1996, H.R. 3286, which, in our view, was inconsistent with tribal authority over matters of tribal membership. See Letter from Andrew Poi, Assistant Attorney General for Legislative Affairs to Chairman McCain, June 18, 1996. S. 568, in contrast to Title III of the Adoption Promotion and Stability Act of 1996, preserves tribal self-governance while enhancing certainty in child custody and adoption proceedings pursuant to ICWA and while strengthening federal enforcement tools to promote compliance with ICWA in the first instance.

I. The Right of Indian Tribes To Self-Government

Since the early days of this Nation, the United States has recognized that Indian tribes have the authority to govern their members and their territory. Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 17, 17 (1831). The United States has entered into hundreds of treaties and agreements with Indian tribes, pledging protection for Indian tribes and securing the tribes' rights to the "highest and best" form of government, "self-government." Ex parte Crow Dog, 109 U.S. 556, 568 (1883). ICWA is a constitutionally valid statute that is closely tied to Congress'

II. The Statutory Framework Of The Indian Child Welfare Act

The United States has a government-to-government relationship with Indian tribal governments. Protection of the sovereign status of tribes, including preservation of tribal identity and the ability to determine tribal membership, is fundamental to that relationship. To this end, ICWA establishes a dual jurisdictional system for Indian child custody proceedings: (a) Congress confirmed the exclusive jurisdiction of tribal courts in Indian child custody proceedings when the Indian child is domiciled in tribal territory; 25 U.S.C. § 1911(a); and (b) Congress created a procedure to transfer off-reservation Indian child custody cases to tribal courts, but allowed state courts to retain jurisdiction of such cases where good cause exists. 2

ICWA establishes substantive and procedural protections for Indian children, Indian families, and Indian tribes. In any involuntary state court proceeding to place an Indian child, 3

1 See Fisher v. District Court, 424 U.S. 382 (1976) (tribal courts have exclusive jurisdiction over adoptions of Indian children who are domiciled on the reservation).

2 ICWA, notably, recognizes the role of biological parents in this process by reserving the right of either parent to refuse to transfer a case involving their child to tribal court. 25 U.S.C. § 1911(b).

3 The ICWA ten-day protective period is consonant with many state laws. More than half of the states do not permit parental consent to adoption until 3 days after a child is born. M. Hansen, "Fears of the Heart," ABA Journal (November, 1994) at 59.

outside the home, ICWA requires notice to the Indian parent or custodian and the child's tribe, and imposes a ten-day stay of proceedings, which may be extended to thirty days. 25 U.S.C. § 1912(a). ICWA also establishes a right to counsel for indigent parents and a right to examine records, and it requires state child welfare agencies to make remedial efforts to prevent the breakup of the Indian family. 25 U.S.C. § 1912(b)-(d).

In any voluntary state court proceeding for relinquishment of custody or parental rights, ICWA requires the court to certify that it has explained the consequences of the action and that the Indian parent has understood those consequences. 25 U.S.C. § 1911(a). No consent to adoption is valid if made before an Indian child is born or within ten days after birth. 3

Consent to adoption may be withdrawn prior to entry of a final decree, 25 U.S.C. § 1913(c), and consent to foster care placement may be withdrawn at any time. 25 U.S.C. § 1913(b). After entry of a final adoption decree, a collateral attack on that decree alleging fraud or duress may be initiated within two years of the decree, unless a longer period is provided for by state law. 25 U.S.C. § 1913(d).

III. The Operation Of The Indian Child Welfare Act

The Department of Justice has only a limited role in the implementation of ICWA, so our knowledge of now, and how well,
ICWA works is premised largely on the reports of the Departments of the Interior and Health and Human Services. These agencies report that ICWA generally has helped to preserve the integrity of Indian families and tribal relations with those families, especially when parties are informed about ICWA, abide by its provisions, and it is applied in a timely manner. In fact, despite some recent concern about ICWA's application to certain off-reservation cases, legislators seem to agree that ICWA works.

Under ICWA, courts are able to tailor foster care and adoptive placements of Indian children to meet the best interests of children, families, and tribes. We understand that the vast majority of these cases are adjudicated without significant problems. The application of ICWA to a limited number of cases involving adoptive placements that are later challenged by biological parents or the child's tribe, however, has drawn criticism. This criticism, in turn, provides in part the impetus for amendments to the ICWA.

These cases are difficult and heart-rending, often having tragic consequences for all parties to the dispute. It is important to reiterate, however, that these problematic cases are not indicative of the manner in which ICWA operates in the vast majority of instances. Further, many of these cases would not have been problematic if ICWA's dictates had been complied with at the outset of the adoption process.

For example, among the cases commonly cited for the need to amend ICWA is the adoption that provided the factual predicate for the In re Bridget R. decision by the California Court of Appeal. 49 Cal. Rptr. 2d 507 (Cal. Ct. App. 1996), cert. denied, ___ U.S. ___ (1997), 117 S. Ct. 1460. In that case, twin girls of Indian descent were placed with a non-Indian family when their biological parents relinquished them to an adoption agency. The biological parents and the interested tribe subsequently challenged the adoption. The ensuing protracted litigation has disrupted the lives of all those who are involved in the dispute.

Had ICWA been complied with in that instance, however, most of the delay -- and quite possibly the litigation itself -- would have been avoided. The biological parents would have been required to wait 10 days after birth to relinquish their rights, and prior to relinquishing their rights, they would have been instructed by a judge as to their rights under the statute and the consequences of their waiver of those rights. None of this occurred, and that created the problem. Bridget R., therefore, signals a need to fine-tune ICWA's statutory mechanisms to provide incentives for the early compliance with ICWA in the adoption process.

Many supporters of Title III of H.R. 3286 focused solely on Bridget R. and other anomalous cases and made the assumption that
held in Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49 (1978), that the power to determine tribal membership is a fundamental aspect of tribal self-government, akin to the power of the United States to determine citizenship. Tribal membership is thus a matter of tribal law, which should be determined by tribal government institutions.

Moreover, the "existing Indian family" doctrine grafts onto ICWA a subjective and open-ended test that, if anything, will increase the quantum of litigation. The existing trigger for ICWA -- tribal membership or eligibility for tribal membership -- is readily discernible by an inquiry to the relevant tribal government. In contrast, the "social, cultural, or political affiliation" test incorporated by the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs would have undermined tribal self-government and the objectives of ICWA. The Department, therefore, opposed the Title III amendments to ICWA.

The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs reached a similar conclusion, stating that the doctrine, as codified in Title III of H.R. 3286, "is completely contrary to the entire purpose of the ICWA." S. Rep. No. 335, 104th Cong., 2d Sess. 14 (1996). As a result, this Committee struck Title III of H.R. 3286 and ordered the bill reported with the recommendation that the Senate pass the bill without Title III.

V. Amendments to ICWA Through S. 569 and H.R. 1082

S. 569, and its companion bill H.R. 1082, reflect a carefully crafted agreement between Indian tribes and adoption attorneys -- an agreement designed to make Indian child adoption and custody proceedings more fair, swift, and certain. In improving the fairness and certainty of ICWA, S. 569 promises to advance the best interests of Indian children while preserving longstanding principles of tribal self-government.

Although the Department has had limited experience litigating ICWA issues, we have reviewed S. 569 in light of our experience with civil and criminal enforcement, the United States' commitment to supporting tribal sovereignty, and basic principles of statutory construction. S. 569 would clarify ICWA, establish some deadlines to provide certainty, reduce delay in custody proceedings, and strengthen federal enforcement tools to ensure compliance with the statute in the first instance.

CONCLUSION

We appreciate the efforts that the Chairman, the Vice Chairman, and the Committee have made to foster dialogue on the Indian Child Welfare Act. S. 569/H.R. 1082 amends ICWA in a manner that is both respectful of tribal self-government and conducive to certainty and timeliness in voluntary adoptions of Indian children. In conclusion, I would like to reiterate the Department's support for S. 569 and the important goals that guided Congress in enacting ICWA. In addition, we are committed
to working with the Committee, tribes, and all interested parties to further ICWA's goals.

This concludes my prepared statement. At this time, Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to respond to questions from you or other Committee Members.

Thank you for your invitation and the opportunity to testify. I would also like to thank the Chairmen of both Committees and the individual Committee members for their attention to this very important legislation involving Indian children.

My name is Deborah Doxtator and I appear on behalf of my Tribe, the Oneida Nation of Wisconsin. The Oneida Nation is a rather large Tribe, with more than 14,000 enrolled members, located in Northeastern Wisconsin. The Oneida, like many other Tribes, have a commitment to their community. As part of this commitment, they have chosen to devote many of their resources to the children who are part of our community through the development of the Oneida Indian Child Welfare program.

In my testimony this morning, I will cover four main areas. I will give a brief overview of the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) and discuss the Oneida Indian Child Welfare Program. Then I will briefly discuss the recent concerns about the Indian Child Welfare Act in reaction to a high profile court case, and the amendments proposed by H.R. 1082 and S. 569, both of which are based on a proposal first brought to Congress by the National Congress of American Indians last year. I will explain why these amendments enhance ICWA for everyone, most importantly for Indian children.

THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT:

The Indian Child Welfare Act was passed by Congress in 1978 (ICWA) in an effort to stop the mass removal of Indian children from their families and native communities. Evidence presented to the Senate in 1974 indicated that 25-35% of all Indian children were removed from their homes and placed in foster care, adoptive homes or institutions. Other information presented to Congress in 1978 indicated that the adoption rate of Indian children was eight times that of non-Indian children, and that 90% of placements involving Indian children were in non-
Indian homes. In 1994, sixteen years after the ICWA’s enactment, more than half of Indian children placed for adoption were still adopted by non-Native Americans.

In testimony before the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs in 1977, Mr. Calvin Isaac stated:

One of the most serious failings of the present system is that Indian children are removed from the custody of their natural parents by non-tribal government authorities who have no basis for intelligently evaluating the cultural and social premises underlying Indian home life and childrearing. Many of the individuals who decide the fate of our children are at best ignorant of our cultural values, and at worst contemptuous of the Indian way and convinced that removal, usually to a non-Indian household or institution, can only benefit the child.

The Indian Child Welfare Act attempts to prevent the removal of Indian children from their communities by providing a jurisdictional framework for child custody cases involving Indian children who are removed from their homes, as well as establishing placement preferences for those children when they are removed.

The great majority of Indian Child Welfare Act cases begin, not as private, voluntary adoptions, but as state or Tribally initiated abuse or neglect cases. Quite often, Oneida Social Services or a local social service agency will learn of child abuse or neglect and investigate allegations made against a parent by visiting the family and interviewing them.

If the worker feels that there is a danger to the child, court proceedings are generally initiated against the parents and continued custody by the parents is reviewed by a state or Tribal court. If the court determines that the child is in danger, the judge must determine whether to remove the child from his home. It is at this point that the Indian Child Welfare Act becomes a factor.

The Indian Child Welfare Act provides a mechanism that allows Indians parents and their Tribes to become involved in child placement proceedings, where the child is placed outside his or her Tribal home. ICWA creates three distinct jurisdictional categories. An Indian Tribe may exercise exclusive jurisdiction over child custody proceedings involving a child who resides on the reservation. Where the child does not live on the reservation, it provides for concurrent jurisdiction of the state and the Indian Tribe of the child. Finally, where a child’s Indian Tribe may not have a Tribal court or chooses not to exercise its right to transfer a case to its court of jurisdiction, it affirms the right of the Tribe to participate in proceedings in state court.

One other important area addressed by ICWA is codification of placement preference standards for adoptive and foster homes. ICWA, pursuant to congressional findings acknowledging the importance of the Tribal community to the individual, makes placement preferences which stress the need to seek placement within the child’s extended family and community before outside resources are considered.

The jurisdictional affirmation provided by the Act and the placement preferences are the basis for our involvement in ICWA proceedings and are vital to the continued effectiveness of our program here at Oneida.

The program we operate at Oneida is very successful. This success is based on the cooperation of state and local authorities who are aware of the program and actually look to us as an additional, positive resource for aiding families in trouble. However, there are times when the provisions of ICWA are not followed. Currently under ICWA, failure to follow its requirements is grounds for vacation of the court decree granting custody.

ONEIDA INDIAN CHILD WELFARE PROGRAM

The Indian Child Welfare Act provides the Oneida Nation of Wisconsin with a valuable resource for maintaining contact with young tribal members and their families and retaining them as part of their community. The use of the provisions of the Act has allowed us to place hundreds of children in Indian homes, either permanently or until their parents were able to care for them.

In the period beginning in 1990 through June of 1996, the Oneida Nation intervened in cases involving 336 Oneida children. Every one of these children was enrolled or eligible for enrollment with the Oneida Nation. Over 90% of the children involved in these cases were victims of abuse and neglect. Less than 5% of these cases were voluntary, private infant adoptions (the area of concern leading to proposed legislation in the last session).

The Oneida Nation currently has devoted an entire unit of its Social Services program to administration of Indian Child Welfare Act cases. Additionally, the Indian Child Welfare Act program has two assigned attorneys who are directly responsible for those cases involving ICWA.

The Oneida Nation recommendation regarding the placement of any child which is made pursuant to ICWA is determined by a Board composed of Oneida citizens, the Oneida Child Protective Board. The Board is charged with oversight of all Indian Child Welfare Act cases involving Oneida children. It is the duty of the Oneida Child Protective Board to inform themselves regarding all Indian Child Welfare cases, and make appropriate decisions regarding the placement of Oneida children, utilizing information from the Oneida Tribal social workers, the Oneida attorney, as well as state and county social workers, and the guardian ad litem (who is the attorney that represents the best interest of the child).

'Currently, it is the Oneida Nation policy to intervene in all cases involving Oneida children.' An Oneida child is a child who is one-fourth Oneida and is either enrolled or the
biological child of an enrolled Tribal member. The Oneida Nation does not intervene in cases where the child does not meet these requirements.

In the period from 1993 through 1996, the Oneida Nation received inquiries regarding child custody proceedings involving 271 children. Of those 271, the Oneida Nation declined to intervene in 159 cases, because we were unable to conclusively determine whether those children were eligible for enrollment. We declined to intervene in an additional 18 cases on other grounds.

Once the Oneida Nation determines that a child is enrolled or eligible under ICWA, the Oneida Child Protective Board gathers as much information as possible regarding the situation and makes an informed decision whether it deems to be in the best interest of the child. The Oneida Child Protective Board, through its attorney, then recommends to the Court the course of action it believes to be in the best interest of the child involved. Ultimately, it is the court that makes the determination on placement taking into consideration all the interests of the parties involved.

It is important to note that the vast majority of the cases in which the Oneida Nation is a party involve children who are placed out of their homes by state authorities. These children are generally a little older and quite often they are victims of abuse and neglect. Many of them have special needs. Our current ICWA program allows us to give many of these children the stability they need by placing them within our community and keeping their ties to their families. It also allows us to provide culturally oriented services which greatly benefit many of these families.

PERCEIVED PROBLEMS WITH THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

The proposed amendments were drafted in response to concerns in the adoption community regarding alleged abuses of the Indian Child Welfare Act. These concerns generally focus on private adoptions and the negative effects that the Indian Child Welfare Act has on the ability of prospective families to adopt Indian children through the private adoption process.

The concerns raised in regard to voluntary, private adoptions relate to the perceived ability of an Indian Tribe to become involved and remove children after an adoptive placement has been made. Recent cases focusing on Tribal intervention in cases after such a placement has been made have made headlines and last year spurred draft legislation which would render the Indian Child Welfare Act meaningless.

In an effort to address the concerns of adoptive parents and adoption agencies, legislation was drafted and introduced by Congresswoman Pryce that would have limited Tribes’ ability to intervene in cases where a child’s family was not “culturally” Indian. Under last year’s draft legislation, the determination of Indian status under the Act would be made by state authorities.

Several state Attorneys General opposed Congresswoman’s Pryce’s legislation, including the Attorney General of Wisconsin. This legislation was also opposed by the Wisconsin State Bar Board of Governors.

Virtually every Tribe in the United States took a position against the legislation. However, Tribes recognized the need to address the perceived problems with the Act, and the NCAI proposal was drafted at a meeting of Tribes that took place in Tulsa, Oklahoma in June 1996.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

The proposed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act are based on a proposal first submitted last year by the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI). Oneida Nation representatives actively participated in the NCAI discussions of these proposals and have continued to work with a national group of adoption attorneys and Tribal representatives to effect positive amendments to ICWA which will benefit all parties involved in child custody proceedings.

The proposed amendments do address the perceived problems with ICWA while at the same time strengthening the position of Tribes. A short explanation of each of the proposed changes follows, along with a brief explanation of the rationale behind the change.

NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBES FOR VOLUNTARY PROCEEDINGS

The proposed amendments include a provision which would extend the requirement of notice to a child’s Indian Tribe in voluntary as well as involuntary proceedings. It also clarifies what should be included in the notice so a Tribe may make an informed decision on whether the child is a member or eligible for membership.

Currently, notice is explicitly mandatory for involuntary child custody cases only. A common problem many Tribes have encountered in voluntary cases was that the Tribe would move to intervene after a child had been placed in an adoptive or pre-adoptive home because it learned of proceedings late. Extending the notice provision to voluntary cases would allow potential adoptive parents to know right away whether an extended family member and/or the Tribe has an interest in the child. It would also expand the pool of potential adoptive parents because frequently the Tribe knows of adoptive or foster families that the state and/or private adoption agencies do not.

Finally, the expanded notice provision combined with a deadline for intervention combine to definitively address concerns raised about ICWA by creating certainty for both adoptive parents and Tribes.

TIME LINE FOR INTERVENTION

Included in the amendments is a provision that places a deadline Tribe intervention in a voluntary proceeding once it receives valid notice. If a Tribe did not intervene within the time period specified, then it loses the right to intervene in the proceeding.
One of the criticisms of ICWA is that Tribes intervene in cases after the child had been placed for adoption. However, the most common reason for a delay in intervention in voluntary cases is the lack of notice to the Tribe. By extending the notice requirement and placing a deadline for when the Tribe can intervene, all parties have a more definite understanding early in the case on placement of the child.

**Criminal Sanctions**

This provision imposes criminal sanctions on attorneys or adoption agencies that knowingly violate the Act by encouraging fraudulent misrepresentations or omissions.

This amendment will help deter attorneys and adoption agencies from failing to comply with ICWA. Many of the problem cases that prompted the last year's proposed legislation in the House started because of knowing violations of the Act. This amendment directly addresses this problem.

**Withdrawal of Consent**

This provision places a time limit for when a parent could withdraw his or her consent to a foster care placement or adoption. Currently, a parent can withdraw his or her consent to an adoption until the adoption is finalized. This change would place an additional requirement that the child be in the adoptive placement for less than 6 months or less than 30 days have passed since the commencement of the adoption proceeding.

There is some perception that many of the problem cases began when the biological parents withdrew their consent to the adoption under ICWA. It is important to note that the issue of withdrawal of consent occurs in non-Indian adoptions as well as Indian adoptions, but this amendment will provide more clarity for when an Indian parent can withdraw his or her consent to an adoption.

**APPLICATION OF ICWA IN ALASKA**

This provision would clarify that Alaskan villages are included in the definition of reservation.

**Open Adoption**

This provision allows state courts to provide open adoptions where state law prohibits them.

Some states prohibit a court in an adoption decree from allowing the biological parents to maintain contact with the child after an adoption is finalized, even if all the parties agree. This provision would simply leave this option open, making adoption to non-Indian families more attractive to Tribes, because of the possibility that the child may be more likely to keep ties with his or her culture.

**WARD OF TRIBAL COURT**

This provision clarifies that the Tribe shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over children who become wards of the tribal court following a transfer of jurisdiction from state court to tribal court proceeding.

**DUTY TO INFORM OF RIGHTS UNDER ICWA**

This amendment imposes a duty on attorneys and public and private agencies to inform Indian parents of their rights under ICWA.

Although the number of fiercely litigated ICWA cases is low, many of those cases began because Indian parents were not informed of their rights under ICWA in the beginning of the proceedings. This change would allow parties to be aware of whether ICWA applies in the beginning of the case so that all appropriate parties can give input on the initial placement decision.

**TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATION**

This provision requires that any motion to intervene in a state court proceeding be accompanied by a tribal certification detailing the child's membership or eligibility for membership pursuant to tribal law or custom.

This amendment directly responds to criticism that the determination of whether a child is eligible for membership is arbitrary. The certification will detail the child's relationship to the Tribe and require a court document certifying the child's membership or eligibility for membership.

**CONCLUSION**

This proposed legislation is extremely important for two reasons. These amendments signify the willingness of Indian Tribes to address the concerns of those who feel the Indian Child Welfare Act does not work. But most importantly, these amendments which are now before you attempt to meaningfully address those concerns. We believe that the only way to deal with this issue is to propose amendments that will actually provide more security for prospective adoptive parents and still allow for meaningful participation of Indian Tribes where it is appropriate. These amendments do that by requiring that Tribes be noticed in voluntary proceedings and that placing a time limit on Tribal intervention.
I would like to stress that presently the Indian Child Welfare Act works very well when it is understood, respected, and all parties cooperate in decision-making and planning. However, improvements can be made to enhance the Act as it exists, to provide more certainty to all parties involved, most importantly for the children whose interests it is meant to protect. I urge you to recognize the success of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 and the positive impact it has made on Indian communities and in the lives of Indian children by passage of these amendments, which serve to make the Act stronger.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this statement. The Oneida Nation appreciates the time and effort the Senate Indian Affairs and House Resources Committee is making to understand the impacts of this proposed legislation.
NAVAJO CHILD WELFARE

The Navajo Nation Social Service Division advocates on behalf of the Navajo families and their children. Their primary function is to preserve Navajo families and assist in social issues including adoption and placement of Navajo children. In 1980, the Navajo Nation Division of Social Services created the Navajo Nation Indian Child Welfare Act Program in response to the enactment of the “Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.” The staff of five has grown to twenty (20), of which six (6) have their Masters of Social Work credentials, and the remaining are equipped to protect Indian children. The staff are located within Navajo communities in the states of New Mexico and Arizona. These Navajo social workers cover 27,500 square miles to reach the clients. The program serves all eligible Navajo children and families throughout the United States as well as Mexico and Canada.

The Navajo Nation ICWA program currently provides services to a total caseload of five-hundred and thirty-six (536) children. Of this total, forty-two (42) are in permanent relative placements at no cost, with legal guardianship pending; twenty-one (21) are in permanent guardianship placements without cost; eight (8) are in pre-adoption placement without costs; seventeen (17) are available for foster care; and four-hundred forty-eight (448) are in state foster care. Currently, there are seventeen (17) Navajo licensed adoptive homes of which six (6) have their Masters of Social Work credentials, and the remaining hold bachelor degree credentials in Social Work or related fields. The staff of five has grown to twenty (20), of which six (6) have their Masters of Social Work credentials, and the remaining are equipped to protect Indian children. The staff are located within Navajo communities in the states of New Mexico and Arizona. These Navajo social workers cover 27,500 square miles to reach the clients. The program serves all eligible Navajo children and families throughout the United States as well as Mexico and Canada.

The Navajo Nation ICWA program currently provides services to a total caseload of five-hundred and thirty-six (536) children. Of this total, forty-two (42) are in permanent relative placements at no cost, with legal guardianship pending; twenty-one (21) are in permanent guardianship placements without cost; eight (8) are in pre-adoption placement without costs; seventeen (17) are available for foster care; and four-hundred forty-eight (448) are in state foster care. Currently, there are seventeen (17) Navajo licensed adoptive homes of which six (6) have their Masters of Social Work credentials, and the remaining hold bachelor degree credentials in Social Work or related fields. The staff are located within Navajo communities in the states of New Mexico and Arizona. These Navajo social workers cover 27,500 square miles to reach the clients. The program serves all eligible Navajo children and families throughout the United States as well as Mexico and Canada.

The Navajo Nation wishes to emphasize three areas to ensure the ICWA is implemented correctly by states and that the child protection systems within Indian nations are equipped to protect Indian children. The three areas not addressed in Senate Bill 569 are:(1) the clarification of voluntary placements and termination, and the time lines a tribe intervenes in state proceedings; (2) the clarification of Title IV-E funding and/or language; and (3) the judicially-created exception in state courts.

1. Voluntary placements and voluntary termination, and state court intervention

The Navajo Nation supports S 569, sponsored by Senator John McCain, on the condition of clarification of two major items: voluntary placements and voluntary termination, and the time lines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding.

- SB 569 proposes a new Section 1913(c) and (d) that requires the Indian child’s tribe must receive notice of the proceeding, and that the notice must contain information to allow the Indian child’s tribe to verify application of the ICWA. While the proposal adds language in Section 1924 to make fraudulent misrepresentation in an ICWA proceeding a crime, punishable by fine and imprisonment, there is no requirement that the information contained in the Section 1913(d) notice be compiled in good faith or after investigation. While the criminal sanctions are important, there are many situations where erroneous information may be provided to a tribe through oversight, error, or lack of a good faith investigation, which does not rise to fraud, and which would negatively affect both the tribe’s ability to determine the child’s enrollment and whether the tribe will intervene in the state court proceeding. It is of critical importance that a good faith investigation be made into the information required by the Section 1913(d) notice and forwarded to the tribe.

- The proposed Section 1913(e) sets forth time lines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding. While each of these time frames refer to the tribe filling a notice of intent to intervene, it is not clear what this notice requires. While local counsel is required for filing the notice of intent, these time lines present particular difficulties since simply finding local counsel may take longer than the 30 days allowed, let alone determination of ICWA applicability, case staffing, or contract approval with local counsel (which is subject to Bureau of Indian Affairs approval under 25 U.S.C. Section 81 and thus involves time frames not within the tribe’s control). Alternatively, if this section merely requires a statement from the tribe’s ICWA program that it intends to intervene, without further procedural requirement, it may be possible to meet the proposed statutory time lines. However, depending on the adequacy and accuracy of the information received by the tribe, the 30-day time line may still present difficulties in determining enrollment eligibility of the Indian child. Clarifying language directing that the notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which may be submitted by the tribe’s ICWA Program is needed to prevent ICWA from being deprived of any meaning.

- The Navajo Nation is also concerned that the term “certification” as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act officiously by requiring
that a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for later misunderstandings.

Whatever changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA was not only enacted to preserve American Indian Tribes' most precious resources—its members, but also to prevent the type of alienation experienced by Indian children who were adopted by non-Indian families before ICWA was adopted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adapt to and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of these children face difficulties in self-identification and adaptation. What may have started out as a "good" intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.

The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believes that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA. Although some of the concerns of the Navajo Nation may require further statutory language, the majority of these issues may be addressable through report, language. The Navajo Nation is prepared to assist the Committee in drafting legislative history to address these concerns.

2. Title IV-E funding and/or language

Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance, is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs. It is a federally-funded reimbursement program that is based on eligible population for foster care adoption subsidies from Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It has been in existence since 1980 and has only been available to states through matching funds to support adoption and foster care services. Although this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Because of the difficulty in establishing these agreements, tribes often rely on the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA"). Currently, only 30 of the 558 federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding. This does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Tribes currently depending on BIA funds have found that BIA has no money for funding permanency planning as available in the Title IV-E Adoption Assistance program. In FY 1996, the total number of substitute care placements that were subsidized under the BIA Child Welfare Assistance program was 3,400 with approximately 60% to 70% of those children estimated to be eligible for Title IV-E services. Even then, 301 children were placed in non-subsidized homes last year. This also illustrates an inadequacy of the BIA funds which the Navajo Nation would strongly encourage Congress to correct.

In 1994, President Clinton signed into law P.L. 103-382, Multiethnic Placement Act which was motivated by the large number of minority children awaiting foster care and adoptive homes. It was designed to prohibit agencies from denying or delaying foster care and adoption placements based on race and ethnicity. The bill was controversial due to the concern that states would place needy children haphazardly, without good cause in an effort to avoid loosing Title IV-E funds. Not surprisingly, the bill contained no provision regarding efforts to recruit minority foster and adoptive families.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes are indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to a foster care, legal guardianship, or pre-adoptive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometime unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty.

Currently, the Navajo Nation Division of Social Services has 297 children in no-cost relative care settings. Of the 297 children, 257 are in foster care on the reservation and 40 are ICWA placements for permanent relative guardianship and/or adoption.
many hours of intense and emotional debate the tribes, in the opinion of most, accomplished this very difficult task. Below I discuss the specific proposals put forth by the tribes and explain the context and the difficulties experienced by the tribes in Tulsa.

I would also like to thank both Chairmen for responding to the concerns of tribal governments over the possible introduction of amendments to the ICWA in the 105th Congress that would diminish the intent of the Act—protecting Indian children from illegal and unwarranted adoption outside their tribal communities. NCAI appreciates the efforts of both Committees in crafting legislation that incorporates changes to the ICWA that the tribes agreed to just over one year ago in Tulsa.

I also want to state for the record that one week ago today, the NCAI member tribes adopted a resolution that supports both H.R. 1082 and S. 569, the Indian Child Welfare Act Amendments of 1997.

With the adoption of this resolution, the over 200 member tribes of NCAI, representing over 85% of the American Indian and Alaska Native population, have concluded that if the ICWA is to be amended by Congress, it should be done in a way that does not only strengthen the Act for everyone involved, but moreover, protects tribal sovereignty including the rights of the tribe to care for its children.

II. FUNDAMENTAL FEDERAL INDIAN LAW AND POLICY

Any discussion of the ICWA must be grounded in those fundamental principles which underlie federal Indian law and policy. Since the earliest days of our republic, Indian tribes have been considered sovereign, albeit domestic, nations with separate legal and political existence. Along with the states and the federal government, tribal governments represent one of the enumerated sovereign entities mentioned in the U.S. Constitution. As a result of Constitutional mandate, hundreds of duly-ratified treaties, a plethora of federal statutes, and dozens of seminal federal court cases, it is settled that Indian tribes have a unique legal and political relationship with the United States. As the Supreme Court itself has determined, this relationship is grounded in the political, government-to-government relationship and is not race-based.

In return for vast Indian lands and resources ceded to the United States, the federal government made certain promises to Indian tribes including the protection of Indian lands from encroachment, as well as promises to provide in perpetuity various goods and services such as health care, education, housing, and guarantees to the continued rights of self-determination and self-government. In addition to our inherent sovereignty therefore, Indian tribes and Indian people are to benefit from the federal government’s “trust responsibility.” This responsibility eludes simple definition but is grounded in the oversight and trustship of Indian lands and


3 H.R. 1448, the “Indian Child Welfare Act Amendments of 1995,” introduced by Rep. Deborah P. Liter (D-CA), and co-sponsored by Sen. Carol Moseley-Braun (D-IL) and Sen. Stones (D-MN).

resources by the United States. Using analogous common law principles of trustship, the trust responsibility has been determined by federal courts to be similar to the highest fiduciary duty owed a beneficiary by a trustee.

In undertaking this obligation, the United States through the Congress has assumed responsibility for the protection of tribes and Indians. This trust responsibility includes protection of Indian resources and as the Congress recognized in the 1978 Act itself, there is perhaps no more precious, vital and valuable resource to Indian tribes than their children.

III. INTRODUCTION TO THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT

The Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) was enacted in 1978 in response to the widespread, disgraceful practice of removing Indian children through adoption from their families, tribes, and cultures. Unethical attorneys and state adoption and placement agencies arranged for the adoption of Indian children, most often with inadequate procedures and protection of the interests of the Indian family and tribe. After years of deliberation the House Resources Committee stated in its report on ICWA that "(the) wholesale separation of Indian children from their families is perhaps the most tragic and destructive aspect of American Indian life today." 4 In 1978, Congress sought to staunch this harrowing practice, and ICWA has for the most part served this purpose well. Nevertheless, ICWA is under attack by those who would return control over Indian adoptions to state courts.

Prior to the enactment of the ICWA, the best evidence suggests that between 25% and 33% of all Indian children were separated from their families and placed with adoptive families, or in foster care or institutions. 5 The Committee concluded that at this rate, the Indian community was being drained of its lifeblood — Indian children — and this quite literally jeopardized the future existence of Indian tribes and Indian people.

This sad reality, combined with the special trust relationship of the United States, demanded that federal legislative action be taken. The ICWA recognizes that the interests to be served by the procedural safeguards in the Act are that of the Indian child and that of the Indian tribe. As the Supreme Court stated in Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians v. Holyfield, 6 "[i]n the protection of this tribal interest is at the core of ICWA, which recognizes that the tribe has an interest in the child, which is distinct, but on a parity with, the interest of the parents."

6 H. Rep. 1386, 95th Congress, 2d Sess. 9; hereafter the "House Report."
8 400 U.S. 30 (1981)

Based on the premise that the Indian family and the Indian tribe have significant, if not overriding, interests in the relationship and welfare of the Indian child, ICWA posits tribal courts — not state courts or state authorities — as the appropriate authority over Indian child adoptions. Jurisdiction is thus vested in the institutions with the capacity to appreciate the unique cultural concepts and values, such as the extended Indian family, that state authorities can never fully grasp. Practically, the legislative scheme takes advantage of the fact that tribal authorities are better equipped to discern whether an Indian child has other relatives that may want to adopt the child, as well as whether there are other families — Indian and non-Indian — that may want to provide a loving home for the Indian child.

The purpose of the ICWA is procedural in nature: to protect the integrity of Indian families by creating a framework for tribes to participate in custody proceedings involving Indian children. ICWA is applicable in voluntary adoptions, and child abuse / neglect proceedings initiated by the state, when either parent is a tribal member and the child is a tribal member or is eligible for tribal membership. The Act establishes minimum standards for placement of Indian children, and placement preferences for Indian children in foster care and adoptive homes. The Act provides procedural mechanisms that allow a tribe to participate in the proceeding, including:

A. Intervention — allows a tribe simply to intervene in the state court proceeding and participate as a party.

B. Transfer — allows a tribe or a biological parent to request a transfer to tribal court, but either parent may block the transfer by an objection. Also, state courts may decide whether or not transfer is appropriate and can decline to transfer for “good cause.” State courts have frequently declined to transfer when the transfer petition is received late in the proceeding or when the tribal forum would be inconvenient for the parties.

C. Preference — in keeping with the title of the Act, ICWA establishes preferences for placement of Indianchildren with extended family members, other members of the child’s tribe, or other Indian families.

The debate surrounding the ICWA has included many misstatements of law and innumerable distortions of fact. One fact that is rarely heard is that ICWA contains a “good cause” exception to these placement preferences. Accompanying BIA guidelines identify situations that establish good cause not to follow the preferences: the wishes of the biological parents or the child; the physical or emotional needs of the child; or the unavailability of suitable families meeting the preference criteria after a diligent search.
IV. THE 104TH CONGRESS

During the 104th Congress, amendments were proposed to the ICWA that would have
enacted the act and significantly harmed Indian tribal governments and Indian
children. The ICWA amendments contained in H.R. 3286 were not able to foster
care and child custody proceedings if the birth parent does not maintain a "significant
affiliation" with the tribe. That determination would have to be made by state authorities;
not tribal authorities. H.R. 3286 was ultimately approved by the House.

H.R. 3286 was then referred to the Senate Finance Committee. However, before the Finance
Committee could begin consideration, the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs (SCIA)
stripped Title III and subsequently held a hearing on tribal proposals to amend ICWA. These proposals
were developed at the 1996 NCIA Mid-Year Conference in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, and were subsequently introduced by then-SCIA Chairman John McCain (R-
AZ). Senator McCain was able to gain passage of the bill in the Senate, however, the bill did not
come up for a vote in the House before the 104th Congress adjourned.

V. THE "TULSA AMENDMENTS"

While in Tulsa, tribes met with organizations and adoption attorneys to address concerns
expressed by the sponsors of the House bill without voicing either fundamental principles of
tribal sovereignty and governance or the original intent of ICWA. As a result of this meeting,
these alternative amendments signified the willingness of Indian tribes to address the specific
concerns of those who feel that ICWA was "unfair" in its application. More importantly, the
amendments meaningfully and substantively addressed the concerns raised about the ICWA.

These amendments would allow potential adoptive parents to know immediately if an extended
family member and/or the tribe has an interest in the child. Such notice would also
further a goal all parties can agree on: it would expand the pool of potential adoptive parents
because frequently the tribe knows adoptive or foster families which the state and/or private
adoption agencies are not aware.

2. Time Lines for Tribal Intervention

In tandem with the embellished notice provisions above, the Tulsa Amendments would institute a
calender for tribal intervention in a voluntary proceeding. The time period would begin from the actual
notice of the pending proceeding. If an Indian tribe chooses not to intervene within the
time period, then it would be precluded from intervention in the proceeding. One of the criticisms
of ICWA was that Indian tribes were intervening in cases after the child had been placed for
adoptive parents. In those instances when an Indian tribe did intervene late in the process, the reason
most often for the delay in voluntary cases was the lack of timely notice to the tribe and/
fraudulent adoption practices by adoption attorneys. By extending the notice requirements and placing a deadline on tribal intervention, all involved would have a more definite understanding of the rights and obligations as early as possible.

3. Criminal Sanctions

Many "problem cases" that have been cited in the media and on the floor of the House of Representatives actually began with knowing violations of the Act. Current law does not provide explicit penalties for such violations. The Tulsa Amendments directly addressed the problem by proposing severe criminal penalties for attorneys and adoption agencies that knowingly violated the Act through encouraging fraudulent misrepresentations or omissions by their clients. As with the celebrated "First Case," most contested ICWA cases involve the circumvention of the requirements of the law — many because of unscrupulous attorneys and other adoption professionals whose economic interest is best served by "avoiding" the complications brought about by compliance with the ICWA. The Tulsa Amendments provided great incentive to and will deter attorneys and adoption agencies from counseling the deliberate evasion of ICWA. In cases of fraud, however, the application of the Act, along with tribal intervention and the exercise of tribal rights under the Act, will serve as a deterrent to fraudulent adoption practices. In fact, applying the Act will be the only remedy available to an Indian tribe or Indian family in such a situation.

4. Withdrawal of Consent

Again addressing a perceived "unfairness" in the manner ICWA operates, the Tulsa Amendments proposed a strict time limit within which a biological parent can withdraw consent to a foster care placement or adoption. Under current law, a parent can withdraw consent to an adoption at any point until the adoption is finalized.

The perception that many of the "problem cases" began when the biological parents withdrew consent to the adoption under the ICWA can be dealt with head-on by including limitations for withdrawals of such consent. It is important to note that the issue of withdrawal of consent occurs in non-Indian adoptions as well as Indian adoptions and the Tulsa Amendments would provide more clarity when an Indian parent can withdraw consent to adoptions.

5. Application of ICWA in Alaska

This provision would clarify that Alaska Native villages are included in the definition of "reservation" under the Act. In addition, the Tulsa Amendments included a sensitivity to the unique aspects of "P.L. 280 states." Indian tribes in P.L. 280 states have experienced significant difficulty exercising jurisdiction under the ICWA. NCAl is mindful that it does not intend its proposals to negatively impact any Indian tribe's rights to exercise jurisdiction under the Act.13

6. Open Adoptions

The Tulsa Amendments proposed that state courts be allowed to approve "open" adoptions where prohibited by state law. Some states prohibit a court in an adoption decree from allowing the biological parents to maintain contact with the child after an adoption is finalized — even if all the parties agree. The Tulsa Amendments proposed that this option be kept open, even if prohibited by state law.

7. Ward of Tribal Court

The Tulsa Amendments proposed that under the ICWA the Indian tribe shall retain exclusive jurisdiction over children who become wards of the tribal court following a transfer of jurisdiction from state court to tribal court.

8. Duty to Inform of Rights under ICWA

Together with the proposed notice and sanctions provisions, this proposed change to the ICWA imposes an affirmative obligation on attorneys and public and private adoption agencies to inform Indian parents of their rights under the ICWA. Although the number of forcefully litigated ICWA cases is low, many of those cases began because Indian parents were not informed of their rights under the ICWA at the beginning of the proceeding. The Tulsa Amendments would again bring more certainty to ICWA-related cases, and would allow parties to be aware of whether ICWA applies in the beginning of the case so that all appropriate parties can provide input on the initial placement decision.

9. Tribal Membership Certification

Of all issues and concerns addressed and debated in Tulsa, the provision dealing with tribal membership was the most contentious and rightly so. An Indian tribe's right to freely determine its membership extricates it to the heart of self-governance and tribal sovereignty. Any tampering with the right to determine tribal membership is condemned as unacceptable and intolerable. NCAl was formed in the 1940's in direct response to then-prevalent "Termination Legislation," which sought to end the unique political and legal status of Indian tribal governments and assimilate Indian people into the mainstream. Just as we did then, NCAl opposes any amendment, any minor change, or any technical correction to any federal statute that strikes at the heart of tribal sovereignty, as does the proposed change to tribal membership determinations contained in pending legislation.

---

13 In deposition testimony presented in the trial court to re Bridges R. (U.S. App. 2d Dist. 1996), cert. denied (1996); the Indian/biological father stated that he had been advised to conceal his Indian heritage in order to avoid the procedures mandated by ICWA, and therefore expedited the termination proceeding.

The Tulsa Amendments proposed that any tribal motion to intervene in a state court proceeding be accompanied by a tribal certification detailing the child’s membership or eligibility for membership pursuant to tribal law or custom. Again, with the goal of bringing more certainty to ICWA-related cases, this proposed change directly responds to the criticism that the determination of whether a child is eligible for membership is “without objective basis” or “arbitrary.” The tribal certification would also explain the child’s relationship to the tribe and contain enough background information so that a state authority is fully informed as to the nature of the tribe’s relationship with the Indian child.

VI. THE "EXISTING INDIAN FAMILY" DOCTRINE

Another major problem faced by tribal governments in exercising their rights under the ICWA is the legal interpretation of the Act by the states. Courts in several states have interpreted the ICWA as not applying to Indian children who have not been in the custody of an “existing Indian family.” This state court interpretation removes many Indian children from the protection of the ICWA and from any relationship with their tribes. The creation of this exception by state courts can only be interpreted as a device to circumvent the application of ICWA in Indian child adoption proceedings, since ICWA’s express language does not include this exception and the legislative history shows that the exception was not contemplated by Congress. For this reason, the current “existing Indian family” interpretation by state courts is universally opposed by tribes, and NCAl calls upon the Congress to consider future legislation that would apply ICWA to all Indian children so that term is defined in the Act.13

VII. CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I have set out the fundamental concepts and principles that are embodied in H.R. 1082 and S. 569, as reflected in the Tulsa Amendments. Attached to my statement is a copy of the NCAl Tulsa Resolution supporting both pieces of legislation. In the weeks ahead, when the Committees begin the process of adopting these bills and reporting them out to their respective floors, I encourage Congress to keep in mind the reasons for the very existence of the Indian Child Welfare Act, and why the Congress felt compelled to act as it did in 1978. Continuing to have as our ultimate goal the protection and best interests of the Indian child, Indian tribes from around the nation have put forth reasoned changes to the ICWA that will strengthen the Act and bring more certainty and predictability to foster care and adoption proceedings involving Indian children.

By protecting the ability of tribal governments to maintain the integrity of families and the tribes themselves, the intent of the ICWA is preserved. As you know, tribal sovereignty is more than a slogan and if it means anything, it means retaining the right to determine membership and protect tribal members.

I thank the House Resources Committee and the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs for the opportunity to appear today and comment on this legislation. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have at this time.

WHEREAS, various members of both the House and Senate continue to advocate for either complete repeal of the ICWA or other legislation that would seriously limit tribal involvement in foster care and adoption proceedings affecting their children; and

WHEREAS, the 1996 NCAl Mid-Year convention in Tulsa, Oklahoma considered and endorsed alternative amendments to ICWA (see Resolution ATS-06-007A) which were the result of a one-year process of discussion between tribal representatives and the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys; and

WHEREAS, the “Tulsa Amendments” have been introduced in the 105th Congress by Congressman Young and Miller as H.R. 1082 and Senators McCain, Campbell, Domenic and Dorgan as S. 569; and
WHEREAS, H.R. 1082 and S. 569, drafted by tribes and Indian organizations in consultation with representatives of leading adoption attorney organizations, include the following elements:

1. Requires notice to Indian tribes and certain extended family members in all voluntary child custody proceedings.
2. Provides for criminal sanctions for anyone who assists a person to conceal their Indian ancestry for the purposes of avoiding the application of the ICWA.
3. Authorizes state courts to enter orders allowing for continuing contact between tribes and their children who were adopted.
4. Provides for certain provisions placing time limits on the tribal and extended family right to intervene in voluntary child custody proceedings and the right of unwed fathers to acknowledge paternity; and
5. Mandates that the judge in a termination of parental rights or adoption proceeding assure that the parents of an Indian child have been informed of their ICWA rights; and

WHEREAS, Courts in several states have interpreted the ICWA as not applying to Indian children who have not been in the custody of an "existing Indian family"; and

WHEREAS, the "existing Indian family" interpretation of ICWA removes many Indian children from the protection of ICWA and from any relationship with their tribes and, for this reason, is universally opposed by tribes;

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, by the Mid-Year Conference of the National Congress of American Indians, again endorses the above mentioned tribally-initiated amendments to the ICWA as proposed in H.R. 1082 and S. 569 and calls upon the 105th Congress to enact this legislation; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the NCAI calls upon the Congress to review the "existing Indian family" interpretation of ICWA and consider future legislation that would apply ICWA to all "Indian children" as that term is defined in ICWA.
June 10, 1997

United States Senate Committee on Indian Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Proposed Amendments to the ICWA
Hearing Date: June 18, 1997

Honorable Senators:

Thank you for your invitation to speak before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act. As President-elect of the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys, and on that organization's behalf, I urge your approval of S. 569 to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act.

I am a California attorney, and my practice is solely adoption-related litigation. Some of my cases involve ICWA issues, and I have represented birth parents and adoptive parents in dozens of cases which have actually gone to trial. The lack of clarity in the Act, particularly the absence of notice requirements in voluntary placements coupled with the tribe's right of intervention in such cases, have caused placements to be disrupted when the children are several months to several years old, and has caused my clients -- and more importantly the children involved -- great distress and uncertainty.

My colleague Marc Gradstein (who is submitting written testimony on behalf of the Academy of California Adoption Lawyers) and I have been working for more than two years with representatives of the Native American community in order to reach some sort of consensus on amendments which would give the Act greater clarity. The process began in May of 1995 when we testified in support of H.R. 1448 before the House Subcommittee on Native American and Insular Affairs. One of the testifying attorneys for the Native American community, Jack Trope, called the committee's attention to the fact that H.R. 1448 had been written and introduced with no input from the very people it would affect. He was correct, and more importantly he was right.

We spoke with him after the hearing, and began the process which has brought us here today. After more than a year of meetings, conference calls and faxes, the joint group created a final draft of "compromise language" which ultimately became last year's bill. For reasons I do not fully understand, that bill failed to become law. The same bill is now before you, and I urge its passage.

S. 569 were enacted into law, adoption attorneys and agencies would be required to give tribes notice of adoptive placements, and tribes in turn would be required to exercise their rights or lose them. Further, adoptive parents would be able to rely on a tribe's waiver of their right to intervene and could proceed with an adoption with the knowledge that it was secure from disruption by a tribe. Finally, tribes and adoptive parents could agree to leave children in adoptive placements with enforceable agreements for visitation between the child and other family or tribal members.

I will address each of these areas separately:

I. Significance of the notice / cutoff portion of the proposed amendments to the tribes:

The importance of requiring tribes to be given notice of placement for adoption of children with Native American heritage cannot be overstated. The Act as now stands allows, and perhaps even encourages, adoptive parents to keep secret the ethnicity and culture of the children they are adopting. When notice is not given, the tribes are deprived of the right to enforce the placement preferences of the Act.

II. Significance of the notice / cutoff portion of the proposed amendments to the adoption community:

As the Act now reads, no notice is required to tribes in voluntary placements. Yet tribes are allowed to intervene in adoption proceedings, and quite possibly to bring them to a halt, at any point in the adoption process. Further, if a parent, a child, or a tribe can show a violation of sections 1911, 1912 or 1913 of the Act, they can petition to set aside the action the court has taken at any time during the child's minority.

By requiring notice to tribes, and providing criminal sanctions against those adoption attorneys and agencies who willfully disregard this requirement, notice will be given in most cases. And where notice is given, the tribe's right to disrupt an adoption ends as soon as 30 days after the child's birth. Adoptive parents can also rely on a tribe's written waiver of its right to intervene. Under current law, even if a tribe is notified of a pending adoption, and writes back to the adoption attorney or agency that it does not want to intervene, the tribe can change its mind at any point during the adoption process.
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III. Significance of the "open adoption" provision in the proposed amendments to both the adoption and Native American communities:

One of the proposed amendments would make legally enforceable an agreement between a tribe and an adoptive family that the child would be allowed to visit with members of his biological family and tribe.

Often a tribe does not want to disrupt an adoptive placement of one of its children, but does wish to maintain contact with that child in order to let the child become connected with his heritage. Such an agreement benefits the child immensely, as he is able to remain in his stable placement while having ready-made access to other children and adults who are "like" him ethnically. The benefit to adoptive parents is obvious: They stand to keep a child they want to adopt.

If this amendment is enacted, an agreement between a tribe and adoptive parents will be legally enforceable, thus making such agreements more palatable to tribes. Although informal arrangements for post-adoption contact can be made without legal sanction, if adoptive parents decide to ignore the agreement, the tribe has no remedy and is hence less likely to enter into an agreement.

Thank you for the opportunity to address this group and urge passage of these important amendments. If the ICWA can be amended in such a way that adoptive placements can be more secure at an earlier time, everyone benefits. The Indian community will have knowledge about and access to more of their children, and adoptive parents will have the assurance that children placed in their homes are not going to be removed from their care far into the adoption.

I encourage this honorable committee to amend the Act to help provide quicker security for adoptive placements.

Sincerely,

Jane A. Gorman
Attorney at Law
Chairman Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman Young, Members of the Committee, Good Morning. Thank you for your kind invitation to offer comments on the proposed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act.

I strongly urge the Committees to support passage of the legislation. The amendments contained in these bills are the product of discussions which began over two years ago between the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys (AAAA), the National Indian Child Welfare Association (NICWA) and Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC). Since that time, the proposal has developed and evolved into the legislation before you today, and is supported by tribes, adoption professionals, and social service agencies nationally.

The prime focus of the ICWA has been involuntary placements. For example, TCC has an average ongoing ICWA case load which ranges between 120-160. Over 95% of this case load involves involuntary placements arising in the context of child protection proceedings. Generally, ICWA has worked well in this context. Often state and local agencies lack information about the extended family of Indian children in their care. Tribes receive notice and assist in placement with extended families or other members of the tribe. When the provisions of ICWA are followed, Native American children are most often placed with extended family members, who are best equipped to address a troubled child's needs. These are children who are at the most risk and in the greatest need. ICWA has been very successful in maintaining contact between tribal children, their extended families and tribal communities, and delivering placement and rehabilitative services to Native American children and their families.

But there have been problems in the context of voluntary placements, which comprise less than 5% of tribal ICWA caseloads. Practitioners involved in these voluntary adoptions seem to agree that in a few notable cases, unnecessary litigation over the placement of Indian children has delayed permanent placement of Indian children and caused needless problems for the all those involved. It must be remembered, that these few cases are exceptions, and involve the most wanted children caught in the system. These legal disputes involve extended birth families and adoptive parents, who both want to provide healthy nurturing homes to these children. For tribes, the resulting conflicts are frustrating, since these legal battles consume tremendous resources fighting over certain children, when every tribe has hard to place children in need of these precious resources.

At the root of each of these disputes is poor social work. In almost every case, the adoptive parents are kind loving people who simply want to raise a child- any child. A child is placed with them. They become emotionally attached to that child, and will fight to preserve their connection to the child. But also in every contested case, the child was placed in the home - most often by well meaning but poorly trained individuals- who simply failed to make preliminary background checks to determine if the child was Indian, or if the child had extended family available for placement. In other words, the placement agent simply failed to determine whether the child was actually available for adoption. And in these cases, the extended family has a loving and nurturing family wanting to take care of its own children. If this were not the case, the Courts would easily dismiss the dispute. But the extended family always seems to find out after the adoptive placement is made.

In the most publicized case- the Root case- a more sinister element was injected. The original attorney handling the case solicited a perjured document denying the children's Indian ancestry with the intention to evade application of ICWA, in conscious disregard of the possibility for placement within the child's existing family. The victims of this deceit were the child, the extended family, and the adoptive family.

The goal of the amendments before these committees is to reduce the possibility of conflict between birth and adoptive families by establishing procedures which will clarify the availability of a child for adoption early in the process, and put all parties on notice of these facts before an attachment can form between child and adoptive parents. These amendments will promote stability and certainty of Indian child adoptive placements, by addressing the causes of protracted and needless litigation and providing

* clear ICWA procedures related to voluntary adoptions,
* incentives for early dispute resolution, and
* penalties for those who intentionally violate ICWA.

1. NOTICE TO INDIAN TRIBES

Currently, ICWA requires that tribes receive notice of involuntary foster care placements, but does not require tribal notice of voluntary adoptions. This has resulted in a serious dichotomy illustrated by two Alaskan cases which have set national precedence. In In Re IRS, 690 F.2d 10 (Alaska 1984) and Catholic Social Services v C.A.A., 783 P.2d 1159 (Alaska, 1989) the Courts held that tribes could intervene into voluntary adoption proceedings to enforce ICWA placement preferences, but were not entitled to notice of these proceedings. Consequently, tribes depend upon learning of proposed adoptions by word of mouth, which needlessly delays the development of tribal responses and interventions. This has been unnecessarily disruptive of adoptive placements and promotes litigation. In some cases, the distinction between foster care, pre-adoptive and adoptive placements becomes blurred so that emotional bonding of children to a placement family occur long before the commencement of any legal proceeding to initiate an adoption.
The legislation provides for notice to tribes of voluntary adoptions and specifies the content of the notice to assure that tribes have adequate information to identify the child and the child's extended family and respond in a timely manner. Notice provisions are triggered by a number of different events other than the commencement of an adoption proceeding. This will prevent a child lingering in a pre-adoptive placement unnoticed.

2. TIME LINES FOR INTERVENTION

Under ICWA, tribes can intervene at any time in the proceedings. This can be disruptive of an adoptive family placement if the intervention occurs after physical placement of the child in the adoptive home. Since tribes do not currently receive notice of the adoption, their intervention is delayed. This can be a common problem. Generally, tribes would oppose time limits on intervention into adoption proceedings, because they do not have prior notice of the proceedings. However, if tribes receive early and adequate notice, it is reasonable that tribes be limited to file their intent to intervene, or objection to the adoption within 90 days after receiving notice of a placement, or be precluded from further intervention. The legislation includes this provision. Additionally, the legislation provides that if the tribe files a determination within the 90 days that the child is not a member, the court and adoptive parents can rely on that representation in the adoption proceedings. In cases where a placement is made substantially prior to the actual legal proceedings, additional notice of 30 days is required. Such a provision encourages adoptive parents to proceed with adoption proceedings in a timely manner and not leave a child in legal limbo unnecessarily.

On the other hand, the bills provide that if no notice is sent to the tribe, the time limits for tribal intervention do not apply. This preserves the rights of the tribe, and also provides a clear and unequivocal incentive to adoption practitioners to send early notice to the tribes, and make adequate preparation to assure a timely adoptive placement, and legal follow-through to complete the adoption.

3. CRIMINAL SANCTIONS

As noted above, in the Rost case [In re Bridget R., 49 Cal. Rpt. 2d 507 (1996)] the original attorney for the adoptive parents counseled the biological parents not to disclose that they were tribal members. This was clearly malpractice, but the threat of civil liability has not been sufficient to deter these deceptive practices. These practices are a fraud upon the courts, adoptive parents, Indian children, and Indian extended families, with destructive repercussions to all involved parties. The legislation would provide needed criminal penalties for such acts.

4. WITHDRAWAL OF CONSENT

The current ICWA does not provide specific time lines for a parent to withdraw his/her consent to adoption. Instead, ICWA precludes withdrawal of parental consent to adoption based on one of several procedural benchmarks in the termination of parental rights or adoption process. In its current form, it is very unclear as to when a parent may or may not withdraw consent, since various states have differing adoption procedures that may or may not trigger the applicable sections of ICWA. The interplay between various state laws has led to litigation in several states with varying outcomes. Additionally, the time lines between entry of consents to adoptions and the actual commencement of an adoption procedure varies with the laws and practice patterns of the various states. The longer time between parental consent to adoption and commencement of the adoption proceeding increases the potential for problems. This may become more complex with inter-state adoptions in which consents to adopt are obtained in one jurisdiction and the adoption proceedings are initiated in another state.

This legislation provides a national standard as to when an Indian parent may withdraw consent to an adoption and provides more predictability and stability to the adoption process. Under the legislation, a parent may withdraw a consent to adoption up to 30 days after commencement of adoption proceedings, six months after notice to the tribe if no adoption proceeding is commenced, or entry of a final adoption order, whichever occurs first. These are clear and unambiguous standards, which would apply nationally without regard to local practice patterns.

5. OPEN ADOPTIONS

Litigation over Indian children has a winner-take-all characteristic, which is common in child custody/adoption litigation. In many states, adoptions must totally terminate the relationship between children and biological parents. In states that allow open adoptions, this option has provided a basis for settlement of contentious litigation which allows Indian children to maintain contact with their extended family and/or tribe, while remaining in an adoptive placement to which the child has emotionally bonded. This legislation would authorize open adoptions for Indian children in all states.

The proposal reflects traditional customs of Native American cultures which generally permit open adoptions by custom and tradition. While the practice may be debated in the context of the dominant non-Native culture, it is a widely accepted, and culturally appropriate practice common throughout Native American culture.
It is also important to note that under the terms of the legislation, it is purely optional, and premised upon the consent of the adoptive family and the child's birth family. It is likely that it would be most commonly used in trans-cultural adoptions, but it cannot be imposed upon non-Native adoptive parents without their consent.

6. WARD OF TRIBAL COURT

Ambiguity over who is a ward of a tribal court has led to some confusion and litigation. The issue is important since wards of a tribal court are subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of tribal courts. The legislation would clarify that under ICWA, a child may become a ward of a tribal court only if the child was domiciled or resident within a reservation, or where proceedings were transferred from state court to tribal court.

7. INFORMING INDIAN PARENTS OF RIGHTS

Currently, ICWA only provides that an Indian parent is advised of his/her rights respecting the adoption of his/her child by the court. This usually occurs long after the parent has decided to consent to the child's adoption, and for the most part is perfunctory. It is not required that the parents be advised about their rights before the decision respecting adoption is made. This has resulted in Indian parents changing their minds after they have consulted a lawyer and been advised of their rights. The legislation would provide that attorneys, and public and private agencies must inform Indian parents of their rights and their children's rights under ICWA prior to the entry of a consent to adoption. Hopefully, this will reduce the number of parents who change their minds about adoption after consulting an attorney subsequent to signing a consent to adoption.

8. ALTERNATIVES

The alternatives to this legislation are not attractive. Congress could do nothing, and simply be content with having a small number of Indian children and their birth and adoptive families battle it out in needless protracted litigation. Congress could repeal the Indian Child Welfare Act, and have this nation return to a time when the majority of Indian children were raised outside of Native homes, and simply accept the devastation of the Indian family as a necessary accommodation to avoid inconvenience in a few notable cases. Congress could simply ban adoption of Native children by non-Natives, and remove any hope of a normal family life to many Indian children, who are unable to find placement in their tribes and families. Or Congress could recommit itself to the balanced and reasoned approach offered in this legislation.

Some opponents to this bill will attempt to link this legislation with more controversial issues. But this legislation is about how best to resolve the disputes which occasionally plague Indian child adoptive placement. It is important to remember that this legislation addresses issues which arise in less than 5% of the tribal ICWA caseloads. More often than not, the dispute is between two loving and caring families, and what begins as an abundance of placement resources for a child quickly degenerates into the disruption of both the child's natural and proposed adoptive families. And at the core is simply bad social work practice. In every case, the issues addressed by this legislation arise substantially after the birth of a child, since adoptive parents rarely develop emotional attachments to a child prior to birth.

We should consider the true consequences of this legislation, and its affect on the children, who are the beneficiaries of its intent. The Indian family is in danger without ICWA, and we cannot ignore that danger to large numbers of Indian children in order to address the problems which may be easily avoided by a more balanced approach.

I urge the Congress to affirm its commitment to support Indian families, and reaffirm the policy and goals of ICWA, which have served Indian children well in the last nineteen years. And, at the same time, I would urge the Congress to adopt these amendments to provide greater certainty and stability for Indian adoptive placements in the future.

Test. M. Walleri
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STATEMENT OF KELLER GEORGE
PRESIDENT OF UNITED SOUTH AND EASTERN TRIBES

PREPARED FOR A JOINT HEARING ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978 BEFORE THE HOUSE RESOURCES COMMITTEE AND THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

Members of the House Resources Committee, and members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, I am Keller George, President of the United South and Eastern Tribes ("USET"). I am writing to you on behalf of the USET regarding H.R. 1082, which Representatives Don Young and George Miller introduced on March 13, 1997 to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 ("ICWA"). We urge you to adopt the amendments offered by Representatives Young and Miller. Nonetheless, we are concerned that the proposed amendments fail to address one critical issue that threatens Indian children with increasing frequency throughout the country. Accordingly, USET would prefer that you include an additional amendment to the ICWA, as explained below.

Congress enacted the ICWA almost two decades ago in an effort to assist Indian nations in regaining control over welfare decisions concerning their children. After conducting hearings over a period of ten years, Congress concluded that abusive, state and private child welfare practices had decimated tribal communities—with devastating effects upon those Indian children who were, ultimately, deprived of their cultures by being placed in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes. Recognizing that ethnocentric and racist attitudes by child welfare advocates had resulted in a genocidal phenomenon, Congress enacted a statutory scheme which recognized the primacy of the tribal role in child welfare decisions regarding tribal children. The ICWA imposed upon state courts, and state and private agencies, federal standards that govern both the removal of Indian children from their parents and the placement of those children in homes outside of their parent's care. Congress concluded that the ICWA's provisions were in the best interest of Indian children, and that imposition of these statutory requirements on state child welfare proceedings would help promote the stability and security of Indian families and communities—and halt the genocide.

The ICWA has greatly benefitted Indian nations, Indian children, and Indian families since its enactment almost twenty years ago, in spite of the negative publicity and public controversy that it has recently engendered. The ICWA has helped Indian people by encouraging—if not requiring—state agencies and judicial officers to understand and recognize the importance that an Indian child's culture should—and must—play in custody and welfare decisions regarding that child. By strengthening our Indian nations' involvement in child welfare matters affecting our children, the Act has helped facilitate culturally appropriate upbringing for many Indian children. This ultimately benefits not only Indian children and their families and communities, but state governments and their taxpayers, as well: it is axiomatic that children who grow up fully imbued with, and conversant in, their cultural heritage and identity bring more stability to their communities, and cause a concomitant decrease in the need for state social welfare services. In addition, increasing numbers of Indian nations now provide substantially improved child welfare and family support services, as well as judicial services, to their children and communities as a direct result of the ICWA.

Unfortunately, because not all adoption agencies and state judicial officers appreciate the immense benefit that the ICWA has provided to our numerous and diverse communities, controversy regarding the implementation of the ICWA has erupted between the Congress, the
Indian nations, and the private adoption industry. Congressmen Young and Miller have reintroduced ICWA amendments in an effort to quell that controversy. We support these amendments as an effort to "fine-tune" the ICWA.

We believe, however, that the amendments are seriously flawed in that they fail to address a problem that deeply affects tribal sovereignty and tribal identity; a problem that calls into question the very notion of who is an "Indian child." While section 1903 of the ICWA defines the term "Indian child" clearly and unequivocally, numerous state courts have taken it upon themselves to re-define that term through a judicially-created exception to the ICWA that has become known as the "existing Indian family doctrine." These courts have openly demonstrated their hostility to the ICWA by refusing to enforce its mandates in those cases where the judicial officer subjectively determines that the Indian child has not maintained significant social, cultural or political relations with their "tribal" communities.

The states of Alabama, California, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Washington have applied this doctrine in numerous cases as recently as this year.

The "existing Indian family doctrine" effectively eviscerates the mandates of the ICWA--based upon nothing more than the individual whim of the presiding judicial officer applying the doctrine. The Act contains no language which would permit a state court to enforce such an exception. Moreover, because most state judicial officers lack any knowledge or comprehension regarding the social, cultural, or political relations that tribal members maintain with their communities, these judicial officers should not be permitted to render subjective determinations regarding how "Indian" a child really is. Well-established federal case law recognizes that the determination of who is and is not a member of an Indian nation properly lies solely within the purview of that Indian nation. The application of the "existing Indian family doctrine" in an ICWA case challenges tribal sovereignty and goes to the very heart of tribal identity. The right to define who is and is not a member of the community is central to Indian nation's existence as independent political communities.

The very existence of this state-created exception to a federal law speaks volumes to the resistance that some states continue to mount to the enforcement of the ICWA. It is troubling to USEF that Congress has not yet seen fit to address this violation through legislative amendments. It is our deepest concern that if Congress fails to correct this state-initiated infringement on federal law (and tribal sovereignty), these state courts--and others in the future--will use Congress' inaction to support a conclusion that the doctrine does not violate either the express terms of the federal law or Congress' policies and intent regarding the enactment of that law.

The development of the "existing Indian family doctrine" is all-too-reminiscent of Washington State's refusal to honor and enforce a federal court decree which allocated the fisheries among the treaty and non-treaty fisheries almost twenty years ago. As the United State Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals noted, "[c]onsidering the desegregation cases [citations
ommited], the district court has found the most concerted official and private efforts to frustrate a decree of a federal court witnessed in this century. United States v. Washington, 573 F.2d 1118, 1126 (9th Cir. 1978), affirmed, Washington State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel Association, 443 U.S. 658 (1979). Similarly, the implementation of the "existing Indian family doctrine" is a clear refusal by those state courts which adhere to it to follow the mandates of a federal law which Congress specifically enacted to remedy egregious state practices regarding Indian child welfare decisions. Accordingly, the USET request that this Congress address this effort to frustrate a federal law by amending the ICWA and prohibiting the use of the "existing Indian family doctrine." Failure to do otherwise will perpetuate protracted controversies that use of the doctrine continues to engender, ultimately harming the children, families, and communities that are the very heart of these ICWA cases. History has demonstrated that this harm will affect not only those children, necessarily struggle to regain their identity—and their footing in this world.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the USET support the amendments offered by Congressmen Young and Miller. However, the Indian nations that comprise the USET urge these Committees to include an additional amendment that will eviscerate the "existing Indian family doctrine" and protect our children. Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.

STATEMENT OF RAY HALBRITTER
NATION REPRESENTATIVE, ONEIDA INDIAN NATION

PREPARED FOR A JOINT HEARING ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978 BEFORE THE HOUSE RESOURCES COMMITTEE AND THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

Members of the House Resources Committee, and members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs. I am Ray Halbritter, Nation Representative of the Oneida Indian Nation. I am writing to you on behalf of the Oneida Indian Nation regarding H.R. 1082, which Representatives Don Young and George Miller introduced on March 13, 1997 to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 ("ICWA"). We urge you to adopt the amendments offered by Representatives Young and Miller. Nonetheless, we are concerned that the proposed amendments fail to address one critical issue that threatens Indian children with increasing frequency throughout the country. Accordingly, the Oneida Indian Nation would prefer that you include an additional amendment to the ICWA, as explained below.

Congress enacted the ICWA almost two decades ago in an effort to assist Indian nations in regaining control over welfare decisions concerning their children. After conducting hearings over a period of ten years, Congress concluded that abusive, state and private child welfare practices had decimated tribal communities—with devastating effects upon those Indian children who were, ultimately, deprived of their cultures by being placed in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes. Recognizing that ethnocentric attitudes by child welfare advocates had resulted in a genocidal phenomenon, Congress enacted a statutory scheme which recognized the primacy of the tribal role in child welfare decisions regarding tribal children. The ICWA imposed upon state courts, and state and private agencies, federal standards that govern both the removal of Indian children from their parents and the
placement of those children in homes outside of their parent’s care. Congress concluded that the ICWA’s provisions were in the best interest of Indian children, and that imposition of these statutory requirements on state child welfare proceedings would help promote the stability and security of Indian families and communities.

The ICWA has greatly benefited Indian nations, Indian children, and Indian families since its enactment almost twenty years ago, in spite of the negative publicity and public controversy that it has recently engendered. The ICWA has helped Indian people by encouraging—if not requiring—state agencies and judicial officers to understand and recognize the importance that an Indian child’s culture should—and must—play in custody and welfare decisions regarding that child. By strengthening our Indian nations’ involvement in child welfare matters affecting our children, the Act has helped facilitate culturally appropriate upbringing for many Indian children. This ultimately benefits not only Indian children and their families and communities, but state governments and their taxpayers, as well: it is axiomatic that children who grow up fully imbued with, and conversant in, their cultural heritage and identity bring more stability to their communities, and cause a concomitant decrease in the need for state social welfare services. In addition, increasing numbers of Indian nations now provide substantially improved child welfare and family support services, as well as judicial services, to their children and communities as a direct result of the ICWA.

Unfortunately, because not all adoption agencies and state judicial officers appreciate the immense benefit that the ICWA has provided to our numerous and diverse communities, controversy regarding the implementation of the ICWA has erupted between Congress, Indian nations, and the private adoption industry. Congressmen Young and Miller have reintroduced ICWA amendments in an effort to quell that controversy. We support these amendments as an effort to “fine-tune” the ICWA.

We believe, however, that the amendments are seriously flawed in that they fail to address a problem that deeply affects tribal sovereignty and tribal identity, a problem that calls into question the very notion of who is an “Indian child.” While section 1903 of the ICWA defines the term “Indian child” clearly and unequivocally, numerous state courts have taken it upon themselves to re-define that term through a judicially-created exception to the ICWA that has become known as the “existing Indian family doctrine.” These courts have openly demonstrated their hostility to the ICWA by refusing to enforce its mandates in those cases where the judicial officer subjectively determines that the Indian child has not maintained significant social, cultural or political relations with their “tribal” communities. The states of Alabama, California, Kansas, Louisiana, Missouri, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Washington have applied this doctrine in numerous cases as recently as this year.

The “existing Indian family doctrine” effectively eviscerates the mandates of the ICWA—based upon nothing more than the individual whim of the presiding judicial officer applying the doctrine. The Act contains no language which would permit a state court to enforce such an exception. Moreover, because most state judicial officers lack any knowledge or comprehension regarding the social, cultural, or political relations that tribal members maintain with their communities, these judicial officers should not be permitted to render subjective determinations regarding how “Indian” a child really is. Well-established
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*To its credit, the South Dakota Supreme Court subsequently disavowed the validity of this judicially-created exception.
federal case law recognizes that the determination of who is and is not a member of an Indian nation properly lies solely within the purview of that Indian nation. The application of the "existing Indian family doctrine" in an ICWA case challenges tribal sovereignty and goes to the very heart of tribal identity. The right to define who is and is not a member of the community is central to Indian nation's existence as independent political communities. Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436 U.S. 49, 72 n.32 (1978). Individuals from without the community, particularly those who historically have been hostile to Indian culture, should not be permitted to impose any Indian nations their own notions of who is a political, cultural, or social member of our nations.

It is our deepest concern that if Congress fails to correct this state-initiated infringement on federal law (and tribal sovereignty), these state courts—and others in the future—will use Congress' inaction to support a conclusion that the doctrine does not violate either the express terms of the federal law or Congress' policies and intent regarding the enactment of that law. The implementation of the "existing Indian family doctrine" is a clear refusal by those state courts which adhere to it to follow the mandates of a federal law which Congress specifically enacted to remedy egregious state practices regarding Indian child welfare decisions. Accordingly, the Oneida Indian Nation requests that this Congress address this effort to frustrate a federal law by amending the ICWA and prohibiting the use of the "existing Indian family doctrine." Failure to do otherwise will perpetuate protracted controversies that use of the doctrine continues to engender, ultimately harming the children, families, and communities that are the very heart of these ICWA cases. History has demonstrated that this harm will affect not only those children, necessarily struggle to regain their identity—and their footing in this world.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Oneida Indian Nation supports the amendments offered by Congressmen Young and Miller. However, we urge these Committees to include an additional amendment that will remove the "existing Indian family doctrine" and protect our children. Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
The Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, under their constitution established very specific criteria for eligibility for tribal enrollment. Every federally recognized Indian Tribal Government operates under an individual tribally relevant constitution which identifies enrollment criteria for that specific Band or Tribe. This is one of the tenants of tribal sovereignty. Tribal enrollment criteria protects Indian people and Indian children.

The Indian Child Welfare Act passed in 1988 by Congress represents many years of struggle by tribal and non-tribal persons and entities to effectively create a document which offers sovereign protection to Indian children. Indian families and Indian tribes. The Indian Child Welfare Act was born of a great need for families and tribes to stem the loss of Indian children to non-Indian families. Indian children are citizens of a sovereign Tribal government and citizens of the United States, this is a unique status which affords them protection under treaty.

Adjustments and amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act need to be very carefully studied and not taken lightly. Careful study of Indian history will support the need for strong legislation to uphold tribal sovereignty.
To the Chairmen and members of the both Committees, thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony on behalf of the National Indian Child Welfare Association that is based in Portland, Oregon. Our comments will focus on our view that the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) has worked successfully for the vast majority of Indian children, families, and tribes. Where there is a need for improvements the appropriate solutions should reflect a measured, reasonable approach that considers the original purpose of the ICWA, and the needs of Indian children, families, tribes, and prospective adoptive parents. We believe that the amendments contained in S. 569 and H.R. 1082 that were developed by the tribes, the National Indian Child Welfare Association, and the National Congress of American Indians, with input from the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys, represents such an approach. These ICWA amendments are supported by our organization because of their balanced approach to helping protect Indian children and provide increased certainty for those involved in the process of adoption. Our testimony will provide background on the Indian Child Welfare Act and identify the reasons we believe Congress should support S. 569 and H.R. 1082.

National Indian Child Welfare Association (NICWA): The National Indian Child Welfare Association provides a broad range of services to tribes, Indian organizations, states and federal agencies, and private social service agencies throughout the United States. These services are not direct client services such as counseling or case management, but instead help strengthen the programs that directly serve Indian children and families. NICWA services include: 1) professional training for tribal and urban Indian social service professionals; 2) consultation on social service program development; 3) facilitating child abuse prevention efforts in tribal communities; 4) analysis and dissemination of public policy information that impacts Indian children and families; and 5) helping state, federal and private agencies improve the effectiveness of their services to Indian people. Our organization maintains a strong network in Indian country by working closely with the National Congress of American Indians and tribal governments from across the United States.

INDIAN CHILDREN AND FEDERAL POLICY

In 1819, the United States Government established the Civilization Fund; the first federal policy to directly affect Indian children. It provided grants to private agencies, primarily churches, to establish programs to “civilize the Indian.” In a report to Congress in 1867, the commissioner of Indian services declared that the only successful way to deal with the "Indian problem" was to separate the Indian children completely from their tribes. In support of this policy, both the government and private institutions developed large mission boarding schools for Indian children that were characterized by military type discipline. Many of these institutions housed more than a thousand students ranging in age from three to thirteen. Throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century, boarding schools became more oppressive. In 1880, for instance, a written policy made it illegal to use any native language in a federal boarding school. In 1910, bonuses were used to encourage boarding school workers to take leaves of absence and secure as many students as possible from surrounding reservations. These “kid snatchers” received no guidelines regarding the means they could use. Congress addressed this issue by declaring: "And it shall be unlawful for any Indian agent or other employee to induce; by withholding rations or by other improper means, the parents or next of kin of any Indian child to consent to the removal of any Indian child beyond the limits of any reservation." In addition to boarding schools, other federal
practices encouraged moving Indian children away from their families and communities. In 1884, the "placing out" system placed numerous Indian children on farms in the East and Midwest in order to learn the "values of work and the benefits of civilization."

Federal policy continued throughout the twentieth century with assimilation being the key focus in the Boarding Schools up until the 1950s. The passage of Public Law 280 in 1953 represented the culmination of almost a century old federal policy of assimilation. It's ultimate goal was to terminate the very existence of all Indian tribes. This ultimate assimilation policy was reflected in the child welfare policies of this period.

Throughout the 1950 and 60s, the adoption of Indian children into non-Indian homes, primarily within the private sector, was widespread. In 1959, the Child Welfare League of America, the standard-setting body for child welfare agencies, in cooperation with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, initiated the Indian Adoption Project. In the first year of this project, 395 Indian children were placed for adoption with non-Indian families in eastern metropolitan areas.

Little attention was paid, either by the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the states, to providing services on reservations that would strengthen and maintain Indian families. As late as 1972, David Fanshel wrote in *Far From the Reservation* that the practice of removing Indian children from their homes and placing them in non-Indian homes for adoption was a desirable option. Fanshel points out in the same book, however, that the removal of Indian children from their families and communities may well be seen as the "ultimate indigity to endure."

Fanthel's speculation bore out the truth of the matter. A 1976 study by the Association on American Indian Affairs found that 25 to 35 percent of all Indian Children were being placed in out-of-home care. Eighty-five percent of those children were being placed in non-Indian homes or institutions. In a response to the overwhelming evidence from Indian communities that the loss of their children meant the destruction of Indian culture, Congress passed the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978.

**THE INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT**

The unique legal relationship that exists between the United States government and Indian people made it possible for Congress to adopt this national policy. Because of their sovereign nation status, Indian tribes are nations within a nation. The Constitution of the United States provides that "Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with Indian tribes."

Through this and other constitutional authority, Congress has plenary power over Indian affairs, including the protection and preservation of tribes and their resources. Finding that "there is no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children," Congress passed the Indian Child Welfare Act.

The Act, designed to protect Indian families, and thus the integrity of Indian culture, has two primary provisions. First, it sets up requirements and standards for child-placing agencies to follow in the placement of Indian children. It requires, among other things, providing remedial, culturally appropriate services for Indian families before a placement occurs; notifying tribes regarding the placement of their children and, when placement must occur, it sets out preferences for the placement of these children. The placement preferences start with members of the child’s family, Indian or non-Indian, then other members of the child’s tribe and lastly other Indian families. Both tribes and state courts have the ability to place Indian children with non-Indian families and often do when appropriate.

The Act also provides tribes with the ability to intervene in child custody proceedings, which results in greater participation from extended family members in many cases. Additionally, the Act recognized existing Indian tribal authority on the reservation and extended that authority to non-reservation Indian children when state courts transfer jurisdiction to tribal courts. A result of the Act has been the development and implementation of tribal juvenile codes, juvenile courts tribal standards, and child welfare services. Today, almost every Indian tribe provides a range of child welfare services to their member children.

**INDIAN FAMILIES ARE THE LIFEBLOOD OF INDIAN COMMUNITIES**

The importance of Indian families and their extended family networks in tribal culture has been well documented, especially during hearings for the Indian Child Welfare Act:

[The dynamics of Indian extended families are largely misunderstood. An Indian child may have scores of, perhaps more than a hundred, relatives who are counted as close, responsible members of the family... The concept of the extended family maintains its vitality and strength in the Indian community. By custom and tradition, if not necessity, members of the extended family have definite responsibilities and duties in assisting in childrearing.]

[House Report 95-1386, 95th Congress, 2nd Session (July 24, 1978) at 10, 20.]

The strength of tribal culture comes from the agreement by members of who they are as a tribe and the value system that supports their tribal culture. This membership views family in a very broad sense, understanding the importance of all members in helping raise children and promote the well-being of the tribe. When an Indian child is born, it is a time of celebration, not just for the immediate family, but for the extended family and other tribal members as well. Tribal members, whether they live on the reservation or a thousand miles away, are aware of this time for celebration and feel the common connection of this event. Family and culture are synonymous for Indian people and any changes in tribal membership or family will mean changes in culture and the viability of that culture for all members.

Acknowledging these family and community values leads to an appreciation of what it means to a tribe to lose even one child. Today, with a number of small tribes facing what can only be described as a precarious future and possibly even extinction, it becomes even more important to nurture the connections between Indian children and their tribal community.

**TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP**

Formal tribal membership determinations often do not happen prior to or at birth. Most tribes require a variety of information to be collected after the birth of the child before the membership process can even be initiated. The process itself can take anywhere from one month to several
months depending on the accuracy of information provided, the number of tribal membership requests needing review, and the timing of the next tribal council or membership committee meeting. 

The determination of tribal membership does not happen overnight and for good reasons. With the romanticism of Indian culture that began after the 1600s, many non-Indian people have made claims to Indian heritage and the services or benefits that come with membership. By necessity, tribes have had to become careful in screening membership so that limited tribal services, such as health care, are available for those tribal members who qualify for them. This means that membership determinations can take time and because of limited resources to support this process, many tribes have times when enrollment applications are not accepted. The closing of the enrollment process is not of great concern to many tribes, because membership is still extended to tribal members, even if they have not completed a formal enrollment process. In addition, some tribes view enrollment lists as secondary to determinations of membership based on their intimate knowledge of what families and individuals are members of the tribe.

For those Indian families that are experiencing difficulties in trying to meet their basic needs, formal membership procedures may be a low priority. Because membership is assumed by many tribal members and the tribe under tribal traditions and customs, focusing on formalizing membership status during stressful times would not seem necessary to many Indian people. Unlike other governments that use paper documents such as birth certificates as the primary means of establishing membership, tribes have long used and will continue to use their customary and traditional practices.

Enrollment does not equal membership in many situations. Many tribes, especially small tribes, do not have updated enrollment lists for a variety of reasons. One reason is the forced dispersion of the Indian population as a result of failed federal policies, such as the Boarding School Termination and Relocation eras. During these periods, Indian communities were broken apart by the forced removal of large numbers of children, while large numbers of adult Indian people were separated from their families involuntarily. The legacies of these policies are still visible in Indian Country today, as adult Indian people live in isolation from their families and communities, many not knowing their families or heritage. Tribes struggle to regain these lost connections, but are many times not successful until years and sometimes decades have passed in these Indian peoples' lives. Stories abound in Indian Country of adult Indian people finding their families or connections to tribes that they never knew existed and the pain and grieving that they have lived with for many years because of their lost identity. In some cases, these people will never be given the opportunity to regain that sense of heritage and know their family.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS REGARDING THE ICWA

1) Was the ICWA intended to provide protections to Indian children and families living off the reservation?

Yes. When Congress began hearings on the ICWA prior to 1978, it was found that the children most vulnerable to unnecessary removals and institutionalization were those Indian children that lived off the reservation. At the time of passage of the ICWA, 25% - 35% of all Indian children were being unnecessarily removed from their homes and isolated from their natural families and communities. These living off-reservation were particularly vulnerable to unnecessary removal because of their distance from tribal agencies and courts which had critical knowledge and experience to provide in a child custody proceeding. The legislative history of the ICWA and current body of federal case law makes clear that Congress intended to make ICWA protections available to all Indian children who are members of a federally-recognized tribe regardless of their place of residency.

2) Does the ICWA mandate that Indian children only be placed with Indian families?

No. The ICWA only provides preferences in the placement of Indian children with the first preference being family members - Indian or non-Indian. Furthermore, the ICWA provides state courts with the ability to alter the placement preferences upon a finding of good cause and have often done this. Furthermore, a large number of tribal child welfare programs in the United States have placed and will continue to place Indian children with non-Indian foster care or adoptive families when appropriate. It is important to understand that the process used in making placement decisions regarding any child will ultimately determine how well a child’s needs are met. If the process is exclusionary and does not include all of the important parties, the placement becomes at risk of being disrupted or harmful to the child. Inclusion of all parties - extended family members, birth parents, tribe, and prospective foster or adoptive parents - is the most successful strategy and should be a part of every placement decision. This is the standard of practice that the ICWA establishes and when used properly almost never results in a disrupted placement.

3) Why should a tribe be allowed to intervene in a voluntary adoption proceeding between a consenting natural parent and a prospective adoptive couple?

As many states and tribes have found in their child welfare practice, many times natural parent(s) who are thinking about giving their children up for adoption have not clearly thought this decision through and may not be aware of opportunities to place the child with other family members. These parents are often very young and not yet mature in their thinking, but are nonetheless trying to deal with the tremendous stress of an unexpected pregnancy or other crisis in their immediate family. This was the case in a number of adoptions that were identified in the Congressional Record last year where young Indian parents, some that were not even 18 years of age, were being counseled by adoption attorneys to avoid involving their extended families in decisions to adopt out their children. Regrettably, these parents were then faced with a very tough decision, one that has lifelong consequences, with little, if any, balanced information on alternatives to placing the child outside the natural family.

Situations like these where young Indian parents are only provided one way out of their dilemma do not meet the best interests of anyone, particularly the child. Allowing tribes to be a part of the adoption process enables extended family members in the community to be notified of a potential adoption of their grandchild, niece or nephew and be afforded the chance to discuss a possible placement in their family before it is too late.
In addition, tribes can provide assistance in locating appropriate homes for Indian children needing out of home placements. Many states and private adoption agencies find themselves with a shortage of qualified Indian adoptive homes and can benefit from the pool of homes that tribes may have available. As an example, in the state of Washington, the Yakama tribe has a pool of Indian foster care and adoptive homes, which they have allowed the state Division of Social and Health Services to have access to. This agreement enables the agency facilitating the adoption to find the very best home for that child without unnecessary delays.

4) Is the ICWA a barrier to the timely placement of Indian children in foster care or adoptive homes?

No. In fact, since the passage of the ICWA, hundreds of thousands of Indian children have been successfully placed in both loving foster care and adoptive homes; both Indian and non-Indian. The ICWA has been a bright ray of hope for the vast majority of Indian children by helping them be reunited with their families and finding new homes when there are no natural family placements available. Tribal child welfare programs, which play a pivotal role in this accomplishment, have been increasingly successful in recruiting and maintaining foster care and adoptive homes within and outside of their reservation boundaries, making it possible for tribes to place Indian children even more quickly than states and private agencies in many cases. In many cases, state and private child placing agencies look to tribal child welfare programs to assist them in developing quality foster care and adoptive homes for Indian children.

A 1988 study on the status of the Indian Child Welfare Act revealed that tribal involvement in the placement of Indian children has resulted in 1) Indian children being reunified more often with their natural families than with state or Bureau of Indian Affairs programs; and 2) shorter stays for Indian children in substitute care (i.e. foster care) than with state or Bureau of Indian Affairs programs. These successes are not surprising given the continued growth and sophistication of tribal child welfare programs in the United States. Many of these programs are now offering a full range of child welfare services independently or in collaboration with private and state child welfare agencies.

5) Are the protections available to Indian children in the ICWA still necessary today?

Yes. While the ICWA has certainly helped to reduce the chances that Indian children will not be unnecessarily removed from their homes, families and communities, there are still too many individuals and agencies involved in the unlawful placement of children; especially Indian children. It is not an exaggeration to say that every year over a thousand Indian children who are eligible for and need the protections of the ICWA are being denied these fundamental rights to have access to their family and culture. This means that one or more of the following violations of the ICWA is usually occurring:

- Tribes and extended family members are not being notified when a member child is being considered for an out of home placement.

- Qualified Indian families, often time's relatives of the Indian child, are not being given consideration as a placement resource for the child.

- Child welfare agencies working with Indian families who are experiencing difficulties are not making active and reasonable efforts to provide rehabilitative services to the family, thereby precluding any chance of the child being able to return home.

- State courts, without good cause, are refusing to transfer jurisdiction of child custody proceedings to tribal courts of which Indian children are members.

- Individuals or agencies are choosing to thwart the law by counseling young Indian families to not disclose their native heritage as a way to avoid the application of the ICWA or simply refusing to take the necessary steps to confirm or deny whether the ICWA applies in a case.

6) Does the ICWA provide any flexibility for state courts to make individualized decisions in adoption cases?

Yes. A state court has the discretion to place an Indian child outside the placement preferences in the ICWA if it finds good cause to the contrary. While an Indian tribe may seek transfer of jurisdiction to tribal court of an off-reservation case, either birth parent may object to the transfer which has the effect of preventing such a transfer. Moreover, even where a parent does not object, a state court may deny transfer of jurisdiction to a tribal court.

7) Can the ICWA be used to disrupt an adoption proceeding at almost anytime?

No. If the jurisdictional and intervention provisions, and the procedures for consent to adoption in the ICWA are followed, no adoption may be disturbed once it is finalized unless there is fraud or duress in the initial consent. Even when there is fraud or duress, a challenge can be brought only two years after an adoption decree is final. A search of reported court decisions involving Indian adoptions where the ICWA was involved found only 30 cases since 1978 where adoptions were disrupted because of court disputes. Thus, where the ICWA is complied with initially, there is little threat that an adoption will be overturned.

8) Is there any relationship between the application of the ICWA and abortion rates among Indian women?

No. Recently, allegations were made by the National Right to Life Committee based on suggestions by the National Council for Adoption that the application of the ICWA may have the effect of encouraging abortion in Indian women. To date, no credible data has been produced that supports this allegation or shows a relationship between the application of the ICWA and abortions. In fact, not only do most tribes have traditional teachings regarding the special gift of life, but available data shows that Indian women have one of the lowest rates of abortion of any ethnic group. Abortion rates for Indian women have either stayed constant or declined since the inception of the ICWA in areas where data is available. The Alan Guttmacher Institute which does extensive data collection, research and public policy analysis in the area of reproductive health stated the following in a letter to Congressman Don Young dated April 15th.
“We have read the proposed legislation (H.R. 1082) carefully and cannot imagine how the proposed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), or the 1978 legislation, could in any way have an impact on the abortion rate of the Indian population.”

S. 569 AND H.R. 1082 WILL PROTECT THE BEST INTERESTS OF INDIAN CHILDREN AND PROVIDE CERTAINTY FOR POTENTIAL ADOPTIVE FAMILIES

The amendments in S. 569 and H.R. 1082 were carefully developed in a year long process by tribal leaders and experts in the field of adoption and foster care of Indian children with input from representatives of the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys. In addition, other prominent organizations involved in adoption and foster care issues affecting children have also come forward to express their support for these bills. These organizations include: Child Welfare League of America, North American Council on Adoptable Children, American Humane Association, Catholic Charities, and the American Psychological Association.

This effort by the tribes signifies their willingness to address the specific concerns of those who feel that ICWA has flaws in some areas. But just as important, the amendments meaningfully address the concerns raised about ICWA in a way that can provide more security for potential adoptive parents and still allow for meaningful participation of extended family members and tribes when appropriate. The following is a description of the key provisions in S. 569 and H.R. 1082.

1. Notice to Indian Tribes of Voluntary Proceedings

Provides for notice to tribes in voluntary adoptions, termination of parental rights, and foster care proceedings. Also clarifies what should be included in notices to tribes of these proceedings. Providing timely and adequate notice to tribes will serve to ensure a more appropriate and permanent placement decision for the Indian child. When tribes and extended family members are allowed to be part of a placement decision the risk for disruption is significantly decreased. With proper notice, tribes can make informed decisions on whether the child is a member and whether or not they have an interest to participate in the placement decision. Notice also helps to expand the pool of potential adoptive parents because frequently the tribe knows of extended family members and other quality adoptive homes that are unknown to the individual or agency facilitating the adoption.

2. Timeline for Intervention in Voluntary Cases

Provides for a window of 90 days for tribes to intervene after notice of a voluntary adoptive placement or 30 days after notice of a voluntary adoption proceeding whichever is later. If a tribe does not intervene within these timelines after proper notice, they can not come back and later intervene.

Timely placements of children, whether they be Indian or non-Indian, are a concern of everyone. It is in no one’s interest to let children languish in foster care or institutions when there is an appropriate adoptive placement available. Understanding this, tribes came together to adopt language that will place an appropriate timeline on their ability to intervene in voluntary adoptive proceedings involving their children.

Historically, tribes and extended family members’ interests were almost never given any consideration in these sensitive proceedings. They were often only found out about adoptions of their children months and sometimes years after deals had been cut. With proper notice, tribes can

make informed decisions regarding their interest in a child and help facilitate a timely and successful adoptive placement.

3. Criminal Sanctions to Discourage Fraudulent Practices

Provides criminal sanctions for individuals or agencies which knowingly misrepresent whether a child is Indian to avoid application of the Indian Child Welfare Act. The vast majority of disrupted adoptions involving Indian children happen as a result of unethical and illegal behavior on the part of the individual or agency facilitating the adoption. The new infamous “Rost” adoption case, the natural father was counseled to avoid disclosing he was Indian in order to avoid application of the ICWA, after which the adoption attorney falsified adoption papers that asked for the natural father’s ethnicity. This is just one example amongst many where a number of innocent people, as well as the adoption itself, were exposed to unnecessary risks for the purposes of making life a little easier for the person facilitating the adoption.

4. Limits for Withdrawal of Consent to Adopt

Limits the length of time within which birth parents can withdraw their consent to adopt to six months after notice to the tribe. Provides more certainty that adoptions involving Indian children will not be disrupted by placing time limits on the natural parents ability to revoke their consent to adopt. Furthermore, it brings federal law pertaining to the adoption of Indian children more in line with applicable state laws by avoiding unlimited timelines on when consent to adoption can be revoked.

5. State Court Option to Allow Open Adoptions

Allows state courts to provide open adoptions of Indian children where state law prohibits them. Even when the adoptive parents agree. This provision provides another tool in a state court adoption proceeding to avoid protracted litigation and ensure children with access to their natural family and culture when deemed appropriate. However, state courts will still have full discretion as to whether this option is utilized.

6. Clarifying Ward of Tribal Court

Clarifies tribal court’s authority to declare children wards of the tribal court, much like state courts do. Clarifies that once a tribal court takes control of an on-reservation child or a child transferred to them by a state court that the tribal court retains control. Ensures that tribal courts will not unilaterally reach out and take control over a child whose permanent home is off-reservation.

7. Informing Indian Parents of Their Rights Under the ICWA

Provides that attorneys and public and private agencies must inform Indian parents of their rights and their children’s rights under the ICWA. This provision will ensure that Indian parents are informed up front and able to make balanced decisions on the adoption or foster care placement of their children. This will help avoid unnecessary litigation due to natural parents making uninformed decisions that they may wish to change later.
8. Tribal Membership Certification

Any motion to intervene in an adoption proceeding by a tribe shall be accompanied by certification of the child's membership or eligibility for membership in a particular tribe. This provision will help ensure that there is no question as to whether a child is Indian under the ICWA and that tribal membership determinations are not arbitrarily made.

**THE SUCCESS OF ICWA IN HUMAN TERMS**

I want to tell you in human terms what the Indian Child Welfare Act means to Indian families. Recently a 32 year-old Indian mother in Oakland, California, Prisella Packineau, rediscovered her Indian heritage. She was the child of a Navajo mother and a Mandan-Hidatsa father. When Prisella was only eighteen months old, her mother became mentally ill while living in the Phoenix area. Because her mother was unable to care for her Prisella was placed with a non-Indian foster family and never returned to her mother or extended family. She never even knew she had an Indian family or relatives. Her non-Indian family forbid her to speak of her Indian heritage and passed it off as something that was not important.

Years later, while battling depression and anxiety about her lost identity Prisella developed a substance abuse problem and her own children were placed in substitute care. But this time there was an Indian Child Welfare Act and a social worker who knew how to implement it. Even though Prisella had been enrolled in the Navajo Nation at birth, because of her placement in a non-Indian family at such a young age, no one had bothered to inform or help her enroll her own children. Fortunately, the social worker notified the Navajo tribe who moved to enroll Prisella's children and help find a placement with her extended family.

Upon visiting the home of one of Prisella's aunts, the social worker found pictures of the Prisella at eighteen months of age still on the wall. The aunt told of the families grief and the frustration at not being able to find this child whom they had helped raise as an infant. They told of not being able to find information to know where Prisella might be or if she was even alive. The years of not knowing where their loved one had disappeared to had left a definite mark on this family.

The tribe working with the mother's maternal aunt asked that the children be placed with her, while the mother sought treatment for her substance abuse problem. As a result of the Indian Child Welfare Act and the good work of the tribe and Prisella's social worker, the children were placed with Prisella's aunt and are doing beautifully in this home on the Navajo reservation.

Today, Prisella has been reunited with her Navajo family and will very soon be celebrating three years of sobriety. She also knows she has a biological father who is still living, whom she was told by her earlier caseworker had passed away, and hopes someday to meet him as well. She is a much happier, self-confident person today, while her children have found a loving home with their extended family. As Prisella puts it, "I am able to give my children today what I did not get - a strong sense of who they are as Indian people. I am still trying to find what was lost to me long ago and it is very, very hard. I am trying to fill the hole in my heart."
Sanctions or penalties should be added to Section 1913(h) for failure to comply with court ordered visitation or contact by the birth family, or tribe. As it now stands, a birth family is provided with little protection.

For the reasons stated, ICWA has been of great value to our tribe. However, we recognize that some changes to the Act are needed. Included in our statement are comments regarding H.R. 1082 and S. 569, and two stories illustrating the difference ICWA has made to the lives of Indian children.

I. COMMENTS TO H.R. 1082 AND S. 569

H.R. 1082 and S. 569 maintain the original intent of ICWA and provide a reasonable solution to the need of prospective adoptive parents to ensure greater certainty with Indian adoptions. Therefore, the Spokane Tribe supports H.R. 1082, and S. 569, the identical bills to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act, with the following changes.

Section 1913(c)(2)(A)(I) should be changed to require that notice be provided not later than 30 days after foster care placement as opposed to the stated 100 days. Allowing notice to follow a placement by over three months will allow attachment and bonding to take place with a foster family, and cause unnecessary trauma to the child if a more appropriate home is found through the tribe. Requiring notice to be provided to tribes as soon as possible, with a maximum limit of 30 days after placement will allow states to utilize tribal knowledge and resources to the benefit of the child as soon as possible.

Sanctions or penalties should be added to Section 1913(h) for failure to comply with court ordered visitation or contact by the birth family, or tribe. As it now stands, a birth
family, or tribe may approve of a particular adoption because of a continued contact agreement, and after the adoption is final, the adoptive family will be able to avoid the agreement without fear of having the adoption decree set aside. The effect will be to discourage birth families and tribes from entering into, or approving voluntary adoptions at the outset.

Alternative and additional penalties should be added to Section 2124. The Committees might consider sanctions against any agency, whether public or private, for violations of the section. The sanctions could include loss of federal funds, for example. States could be required to suspend licenses for agencies that are found to violate the section or to require bonds for violators. States might also be required to include ICWA compliance procedures in examination of licensing proceedings for employees of agencies who are going to work with foster care or adoption cases.

Language should be added specifically rejecting the "existing Indian family exception." Many states have read an exception into ICWA, holding the Act inapplicable where they do not find an "existing Indian family." Eg., Matter of Adoption of Baby Boy L., 643 P.2d 168 (Kan. 1982); In re Crews, 825 P.2d 305 (Wash. 1992). The court in In re Crews, held that ICWA did not apply where "an Indian child is not being removed from an Indian cultural setting, the natural parents have no substantive ties to a specific tribe, and neither the parents nor their families have resided or plan to reside within a tribal reservation." Id. at 310.

The ICWA sets forth specific criteria for its application. There must be a child custody proceeding as defined under Section 1903(1), and an Indian child as defined by Section 1903(4) as "any unmarried person who is under age eighteen and is either (a) a member of an Indian tribe or (b) is eligible for membership in an Indian tribe and is the biological child of a member of an Indian tribe." The United States Supreme Court in Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians v. Holyfield, 490 U.S. 30, 42 (1989) concluded that ICWA applies when these conditions are met.

There are approximately 510 recognized tribes within the United States. David H. Getches, et al., Federal Indian Law Cases and Materials 8 (3d ed. 1993). Each of these tribes has a unique cultural setting. In addition, approximately half of the United States Indian population does not live on or adjacent to an Indian reservation. Id. at 15. There are many reasons why Indian people and families may not live as the majority society expects a "typical" Indian family to live. Government policies such as the Relocation Act, and the various Termination Acts, pre-
By attempting to determine who is an Indian and who is not for purposes of ICWA application through the imposition of an existing Indian family exception, the states are infringing on the exclusive rights of tribes to determine their own membership and perpetuating a problem that the ICWA has sought to rectify. States need specific direction from the Act that this is unacceptable.

II. STORIES ILLUSTRATING THE IMPORTANCE OF ICWA

The Spokane Tribe has two stories that it would like to share with the Committees. The first is about the lives of two Spokane tribal members who were victims of the pre-ICWA state child welfare policies. The second story is about a young girl who was brought into the state system and how ICWA helped to ensure her best interests were met.

A. Pre-ICWA

Georgia and Genevieve are 38, and 39 years old. They were taken from their grandparents and placed in an orphanage when they were only 3 and 4 years old, before there was an Indian Child Welfare Act. After a year at the orphanage, Georgia went to live with a foster family where she was taught to eat properly, to behave, and to go to church. Georgia moved to a second foster family where she was told she was being kept for the money. She was physically and verbally abused, and molested by her foster brother when she was six years old. This was the age that Georgia stopped talking. Her third grade teacher told her that she would always be “stupid” and “would not learn.” She hated the color of her skin.

Georgia later moved to Marie’s home, a non-Indian woman who lived on an Indian reservation for two months, and looked like Georgia’s grandmother. Marie was a teacher and tried to interest Georgia in her Indian culture:

- It was some time later before Georgia discovered she was a Spokane Indian. Georgia had thought she was a “Chewelah Indian” because she knew that was where she was born. Chewelah is a town located a few miles from the Spokane Reservation. “I didn’t want to be Spokane Indian - I hated it! I thought Indians were what I had seen on TV! I was scared about the Indians.”

Georgia had been told by foster families that her parents were dead. Marie told her they were still alive, and Georgia located her birth mother and began to write to her. They met in 1977, and Georgia learned that she was also Coeur d’Alene and Salish/Kootenai.

According to Georgia, she was “messed up for a lot of years... Finally, I came back to the reservation and stayed. It has taken 34 years to accept myself as being Indian... I know when I have kids, they won’t be far from their culture. Today I can honestly say I am happy to be a Spokane Indian.”

Genevieve went from foster home to foster home when she left the orphanage. She had no one try to interest her in her culture. Today, the sisters are in communication, but they do not talk about what happened to them. Genevieve to this day does not like being Indian, and she now has a daughter that does not like being Indian either.

B. Post-ICWA

Child A is 6 years old. She was removed from her parents’ care, found to be a dependent child, and made a ward of the State Court when she was 4 years old because her mother had left her with a babysitter and had not returned for her. A’s father is a member of the Spokane Tribe,
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III. CONCLUSION

There is a big difference in the outcome of these two situations because of the ICWA. While A is not yet a grown woman, she is already proud to be Indian, and has a strong sense of identity. Because the Spokane Tribe has many stories like A's, showing the difference that ICWA has made, the Spokane Tribe has a strong hope for a better future for our people.

III. CONCLUSION

ICWA has had a positive impact on the lives of Indian people, and on the health of Indian Tribes. We ask you to support the passage of S. 569 and H.R. 1082 with the changes listed above, and we ask specifically that the Committee keep in mind while considering amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act that each and every one of our people mean the world to us, and that it is the absolute right of every Indian child to be an Indian.

The Spokane Tribe thanks the committee for taking the time to consider the Tribe's input and recommendations.
TESTIMONY OF REPRESENTATIVE TODD TIAHRT

Chairman Campbell, I am grateful for the opportunity to submit testimony to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs regarding S. 569, the "Indian Child Welfare Act Amendments of 1997". I commend you for your leadership in holding this hearing and your endeavor to improve the lives of Native American children, birth parents and adoptive parents.

The purpose of my testimony is to communicate one strong central point to the Committee - I am opposed to S. 569, the Indian Child Welfare Amendments of 1997, as a means of improving ICWA on behalf of Native Americans. Furthermore, I am deeply concerned about the unintended consequences which would occur in the event of its passage.

The current problem caused by the ICWA is related to the ICWA's overreach and consequential violation of the constitutional rights of Native Americans. The solution to this overreach is not to expand the jurisdiction of ICWA but to restrict it.

Please consider the following conclusions regarding the current jurisdiction of the ICWA as written by Christine D. Bakeis in her law review article The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978: Violating Personal Rights for the Sake of the Tribe. (Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics & Public Policy Vol 10 Issue No.2, 1996)

"'To live under the American Constitution is the greatest political privilege that was ever accorded to the human race.' One of the promises of the American Constitution is that states will not enforce any law that abridges a citizen's privileges. The American Constitution also guarantees that states will not 'deprive any Person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.' The American constitution applies to 'all persons born or naturalized in the United States,' including American Indians......

The ICWA purportedly concerns itself with the well-being of Indian tribes and children. Application of the ICWA, however, is denying parents of Indian children the privilege of living under the Constitution.

......Despite the American Constitution's promises, the ICWA requires states to treat parents of children with Indian blood differently than they treat other parents. Parents of children with Indian blood are not afforded the privilege of selecting their child's adoptive parents. Likewise they are not necessarily given a right to remain anonymous in an adoption proceeding."

Currently, ICWA is being applied to Americans solely on the basis of their race not on the basis of a willful connection to a tribe. The result - two groups of people are denied full protection of the law: Native American birthparents and Native American children. A Native American birth parent has less freedom than other Americans to choose the adoptive parents for their child. Second, the Native American child's relationship to an adoptive parent is less secure.

Unfortunately, S.569 does not prevent application of the ICWA to a child or birth-parent based solely on his or her race. S.569 in fact strengthens the reach of the act beyond individuals who have a willful connection to a tribe. Following are the primary concerns I have regarding S.569:

- S. 569 would not restore the freedoms which are unintentionally infringed upon by the ICWA
- S. 569 would extend to Native American tribes complex rights of notice regarding child custody proceedings involving children and birthparents who have no willful connection to a tribe.
- S. 569 would expand the authority of ICWA to encompass criminal penalties. If any party other than the birth-parent concealed the fact that a child or birth parent was of any degree of Native American ancestry that individual (e.g. adoptive parent) could be imprisoned for a year.
- Although S. 569 would require a tribe to respond within a proscribed time in order to participate in or conduct the child custody proceeding, the bill states that failure on the part of the tribe to fulfill this obligation does not waive the rights of anyone else under ICWA. Therefore, this provision does not provide certainty. Any tribal member or any other tribe from whom the child may be descended could still threaten the permanency of a birth-parent's decision and a child's adoptive placement.
- Although S. 569 would establish a two year limit on the ability to overturn a decree of adoption, this two year time limit only applies to a birth-parent's ability to withdraw consent to the adoption. Therefore, if any other violation of the act occurs an adoption decree could still be invalidated beyond the two year period.
These two bills would address the overexpansive jurisdictional problem of the ICWA by restricting application of the Act to birth parents who have a political, social or cultural connection to a tribe (H.R. 3275) and restrict application of the ICWA to instances of involuntary child custody proceedings (H.R. 3156).

Please find enclosed with my written testimony a copy of the law journal article by Christine D. Bakeis referenced earlier, and a copy of my legislation introduced in the 104th Congress, H.R. 3156.

Once again, Mr. Chairman, thank you for giving me the opportunity to provide the Committee with this written testimony.

For these reasons, I cannot support S.569, and instead support the legislation introduced by Representative Deborah Pryce last year, H.R. 3275 - (104th Congress), in combination with my bill, the Voluntary Adoption Protection Act, H.R. 3156 - (104th Congress), which I am reintroducing today.

A BILL
To amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 to exempt voluntary child custody proceedings from coverage under that Act, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MARCH 22, 1996
Mr. TAHER introduced the following bill, which was referred to the Committee on Resources

104TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION
H. R. 3156

To amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 to exempt voluntary child custody proceedings from coverage under that Act, and for other purposes.

SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND POLICY.
(1) in paragraph (3)(C) by inserting before the semicolon at the end the following: “and who would
be subject to involuntary removal from the Indian community:

(2) in paragraph (4)—
   (A) by inserting "involuntary" before "removal", and
   (B) by striking "nontribal public and private" and inserting in lieu thereof "public":
   and—
   (3) in paragraph (5), by inserting before the period at the end the following: "in the course of involuntary termination of parental rights",
   (b) POLICY.—Section 3 of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1902) is amended by inserting "involuntary" before "removal",

SEC. 3. DEFINITIONS.
Section 3 of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1903) is amended by adding at the end the following:
"(13) "involuntary", with respect to a child custody proceeding, means the absence of a written consent by a parent or legal guardian (other than a tribal court) of the Indian child."

SEC. 4. CHILD CUSTODY PROCEEDINGS.

(1) in subsection (a), by inserting "involuntary" before "child custody proceeding";
(2) in subsection (b)—
   (A) by inserting "involuntary" before "foster care placement", and
   (B) by inserting "involuntary" before "termination of parental rights", and
(3) in subsection (c)—
   (A) by inserting "involuntary" before "foster care placement", and
   (B) by inserting "involuntary" before "termination of parental rights".
(1) in subsection (a)—
   (A) by inserting "involuntary" before "foster care placement" each place it appears; and
   (B) by inserting "involuntary" before "termination of parental rights" each place it appears:
(2) in subsection (b)—
   (A) by inserting "involuntary" before "removal";
(B) by inserting “involuntary” before “placement”;
and
(C) by inserting “involuntary” before “termination of parental rights”;
(3) in subsection (e)—
(A) by striking “a foster care placement” and inserting in lieu thereof “an involuntary foster care placement”; and
(B) by inserting “involuntary” before “termination of parental rights”;
(4) in subsection (d)—
(A) by striking “a foster care placement” and inserting in lieu thereof “an involuntary foster care placement”; and
(B) by inserting “involuntary” before “termination of parental rights”;
(5) in subsection (e), by inserting “involuntary” before “foster care placement”; and
(6) in subsection (f), by inserting “involuntary” before “termination of parental rights”;
(e) VOLUNTARY TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS.—Section 103 of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1913) is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 103. (a) Upon written consent by a parent or legal guardian (other than a tribal court) of an Indian child to a voluntary child custody proceeding, this title shall thereafter not apply to any child custody proceeding involving the Indian child, and this Act shall thereafter not be the basis for determining jurisdiction over any child custody proceeding involving the Indian child.
"(b) For the purposes of subsection (a), written consent is irrevocable.”;
(d) PETITION TO INVALIDATE ACTION.—Section 104 of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1914) is amended—
(1) by inserting “involuntary” before “foster care placement”;
(2) by inserting “involuntary” before “termination of parental rights”; and
(3) by striking “101, 102, and 103” and inserting in lieu thereof “101 and 102”.
(1) in subsection (a), by inserting “involuntary” before “adoptive placement”;
(2) in subsection (b)—
(A) by inserting “involuntary” before “foster care” each place it appears; and
(B) by inserting "involuntary" before "preadoptive placement" each place it appears;
and
(3) in subsection (c)—
(A) by striking "a placement" and inserting "an involuntary placement"; and
(B) by striking "the placement" and inserting "the involuntary placement" each place it appears.

(1) in subsection (a)—
(A) by inserting "involuntary" before "adoptive"; and
(B) by striking "foster care, preadoptive, or adoptive placement" and inserting in lieu thereof "involuntary foster care, involuntary preadoptive, or involuntary adoptive placement"; and
(2) in subsection (b) by striking "further",

(g) INFORMATION TO ADOPTED CHILD.—Section 107 of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1917) is amended by inserting "involuntary" before "adoptive".


SEC. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE.

The amendments made by this Act shall take effect as of January 1, 1992. Such amendments shall not apply with respect to any permanent placement of an Indian child for adoption occurring before the date of the enactment of this Act.
Sufficient merit to justify the application of the Indian Child Welfare Act. Unlike Fitzgerald's, my proposal involves an unfolding of the implications of traditional liberal theory, as stated by Mill, not the justifying of it. It retains faith in a version of the rule of law and supposes an ability to test, in the usual way, substantive state and federal laws regarding children for their constitutionality. Unlike Minow's, my proposal does not suggest that the proper objects of our concern might be something other than the individual, or challenge the notion that the Constitution parades out only "negative," never "positive," rights. Unlike Woodhouse's, my proposal does not suggest any divergence from the principles of equality that liberalism at its best endorses. At the same time, unlike a thesis of "rigged" individualism my proposal would not have us set aside the moral obligations we have toward children, or have us, in Fitzgerald's words, "abandon [children] benefit of adult guidance, to foolish choices regretted in later life." Since many choices that a child might make will not involve fundamental interests, and since many choices will involve interests that, while fundamental, do not evidently benefit the child, we cannot even anticipate a deluge of children's rights claims in the federal courts. Most importantly, my proposal would protect children's interests in the family, and would provide a basis for challenging state actions that treat children as less than fully human. The deep need parents have for their children is equalled only by the deep and demonstrable need children have for those whom they take to be "parents." The insult to the child, when the state intercedes to breach their strongest affiliations, is just as great as the insult to any adult.

In Brown v. Hardwick, Justice Blackman referred to the "fundamental interest all individuals have in controlling the nature of their intimate associations with others." What I have tried to do here is to argue that there is no reason in the world not to understand this principle, properly restricted, to apply to children.
they are not necessarily given a right to remain anonymous in an adoption proceeding.\(^8\) Thus, when Congress enacted the ICWA, it took away parental liberties of men and women who have children with Indian blood.

The ICWA also demonstrates Congress' lack of respect for parents of Indian children. In fact, one of the best examples of such disrespect is the only ICWA case decided by the United States Supreme Court.\(^9\) In Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians v. Holyfield, unwed parents who were expecting twins decided it was in the children's best interest to give them up for adoption. The parents selected the Holyfields as the family they wanted to adopt and raise their children.\(^10\) Before the twins' birth, the parents consented to the adoption, and an adoption decree was entered in the state court.\(^11\)

Two months later, however, the Indian tribe to which both parents belonged moved the court to vacate the adoption decree on the ground that under the ICWA exclusive jurisdiction was vested in the tribal court.\(^12\) The trial court, respecting the great interest in deciding whether Indian children are placed in non-Indian foster and adoptive homes, and institutions and (5) that the States...sometimes fail to recognize the essential religious relations of Indian people and the cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and tribes.

The ICWA is premised on the government's recognition of Indian tribes as sovereign governments. As such, the tribes have a vital interest in deciding whether Indian children should be removed from their families. The ICWA presumes that protecting the Indian child's relationship to the tribe is in the child's best interests.\(^13\)

Under the ICWA, the tribe has, with a few exceptions, exclusive jurisdiction over child custody proceedings where an Indian child is residing or is domiciled.\(^14\) Also, even when an Indian child is not residing or domiciled in a reservation, the tribe still has a right to participate in any state court action.\(^15\) In either case, parental rights may not be easily terminated. However, when they see, section 1815 of the ICWA addresses the adoptive placement of Indian children and provides that a preference shall be given, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a placement with (1) a member of the child's extended family, (2) other members of the Indian child's tribe; or (2) other Indian families.\(^16\)

The ICWA provides that an "Indian child" is "any unmarried person who is under age eighteen and is either (a) a member of an Indian tribe or (b) is eligible for membership in an Indian tribe and is the biological child of a member of an Indian tribe; or (c) a child who is found eligible for membership in an Indian tribe within the meaning of this chapter."\(^17\)

II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE ICWA

Native Americans have a lengthy history of experiencing problems in preserving their cultural heritage.\(^18\) Some believe that a policy of destroying Indian culture and tribal identity, by removing Indian children from their families and tribal settings, was set even before the country became a nation.\(^19\) In the nineteenth century, sending Indian children away to "civilize" and educate them was customary in this country. In this century, an even greater problem is the large number of Indian children that are removed from their homes for purposes of foster care and adoption.\(^20\)

In 1978, after extended hearings over a number of years, Congress responded to the recommendations of the American Indian Review Commission and enacted the ICWA.\(^21\) Congress made the following findings which formed the basis for the enactment of the ICWA:

(5) that there is no recourse that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children and that the United States has a direct interest in:

A. Is the ICWA in the Children's Best Interest?\(^22\) Using this definition a child need not be a part of a traditional Indian family to come within the reach of the ICWA. In fact, the child does not even have to be residing with his or her parents as a member of an Indian tribe. This definition is too broadly framed that children who do not even know of their Indian ancestry can be subject to the rules of the ICWA.

B. Is the ICWA Serving its Purpose?\(^23\) One author has described the ICWA as standards designed to protect culturally differing child rearing practices.\(^24\) In its official declaration of policy, Congress declares:

[1] It is the policy of this Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote the stability and security of Indian tribes and families by the establishment of minimum Federal standards for the removal of Indian children from their families, and placing and the placement of such children in foster or adoptive homes.\(^25\)

One of the purposes of the ICWA is to fulfill the policy of this Nation. This Part examines whether the ICWA is promoting the policy of this Nation or working against it.

A. Is the ICWA in the Children's Best Interest?\(^26\) [1] It is the policy of this Nation to protect the best interests of Indian children.\(^27\) Although the ICWA has argued aid in the maintenance of numerous Indian families, the ICWA does not necessarily protect the best interests of all Indian children. The goal of granting custody based on the best interests of the child is indispensably a substantial government interest. All children, regardless of their race, deserve to be protected from abusive parents. Although the ICWA did not intend to further this end, it would ignore reality to suggest that ethnic and racial prejudices have been eliminated, such prejudices are impermissible considerations for removal of a child from a parent, and should not be a permissible consideration for placement of a child either.

Although some claim that the placements of an Indian child in a non-Indian home is likely to result in severe psychological
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harm, others disagree. Psychiatrists who testified at the congressional hearings claimed that Indian children were being immersed in white culture without an opportunity to develop a vital Indian identity. Testimony indicated that the lack of Indian identity causes serious problems during adolescence, because this is when Indian children begin experiencing racial discrimination and labeling troubles. This viewpoint has been adopted by at least one justice in a reported opinion. Although this may be true, a lack of reliable data on interracial adoptions makes predictions regarding the potential harms to Indian children speculative at best. Furthermore, there are others who argue that placement of an Indian child in a non-Indian home is not harmful to the child.

Professor Elizabeth Bartholet reviewed studies undertaken to assess how well interracial adoptions work from the adoptive's viewpoint. The studies assessed the adopters' adjustment, self-esteem, racial identity, and integration into the adoptive family as well as the community. She found that the research shows with astounding uniformity... interracial adoption (it) working well from the viewpoints of the children and the adoptive families involved. The children are doing well in terms of such factors as achievement, adjustment, and self-esteem. They seem fully integrated in their families and communities, and they have developed strong sense of racial identity. They are doing well as compared to minority chil-
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2 Adoptive Placement Preferences

The ICWA states a clear preference for placing children with Indian blood with Indian families. Specifically, section 1915(a) states:

In any adoptive placement of an Indian child under State law, a preference shall be given, in the absence of good cause to the contrary, to a placement with (1) a member of the child's extended family; (2) other members of the Indian child's tribe; or (3) other Indian families.

Because of these special requirements, "caseworkers and attorneys are sometimes reluctant to accept surrenders of, or terminate the rights of, an Indian child." Often, this results in Indian children languishing in foster care without permanency, planning, or adoption. Furthermore, when employing placement preferences of the ICWA, courts may be forced to overlook the child's best interests.

In 552, the foster parents of three Indian children petitioned to adopt them. The foster parents were not Indians.

The trial court found that the children had bonded with the foster parents and needed stability in their lives. The trial court held that because the children needed stability in their lives and an Indian adoptive home was not available, good cause to deviate from the preferences expressed in the ICWA existed. The Minnesota Supreme Court disagreed. The supreme court found that good cause to place the children in a manner inconsistent with the ICWA had not been established and ordered the children to remain in foster care. Thus, although a family who was willing to adopt all three siblings existed, the children were forced to remain in foster care simply because they were Indian children. Although this result is not in the best interests of the tribe, it is not in the children's best interests. Where parents are of parents who are willing to adopt Indian children exist, and one set is an Indian couple, it may be in the children's best interests to follow the preferences established by the ICWA. However, when after a different search, a willing Indian
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INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1925

Passed by a Congress keen to protect Indian children from the inroads of the white man, the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1925 was adopted purely to encourage and protect Indian children. This act was a direct response to the policies of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which were aimed at assimilating Indian children into white culture. The ICWA was intended to ensure that Indian children were raised in homes that were consistent with their cultural heritage and identity.

The ICWA was a significant piece of legislation and set a new standard for the protection of Indian children. It was based on the premise that Indian children should be raised in the best interests of the tribe and that the tribe had a special relationship with its children. The act was designed to protect the rights of Indian children and to preserve the integrity of their culture.

The ICWA has been amended several times over the years. These amendments have been aimed at preserving the cultural heritage of Indian children and ensuring their rights are protected. The ICWA has been a model for other states, and it continues to be an important tool for protecting the rights of Indian children.
Finally, although tribal utilization of the ICWA is unclear, one thing is clear: the ICWA is not aiding tribes. Alaska is the only state that is able to process Indian children whose enrollment status is unknown. 106 As noted above, the number of children in Indian homes since the passage of the ICWA increased greatly, possibly due to the ICWA's efforts to increase the number of children in tribal homes. However, the increase is not enough to justify the government's efforts. 107

IV. Equal Protection Violations

All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law. 108

106. See ICWA supra note 55.
107. See supra notes 179-187 and accompanying text.
108. U.S. Const. amend. XIV; see supra notes 179-187 and accompanying text.
109. See supra notes 179-187 and accompanying text.
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The same lack of interest is exhibited in In re Maricopa County Juvenile Action No. 83-3977. 92 In Maricopa County, the tribal court cannot act on behalf of the tribe if one of its children was involved in a dependency case. 93 The tribe did not get involved. 94 The court, however, continued to notify the tribe of all proceedings that took place over the next two years. 95 The tribe remained uninvolved. Once the foster parents petitioned to adopt the child, however, the tribe suddenly had an interest in the child. 96 The tribe disregarded the fact that the child had been foster-adopted by a family during the two years that she had been with them, and petitioned the court to transfer jurisdiction of the proceeding to the tribal court. 97 If this child was truly an "Indian child" and "Indian family," why did the tribe get involved only two years before getting involved in her life? 98 As chief commentator Mary Boyné has noted, "the ICWA promises to tribes limited financial and technical resources, 99 Other tribes are likely to have wealth to reserve for tribal social services is all that they have, so this is not the case. 100 Also, when tribes do get involved they do not always assert the ICWA's clear placement preferences. For example, after taking the case to the United States Supreme Court, the tribal court held the judge in charge of the case for her failure to release the child to family court. 101 Similarly, the tribe responsible for crossing several states to gain custody of the Keno child, 102 eventually awarded permanent custody to the non-Indian parents. 103 Although such decisions show the tribe's ability to recognize the importance of a child's belonging to those who care for it, cases also reveal the tribes' willingness to release their "valuable resources." 104
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1996 INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978

In a surprisingly high number of reported cases, although the tribe was given notice, the tribe chose not to intervene. 105 If Congress stated, "there is no resource that is more valuable than the interest of Indian tribes in their children," 106 why are there so many cases not getting involved? Although one could understand a tribal nation's decision to get involved in cases where it is clear that the Indian family should have custody, 107 this is not the case. 108 In fact, many cases do not involve the tribe in the first place. 109 Although someone from the tribe did file a petition for a change of venue, a tribal representative did not show up to argue the petition at the hearing. 109
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105. Madsen et al., supra note 105, at 118.

1996 INDIAN CHILD WELFARE ACT OF 1978

The Fourteenth Amendment was adopted to protect the rights of African-Americans against classifications based on race. The United States Supreme Court has stated that the Fourteenth Amendment's "due process clause" is more likely to reflect racial prejudices rather than to protect the rights of African-Americans. The Court found that an Indian parent's right to control the education of his or her children, based on the Indian Child Welfare Act, meets the standard set forth by the Court in 1972. The Court has consistently held that Congress's classification scheme is reasonable and that it has the authority to make such a classification.

Likewise, the United States has traditionally upheld parents' rights to control the upbringing of their children. The philosophical basis for parental rights have been described by one commentator as follows:

" ... to live counter to their existence."

Although this case...
The Court stated that a "child is not the mere creature of the state; those who nurture him and direct his course, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for an independent obligation. The Court again recognized parents' right to control the child's future in Wisconsin v. Yoder. In the Court's report that "[t]o ... raise their own children. The ICWA took away from parents of children with Indian blood

In 1998, the Indian Child Welfare Act was passed, which aimed to protect the rights of Native American children. The act sought to return children to their families and tribes, providing legal safeguards to prevent their adoption by non-Natives. It was designed to address the historical trauma of Native American children being taken from their families by non-Native parents.

The Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) was a significant step in protecting Native American children's rights and preserving their cultural heritage. It underscored the importance of parental rights and the role of extended families in a child's upbringing. This legislation highlighted the need for culturally competent adoption services and underscored the importance of respecting Native American traditions and customs in legal proceedings.
of Congress' unique obligation toward the Indian tribes. Congress enacted the ICWA "to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote the stability and security of Indian tribes and families." At least one court has acknowledged that the ICWA "is an intrusion on [a] mother's ability to determine what is in the best interests of her child." Because this intrusion cannot be rationally tied to protecting the best interests of the child nor preserving the Indian family, the ICWA is unconstitutional.

B. Anonymity

Although adoption is more prevalent and accepted today than it was in the past, giving a child up for adoption remains a rather taboo topic in the American society. This fact is recognized by permitting birth mothers and fathers to remain anonymous until the child turns eighteen. Furthermore, an ever-increasing number of teenage girls are faced with unplanned pregnancies. In such a situation, courts have recognized that not all teens can turn to their families. When Congress enacted the ICWA it chose to disregard this fact. Under the ICWA, parents of children with Indian blood can be forced to tell their families of the birth to ensure compliance with the ICWA's placement preferences. An example of this is In re Baby Girl Doe. In Baby Girl Doe, the Montana Supreme Court held that a tribe's right to enforce statute preferences for adoptive placement of Indian children precluded the mother's statistically recognized interest in anonymity. In Baby Girl Doe, the baby girl's mother expressed her intention to relinquish her parental rights shortly after the birth. After the statistically required period of time, the mother filed an affidavit waiving all parental rights and consenting to an adoption without further notice. In her affidavit, the mother indicated that she had been advised of her rights, but for privacy reasons wished to remain anonymous and requested that the court not contact her family or friends. The ICWA permits tribes and courts to blatantly disregard a natural parent's deliberate and thoughtful decision to have their child adopted by a specific family of their choice. Even more frightening is the fact that under the ICWA courts and tribes can disregard a parent's conscious decision not to have their child raised in the same social setting to which they belong. Economically poor parents would likely be approached if they placed their child for adoption with a financially stable, educated family in hopes of giving the child what they could not. The ICWA does not allow parents of children with Indian blood to do the same. Parents of children with Indian blood can not decide that they do not want their child to grow up in a reservation and place their child for adoption off of a reservation without the tribe's consent. Courts have found that parents have certain constitutional rights regarding the upbringing of their children. One of these rights is the right to anonymously place the child for adoption with the family of their choice. Because the ICWA effectively eliminates those rights for a specific class, parents of children with Indian blood, without any rational tie to Congress' obligations to the Indians, the ICWA is unconstitutional. Furthermore, and more importantly, the ICWA is violating the rights of the innocent children involved.

B. Neglected and Abused Indian Children

The race classification created by the ICWA is harming Indian children in two ways. First, as previously discussed in Part III A 1 of this Article, most states use "clear and convincing evidence" as their standard of proof in termination of parental rights cases. The ICWA, however, uses the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard of proof in termination of parental rights cases. This elevated standard of proof is potentially causing Indian children to endure more neglect and abuse for the sake of their tribe's future.

Furthermore, once this heightened standard of proof has been satisfied, Indian children may be forced to remain in an abusive setting for the tribe's "best interests." This, according to the tribe, is done in an attempt to save the tribe from a potential "loss." Because concern regarding the mixing of children with parents be they foster or adoptive — of a different race. As previously discussed in Part III A 1 of this Article, experts disagree on the question of whether placement of Indian children in non-Indian environments is harmful to the child's mental wellbeing. Regardless in any foster care, placement, a child's identity shall be protected. Thus, when it becomes clear that a child should no longer remain under a placement which satisfies the mandates of the tribe, the ICWA is denying Indian children equal protection under the law. The United States Supreme Court has held that children of factors beyond their control. The ICWA is denying Indian children equal protection under the law. However, even if the Supreme Court acquiesces to the ICWA, the application of the Act should not be subject to its original draft. While the ICWA is denying Indian children equal protection under the law, the ICWA should not be subject to its original draft. The ICWA is denying Indian children equal protection under the law. However, even if the Supreme Court acquiesces to the ICWA, the application of the Act should not be subject to its original draft. The ICWA is denying Indian children equal protection under the law. However, even if the Supreme Court acquiesces to the ICWA, the application of the Act should not be subject to its original draft. The ICWA is denying Indian children equal protection under the law. However, even if the Supreme Court acquiesces to the ICWA, the application of the Act should not be subject to its original draft.

V. IS THE ICWA BEING APPLIED CONSISTENTLY?

C. Steven Hager, a staff attorney with Oklahoma Indian Legal Services, wrote that "the ICWA stands for something, it is the ICWA that holds the only Supreme Court opinion that allows for the consideration of the ICWA's application to the cases under it. The ICWA does not provide for a blanket adoption. The ICWA does not provide for a blanket adoption. The ICWA does not provide for a blanket adoption. The ICWA does not provide for a blanket adoption."
The Supreme Court of Kansas affirmed the trial court's conclusion that the ICWA did not apply to this case. In making its decision, the Kansas Supreme Court considered the legislative history and the intent of the ICWA. The Court concluded that Congress intended to maintain existing family relationships and concluded that the ICWA does not apply to a situation involving an illegitimate infant who has never been a member of an Indian home or culture, and probably never would be, should be removed from its primary cultural heritage and placed in an Indian environment over the express objections of its non-Indian mother.

The Court found that the underlying thread throughout the ICWA is the concern with the removal of Indian children from an existing family unit and the resultant disruption of the Indian family. Since the Kansas Supreme Court’s holding in Baby Boy L., other states have considered its reasoning with varying degrees of support.

Prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Holyfield, nine state appellate courts considered the reasoning set forth by the Kansas Supreme Court in Baby Boy L. The court found that parents of an Indian child may adopt the existing family exception and reject it. Although Holyfield purportedly implicitly overruled the existing Indian family exception, states continue to apply the exception.

In 1982, the Supreme Court of Kansas created what is commonly known as the existing Indian family exception. Baby Boy L. was the illegitimate son of a non-Indian mother and a Navajo Indian father, Boeing Piercado. On the day of Baby Boy L.'s birth, his mother executed a consent to adoption which was limited to the adoptive parents named therein. On the same day, the adoptive parents filed a petition for adoption.

The court granted the adoptive parents temporary custody of Baby Boy L. and served notice of the adoption proceeding on Piercado at the Kansas State Industrial Reformatory. Piercado asserted the adoption petition requesting that he be found a fit parent, that his parental rights not be severed, and that he be given permanent custody of his son.

At trial, the court found that because Piercado was an enrolled member of the Kiowa Tribe, the ICWA might apply. Therefore, the court continued the trial to allow notice to be served upon the Kiowa Tribe. The Kiowa Tribe responded by filing motions to intervene, to change temporary custody, and to transfer jurisdiction. The Kiowa Tribe also enrolled Baby Boy L. as a member of the tribe against the express wishes of his mother. After finding that the ICWA did not apply, and that Piercado was an unfit parent, the trial court granted the adoption of Baby Boy L. to the adoptive parents.

The court reasoned that the ICWA was not intended to "dictate that an illegitimate infant who has never been a member of an Indian home or culture, and probably never would be, should be removed from its primary cultural heritage and placed in an Indian environment over the express objections of its non-Indian mother."

The Court found that the underlying thread throughout the ICWA is the concern with the removal of Indian children from an existing family unit and the resultant disruption of the Indian family. Since the Kansas Supreme Court’s holding in Baby Boy L., other states have considered its reasoning with varying degrees of support.

Prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Holyfield, nine state appellate courts considered the reasoning set forth by the Kansas Supreme Court in Baby Boy L. The court found that parents of an Indian child may adopt the existing family exception and reject it. Although Holyfield purportedly implicitly overruled the existing Indian family exception, states continue to apply the exception.
The ICWA, however, contains no definition of membership in an Indian tribe. Under the ICWA each Indian tribe has sole authority to determine its membership criteria, and to decide who meets those criteria. Formal membership requirements differ from tribe to tribe, as does each tribe's method of keeping track of its own members. For example, the Yakama Sioux Tribe requires applicants to be one-fourth Indian and of that one-fourth, one must be one-eighth Yankton Sioux. Furthermore, the remaining one-eighth must be Indian blood of a federally recognized tribe. Thus, when a woman whose father was a full-blooded Indian and whose mother was one-half Yankton Sioux and one-half Caucasian, attempted to enroll her children (whose father was Caucasian), the Yankton Sioux rejected the application because the children were not enrolled in a recognized tribe. When the court held that because the ICWA's definition of "parent" does not have application to a non-Indian tribe, the Yakama Sioux Tribe had a valid right to refuse enrollment, the Pima County Juvenile Court appeared to follow the case of In re C.D.C., 455 N.W.2d 587 (Pima County Juvenile Court 1991), and held that the ICWA's definition of "parent" was not applicable to an Indian tribe. The court in this case also held that the ICWA's definition of "parent" was not applicable to an Indian tribe. The court held that because the ICWA's definition of "parent" does not have application to a non-Indian tribe, the Yakama Sioux Tribe had a valid right to refuse enrollment.
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The ICWA, however, contains no definition of membership in an Indian tribe. Under the ICWA each Indian tribe has sole authority to determine its membership criteria, and to decide who meets those criteria. Formal membership requirements differ from tribe to tribe, as does each tribe's method of keeping track of its own members. For example, the Yakama Sioux Tribe requires applicants to be one-fourth Indian and of that one-fourth, one must be one-eighth Yankton Sioux. Furthermore, the remaining one-eighth must be Indian blood of a federally recognized tribe. Thus, when a woman whose father was a full-blooded Indian and whose mother was one-half Yankton Sioux and one-half Caucasian, attempted to enroll her children (whose father was Caucasian), the Yankton Sioux rejected the application because the children were not enrolled in a recognized tribe. When the court held that because the ICWA's definition of "parent" does not have application to a non-Indian tribe, the Yakama Sioux Tribe had a valid right to refuse enrollment, the Pima County Juvenile Court appeared to follow the case of In re C.D.C., 455 N.W.2d 587 (Pima County Juvenile Court 1991), and held that the ICWA's definition of "parent" was not applicable to an Indian tribe. The court in this case also held that the ICWA's definition of "parent" was not applicable to an Indian tribe. The court held that because the ICWA's definition of "parent" does not have application to a non-Indian tribe, the Yakama Sioux Tribe had a valid right to refuse enrollment.
not include unwed fathers who fail to acknowledge and establish paternity, the trial court should not have applied the ICWA. The same line of reasoning has been used in other states as well. For example, in In re Baby Boy D, a seventeen-year-old boy was claimed as a member of the Cherokee Nation tribe. The mother of the baby, who was pregnant with the fetus of the father who acknowledged paternity, did not object when the father did not object. Two months after the baby was born, the father filed a suit to terminate the mother's parental rights. Although the court found that the father was a registered Indian, the child was not an Indian child because the father had not acknowledged or attempted to establish paternity. Thus, the fact that the baby was born in the absence of good cause should not be considered as good cause in the absence of any acknowledgement of paternity.

Curiously, courts across the nation are applying different standards when making a “good cause” determination. State courts are also reaching opposite results in cases where the jurisdiction deciding the case. For example, in In re Baby Boy D, a nineteen-year-old boy was claimed as an Indian child by his father. The state court refused to transfer jurisdiction to the tribal court, holding that the state court had jurisdiction over the case. In another case, a state court held that the tribal court had jurisdiction over the case. These cases illustrate the difficulty in determining when “Good Cause” to Deviate from the ICWA exists.

The ICWA provides that in any case pending in a state court concerning the foster care placement, termination of parental rights, or adoption of an Indian child, the state court shall transfer such proceeding to the jurisdiction of the tribal court for an Indian child who resides or is domiciled on any Indian reservation.

2. Good Cause Not to Transfer Jurisdiction

The core of the ICWA is its jurisdictional provisions over child custody proceedings. Indian tribes have exclusive jurisdiction over any Indian child proceeding involving an Indian child who resides or is domiciled on the tribe’s reservation. In cases where the child does not reside on the reservation, however, the state courts exercise concurrent jurisdiction with the tribal courts.

Notwithstanding, the ICWA grants the Indian tribes the privilege of presumptive jurisdiction over nondomiciliary Indian children and provides a procedure for transferring cases from state courts to tribal courts. Once a petition to transfer jurisdiction to the tribal court has been received, the state court must transfer the case unless the tribal court declines transfer, the state court finds that a “good cause” to retain the case exists. Because the ICWA is silent regarding the meaning of “good cause,” it is used in sections 1911(b), courts are free to make their own determinations.

The Guidelines provide that “good cause” exists if the Indian child’s tribe does not have a tribal court or the child’s tribe has a tribal court, the state court exercises concurrent jurisdiction with the tribal court, and the court finds that a “good cause” exists. Therefore, courts are permitted to look to other sources for guidance, including Indian tribes, guidance of the state court, and the state court’s interpretation of ICWA. The state court is not required to follow any specific standard to make a determination of “good cause.”

The Guidelines provide that “good cause” exists if the Indian child’s tribe does not have a tribal court, the child’s tribe has a tribal court, the state court exercises concurrent jurisdiction with the tribal court, and the court finds that a “good cause” exists. Therefore, courts are permitted to look to other sources for guidance, including Indian tribes, guidance of the state court, and the state court’s interpretation of ICWA. The state court is not required to follow any specific standard to make a determination of “good cause.”

Notwithstanding, the appeal court found that the child’s tribe did not have a tribal court, the state court exercised concurrent jurisdiction with the tribal court, and the state court found that a “good cause” existed, the state court must transfer the case to the tribal court. Therefore, courts are permitted to look to other sources for guidance, including Indian tribes, guidance of the state court, and the state court’s interpretation of ICWA. The state court is not required to follow any specific standard to make a determination of “good cause.”
factors that make trial of a case easy, expeditious, and inexpensive, such as the relative ease of access to sources of proof, the cost of obtaining necessary attendance of witnesses, and the ability to secure attendance of witnesses through process of law. In United States v. M., 832 P.2d 64, 65 (Okla. 1992), a mother was attempting to transfer the proceedings from the state court of Okmulgee County, Oklahoma, to the tribal court which was located in Ray County, Oklahoma. The mother was residing in Oklahoma, but all the necessary witnesses lived in South Carolina. The court found that the presence of the witnesses and the child in Oklahoma would not make the transfer to the tribal court result in "good cause", so the transfer to the tribal court was denied.

The ability of the United States Supreme Court to have parental preference, courts hesitate to apply the Guidelines which provide that in adoption proceedings, a determination of "good cause" not to follow the order of priority established by the ICWA, shall be based on any one or more of the following considerations:

- The request of the biological parents on the child when the child is of sufficient age;
- The extraordinary physical or emotional needs of the child, established by testimony of a qualified expert witness;
- The unavailability of relatives to perform as parents after a diligent search has been completed for family members who could reasonably be expected to provide a stable and permanent home for the child;
- The effect on the child of retaining or terminating ties to the tribe, parent, or other family member;
- The child's ability to make personal attachments;
- The loss of time, money, and effort by any person who has performed services in good faith in connection with the adoption of the child. 287

Although good cause to not follow the order of priority established by the ICWA may be reasonably and rationally designed to protect tribal self-government, it does not exclude the violation of personal protection. Until the Supreme Court rules on this issue, however, the equal protection violations will continue. Even if the Court were to find that the ICWA is constitutional, more law is needed to ensure that it is being applied consistently in every state.

As it stands, the outcome of a case involving an "Indian child" depends on the facts of the case, the state court's determination in the case, and the state's determination of personal protection. Until the Supreme Court rules on this issue, the equal protection violations will continue. Even if the Court were to find that the ICWA is constitutional, more law is needed to ensure that it is being applied consistently in every state.

Several things can be done to ensure that the goals of the ICWA are achieved and, at the same time, all persons' rights are respected. First, Congress should enact an amendment which requires the ICWA only to be applied to those children who are part of an existing Indian family. Such an amendment would do two things: First, it would ensure that parents of children with Indian blood do not have their constitutional rights violated. Second, it would ensure that the heightened standard of proof is only applied to those children who are living on a reservation or in a residential Indian home.

Congress could also improve the ICWA by amending section 1915(a), which provides that adoptive placement proceedings apply to all adoption proceedings involving an Indian child. In United States v. M., 832 P.2d 64, 65 (Okla. 1992), congress should enact an amendment which requires the ICWA only to be applied to those children who are part of an existing Indian family. Such an amendment would do two things: First, it would ensure that parents of children with Indian blood do not have their constitutional rights violated. Second, it would ensure that the heightened standard of proof is only applied to those children who are living on a reservation or in a residential Indian home.
ESSAY

HOMOSEXUAL MARRIAGE AND THE MYTH OF TOLERANCE: IS CARDINAL O'CONNOR A "HOMOPHobe?"

RICHARD F. DONOGHUE* 

1. INTRODUCTION

In a 1993 law review article, Professor Larry Yackle penned into a crystal ball and told our collective fortune.1 He declared that "American society is now absolved in yet another great civil rights movement, this one on behalf of gay, lesbian, and bisexual citizens, which will lead ineluctably to the elimination of legal burdens on the basis of sexual orientation."2 Thus Yackle confidently predicted the reordering of society along lines advanced by homosexual activists, a world in which the gay legislative agenda has been fully implemented. In this America-to-be, same-sex marriages—the ultimate priority of the homosexual political agenda—are likely to become a reality. NMARKS,791 a world guided by the principle "live and let live." But that would be a serious misreading of both Yackle and the world of his hopes and visions. In his land of milk and honey, of peace, love and gay

157 Guidelines, supra note 50, at 17,323.
158 "Good cause, to the contrary" is used in 25 U.S.C. §§ 1911(b), 1915(a)-(b) (1988), of the ICWA.
159 See supra note 62:45 and accompanying text.

* Professor of Law, University of Nebraska College of Law (1993). I wish to thank Lynn Wardle, Steve McFarland, Kelly Donahue, Charlie Ries, and my American colleagues on the Nebraska delegation group. This essay is dedicated to my children: Casey, Jordan, Kellan, Joy and Hannah (or—rather—my bumbling for a bowl of red pottage, 

2. Id at 791.
Indian children had been separated from their families and placed in foster homes, adoptive homes or institutions." Id.

Studies by the Association on American Indian Affairs, commissioned by Congress, reported that Indian children were placed in foster care far more frequently than non-Indian children. This was true of all 19 states surveyed with Indian placement rates ranging from 2.4 times the non-Indian rate in New Mexico to 32.4 times the non-Indian rate in South Dakota. "The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978", Hearing on S. 1214 before the Select Committee on Indian Affairs, United States Senate, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (August 4, 1977), at 539 (hereinafter "Senate 1977 Hearing"). The percentage of Indian children placed in non-Indian foster homes in those states that reported this information ranged from 53% in Wyoming to 97% in New York.

Moreover, "[t]he adoption rate of Indian children was eight times that of non-Indian children [and] approximately 90% of the Indian placements were in non-Indian homes." Holyfield, supra, 490 U.S. at 33. All but one of the states surveyed also had a greater rate of Indian children placed for adoption than was the case for non-Indians. The Indian adoption rate in the most extreme case -- the State of Washington -- was 18.8 times the non-Indian rate. Senate 1977 Hearing, supra, at 539. The percentage of Indian children placed in non-Indian adoptive homes ranged from 69% in Washington to 97% in Minnesota. Id. at 537-603.

Congress found that this extraordinarily high and unwarranted rate of placement in out-of-home non-Indian households was not in the best interests of Indian tribes, families and children. See Holyfield, supra, 490 U.S. at 49-50 (The ICWA is concerned about both the impact on the tribes themselves of the large numbers of children adopted by non-Indians ... and the detrimental impact on the children themselves of such placements outside their culture.)

In the case of Indian tribes, the Court specifically found that "there is no resource that is more vital to the continued existence and integrity of Indian tribes than their children...", 25 U.S.C. 1901(3). This concern was also expressly reflected in the floor statements of "the principal sponsor in the House, Rep. Morris Udall ('Indian tribes and Indian people are being drained of their children and, as a result, their future as a tribe and a people is being placed in jeopardy'), and its minority sponsor, Rep. Robert Lagomarsino ('This bill is directed at conditions which... threaten ...the future of American Indian tribes...')." Holyfield, supra, 490 U.S. at 34, n.3 (citations omitted).

As the Holyfield case likewise recognized, Congress was also very concerned about "the placement of Indian children in non-Indian homes...based in part on evidence of the detrimental impact on the children themselves of such placement outside their culture". 490 U.S. at 49-50. Testimony at Congressional hearings
was replete with examples of Indian children placed in non-Indian homes and later suffering from debilitating identity crises when they reached adolescence. This phenomenon occurred even when the children had few memories of living as part of an Indian community. For example, in testimony submitted by the American Academy of Child Psychiatry, it was stated that:

There is much clinical evidence to suggest that these Native American children placed in off-reservation non-Indian homes are at risk in their later development. Often enough they are cared for by devoted and well intentioned foster or adoptive parents. Nonetheless, particularly in adolescence, they are subject to ethnic confusion and a pervasive sense of abandonment with its attendant multiple ramifications. Senate 1977 Hearing, supra, at 114.

See also the testimony of Dr. Joseph Westermeyer, a University of Minnesota social psychiatrist, concerning patients that he had treated, cited in Holyfield, supra, 490 U.S. at 33, n.1.

They were raised with a white cultural and social identity. They attended predominantly white schools, and in almost all cases, attended a church that was predominantly white, and really came to understand very little about Indian culture, Indian behavior, and had virtually no viable Indian identity. They can recall such things as seeing cowboys and Indians on TV and feeling that Indians were a historical figure but were not a viable contemporary social group.

Then during adolescence, they found that society was not to grant them the white identity that they had. They began to find this out in a number of ways. For example, a universal experience was that when they began to date white children, the parents of the white youngsters were against this, and there were pressures among white children from the parents not to date these children...

The other experience was derogatory name calling in relation to their racial identity...

They were finding that society was putting on them an identity which they didn't possess and taking from them an identity that they did.

AAIA has frequently received inquiries from troubled Indian adolescents and adults who were placed outside of their communities as children and are seeking to reconnect with their tribes. Excerpts from one letter, reprinted in AAIA's newsletter, Indian Affairs, No. 124 (Summer/Fall 1991) at 4-5, illustrate the experiences of these children:

Because of our youth it wasn't obvious to us that we were missing anything in our lives, but as time passed and we began school comments were made at us that aroused our suspicions of
The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA) was enacted to protect the rights of Indian children and their families. The Act was a response to systemic failures in the legal system, particularly in state courts, which frequently failed to recognize the essential tribal relations of Indian people and the cultural and social standards prevailing in Indian communities and families. The ICWA seeks to protect the best interests of Indian children and to promote the stability and security of Indian tribes.

As stated in the House Report of the ICWA, the fundamental assumption is that the Act is based on the best interests of Indian children and their relationship to the tribe.

The ICWA includes a number of provisions recognizing and strengthening the tribal role in making decisions about Indian children. These include:

- 25 U.S.C. 111(a) (exclusive tribal jurisdiction over Indian children resident or domiciled on the reservation);
- 25 U.S.C. 111(b) (transfer of off-reservation state court proceedings to tribal court);
- 25 U.S.C. 111(c) (recognizing the right of Indian tribes to intervene in all state court child custody proceedings involving children who are members or eligible for membership in the tribe);
- 25 U.S.C. 111(d) (requiring state courts to accord tribal court judgments full faith and credit);
- 25 U.S.C. 112(a) (requiring notice to Indian tribes by state courts in involuntary child custody proceedings);
- 25 U.S.C. 114 (providing Indian tribes with the right to challenge state placements that do not conform with the Act’s requirements in federal court);
- 25 U.S.C. 115(c) (recognizing as a matter of federal law, tribally-established placement preferences for state placements of off-reservation Indian children);
- 25 U.S.C. 115(e) (recognizing right of Indian tribes to obtain state records pertaining to the placement of Indian children); and

Moreover, the ICWA includes a number of other provisions, in addition to the provisions described above, which are designed to keep Indian families intact and directly or indirectly to protect the relationship between the tribe and those individuals eligible...
for membership in the tribe. See, e.g., 25 U.S.C. 1913(a). Moreover, such consents must be executed before a court of competent jurisdiction and a court taking a voluntary consent to the termination of parental rights must determine that the consequences of the consent "were fully understood by the parent or Indian custodian," including, if necessary, the use of an interpreter to explain the consequences of the consent in the parent's native language. 25 U.S.C. 1913(a). This is to ensure that voluntary relinquishments are truly voluntary.

Moreover, the jurisdictional provisions in 25 U.S.C. 1911(a) and (b) are fully applicable to voluntary proceedings. Thus, only the tribal court, and not the State court, is a "court of competent jurisdiction" for the purposes of taking a consent to the termination of parental rights when the child is a reservation resident domiciliary or a ward of the court. Holyfield, 490 U.S. at 52, n. 26. In addition, tribes are provided with the right to intervene in voluntary proceedings, 25 U.S.C. 1911(c), and the placement preferences in 25 U.S.C. 1915 apply to voluntary proceedings. The collective intent of these sections was to ensure that Indian child welfare determinations (including adoptive placements) are not based on a white, middle-class standard, which, in many cases, forecloses placement with (an) Indian family. Id., supra, 490 U.S. at (1602). 25 U.S.C. 1914.

The description of the provisions of the ICWA included herein is based upon the most widely accepted interpretations of what the provisions mean both in practice and as applied by the courts. It is true that there may be individual cases where courts have interpreted a given section differently than may be described in this testimony. Because it would be far beyond the scope of this testimony to present an exhaustive analysis of what the courts have done with every section of the ICWA, I have limited my analysis to the summary form in the text of my testimony. However, should any testimony be submitted which raises questions which the Committee would like to have answered, I would be happy to provide such additional legal analysis as would be desired.
Thus, based upon the compelling testimony that it heard, Congress enacted the ICWA in order to (1) provide for procedural and substantive protection for Indian children and families and (2) recognize and formalize a substantial role for Indian tribes in cases involving involuntary and voluntary child custody proceedings, whether on or off reservation.

III. S. 569 and H.R. 1082
A fair and reasonable approach to refining the ICWA

During the last few years, a very small number of "high profile" voluntary adoption cases have come to the attention of Congress. These cases involved adoptive placements with mostly non-Indian families that were challenged sometime after placement occurred by Indian tribes or natural parents who invoked the protections of the ICWA. These cases resulted in extended court proceedings which caused great distress to all concerned -- the child, adoptive parents, natural nuclear and/or extended family and the Indian tribe. Even though AAIA would emphasize that such cases constitute a very small number of the overall cases decided under ICWA each year, AAIA agrees that it would be desirable to reduce the number of such cases even further if this is possible.

However, it is essential that any effort to address these cases do so in the context of the continued recognition of the essential role of Indian tribes in ICWA proceedings -- not only because of tribal sovereignty issues, but also because it is in the best interests of Indian children. Thus, Congress must continue to resist efforts to respond to these contentious adoption cases by weakening the ability of Indian tribes to invoke the ICWA.

Rather, we urge Congress to embrace the approach incorporated in S. 569 and H.R. 1082. These bills are the result of a year-long process which began in June 1995 with a dialogue between attorneys and representatives from tribes, Indian organizations and adoption attorney organizations. Out of that dialogue, a consensus emerged as to how these troublesome cases might be addressed. At the National American Indian Children's (NCAI) Mid-Year convention last June, tribal representatives from across the nation considered the consensus bill developed by this working group, as well as other draft bills, including a modification of the consensus bill developed by the Aberdeen Area Tribes at a meeting in Pierre, South Dakota. After two days of intense discussions, NCAI prepared and approved an ICWA amendments bill for introduction in Congress.

This NCAI bill became the basis for S. 1962, introduced by Senator John McCain and H.R. 3828, introduced by Rep. Don Young in 1996. These bills, which have now become S. 569 and H.R. 1082 in the 105th Congress, would:

- Require notice to Indian tribes in all voluntary proceedings.
- Require notice to Indian tribes in all voluntary termination proceedings, it must do so within 30 days of receiving notice in the case of voluntary termination of parental rights and within 90 days of receiving notice in the case of a particular adoptive placement.
- Limit parents' rights to withdraw consent to an adoption to 6 months after relinquishment of the child or 30 days after the filing of an adoption petition, whichever is later; if an adoption is finalized before 6 months, that would also end the period during which consent may be revoked.
- Provide for criminal sanctions for anyone who assists a person to lie about their Indian ancestry for the purposes of applying the ICWA.
- Allow state courts to enter enforceable orders providing for visitation or continued contact between tribes, natural parents, extended family and an adopted child.
- Require attorneys, public and private agencies to inform Indian parents of their rights under ICWA.
- Require that tribes certify that a child is a member or eligible for membership in the tribe when the tribe intervenes in a child custody proceeding.
- Clarify tribal court authority to declare children wards of the tribal court.

The changes to ICWA proposed by S. 569 and H.R. 1082 would improve the voluntary adoption process for all concerned -- Indian children, tribes and families, as well as adoptive parents. This is true for several reasons.

First, providing notice to Indian tribes will address one of the major causes of the difficult legal custody disputes that have arisen in the voluntary adoption context. Because the ICWA does not currently include a specific notice requirement to Indian tribes in the case of voluntary adoptions, Indian tribes frequently do not learn of such adoptions until some time after the initial placement has been made. Particularly in the case of an off-reservation birth to an unwed mother -- a common circumstance in these cases -- there may be a significant delay in such information becoming known within the tribal community. Thus, even where an Indian tribe acts promptly upon learning of the placement, a situation may have developed where the child has already spent a significant amount of time in the adoptive placement before the tribe has intervened.

Providing tribes with prompt notice in all cases will
facilitate a prompt tribal response when the tribe believes that a particular placement would be in the child's best interest. Notice will help to ensure the possibility that Indian children placed for adoption by their natural parents will be expeditiously placed in good homes, while at the same time ensuring that children are not removed from their extended families and tribes in cases where such permanent homes are available within their extended families or tribal communities. Couples may have been identified as prospective adoptive parents will know before placement (or within a very short time thereafter) whether a member of the child's family or tribe has an interest in adopting the child, thereby lessening the risk that a child will be transferred to a new placement after an extended time in an initial placements. AAIA would respectfully submit that those who would oppose such notice are not really concerned about ensuring good homes for Indian children. Rather they are simply seeking to find available adoptable children for non-Indian adoptive parents. Congress has an obligation to enhance the possibility that Indian children who need placements are placed in good homes as soon as possible; it does not have the obligation to ensure that all persons wanting to adopt are able to get a child without regard to that child's future connection with his or her heritage and natural family. At present, several states have explicitly recognized and successfully implemented a requirement that notice be provided in voluntary proceedings. See, e.g., Wash. Rev. Code Ann. 13.34.245(3), (5); 26.33.090(2); 26.33.110(2); 26.33.240(1) (West Supp. 1989); Minn. Stat. Ann. 257.352(3), (3) (West Supp. 1992); Okla. 10 O.S. 1991, section 40.1 (as amended in 1994); Mich. Court Rules 5.980(A).

Moreover, in other states, it appears to be standard practice to notify tribes of voluntary placements. E.g., Betti Y. Executive Director of the Social Services Board of North Dakota, 391 N.W.2d 594, 595 (N.D. 1986); In re Adoption of Holloway, 732 P.2d 962, 963 (Utah 1986). Thus, notice to Indian tribes voluntary proceedings is entirely feasible and desirable.

At the same time, under these bills, if a tribe does not take action within a specified period of time, the tribe may be disrupted at some from intervention. Prospective adoptive parents and children will know the time frame that are applicable when the placement is made and the tribe may be disrupted at some, later action by the tribe which may disrupt the adoption. The time limits on parental withdrawal of consent will not serve the same purpose in terms of a parental challenge post-placement. Thus, prospective adoptive parents' fears that placements will be disrupted at some, unknown point in the future, which may have a chilling effect upon adoptions, should be alleviated by this bill. The potential for a child to be disrupted after an adoption, if an adoptive parental challenge post-placement, should be minimized. Likewise, requiring that parents be informed of their rights under ICWA should decrease the number of disrupted placements. Providing natural parents with this information increases the chances that a parent will fully consider his or her placement options at the very beginning of the process. The combination of a parent's full information available which that parent was involved in the adoption process, there is no reason to believe that parents would be confused and unclear of the possible options that were available to her when she placed the child for adoption.

The possibility of open adoption as an option in all proceedings, another part of these bills, may also facilitate harmonious placements of children and avoid conflict in some cases. State courts do not always have authority currently to recognize open adoptions, even where the parties have reached an agreement.

In addition, the amendments provide more assurance that all parties will "play by the rules". The criminal sanctions will discourage corrupt attorneys and others from subverting the ICWA. Therefore, it is essential that all natural parents and adoptive parents, tribes, and others involved in the adoption process are provided assurance and protection for their rights under the ICWA. Such deceptions have been the cause of a number of hotly contested cases which occurred because the initial incorrect determination that the ICWA should not be applied to the child in question.

Similarly, the provisions dealing with tribal certification of membership and tribal court wards are a measured effort to provide assurances to other parties that tribes are following a set of rules as well. The certification requirement is designed to ensure that tribes are following the membership rules which they have established. The wardship section clarifies the applicability of tribal court wardships.

Thus, although there are other provisions which AAIA would like to see in an ICWA bill it deems appropriate -- such as a provision disavowing the "existing Indian family exception" -- AAIA is supportive of enactment of the bill in its current form because it believes that this is a carefully crafted consensus bill that will improve the application of the ICWA in the membership adoption context to the benefit of Indian children, families and tribes, as well as adoptive parents. It believes that the amendments will advance the valid policy of decreasing the number of extended court disputes which will arise under the ICWA and ensuring the best possible permanent placements for Indian children, while continuing to recognize that tribal involvement with Indian children is in their best interest. AAIA urges you to enact this legislation.
The ICWA proposal is to make a child's relationship with his or her extended family legally irrelevant and readily terminated. Under the ICWA — whenever a parent has a social, cultural or political placement, it does not matter if all of the child's extended family members are actively involved in placement. The child's presence (b), which is defined as Indian child and his or her tribe. Indian parents who place their children for adoption or become involved with the Child Welfare system may very well be alienated from their culture. However, this does not mean that cadre of these children being placed outside of their homes. In direct contravention of this intent, the Pryce proposal would make their own determinations about Indian culture which will be affiliation were to be viewed as a valid test, there is no reason to believe that state agencies and judges generally will have the same or political affiliation with an Indian tribe notwithstanding that they are members. By excluding such children, the Pryce proposal directly undercuts the ICWA in very substantial ways.

A. The Pryce proposal is anti-family.

The ICWA recognized the vital importance of the extended family in Indian society. Yet, the main impact of Rep. Pryce's proposal is to make a child's relationship with his or her extended family legally irrelevant and readily terminated. Under the ICWA — whenever a parent has a social, cultural or political placement, it does not matter if all of the child's extended family members are actively involved in placement. The child's presence (b), which is defined as Indian child and his or her tribe. Indian parents who place their children for adoption or become involved with the Child Welfare system may very well be alienated from their culture. However, this does not mean that cadre of these children being placed outside of their homes. In direct contravention of this intent, the Pryce proposal would make their own determinations about Indian culture which will be affiliation were to be viewed as a valid test, there is no reason to believe that state agencies and judges generally will have the same or political affiliation with an Indian tribe notwithstanding that they are members. By excluding such children, the Pryce proposal directly undercuts the ICWA in very substantial ways.

A. The Pryce proposal is anti-family.

The ICWA recognized the vital importance of the extended family in Indian society. Yet, the main impact of Rep. Pryce's
C. The Pryce proposal would not achieve its stated purposes.

1. The adoption process would not be simplified.

The standard for coverage of the ICWA in the Pryce proposal—maintenance of a "significant social, political or cultural affiliation" with the tribe— is not defined. What is social, cultural or political affiliation? What evidence proves or disapproves such affiliation? What level of affiliation is significant? It is likely that the meaning of every word in this test would be litigated repeatedly and that the Pryce proposal would cause an enormous increase in litigation and not a decrease.

2. State agencies and court would be overwhelmed by implementation of the new standard.

Because Rep. Pryce's proposal would apparently affect the application of ICWA in involuntary foster care and termination of parental rights cases in addition to voluntary adoptions, her proposal would require the reevaluation of thousands of child welfare cases across the country to determine whether a parent of the child maintained significant social, cultural or political ties with the tribe. This will place an enormous burden upon state social services agencies and courts, thereby delaying permanent placements. Indeed, the Attorneys Generals of four Western states—New Mexico, Oregon, Washington and Nevada—strongly opposed a similar proposal in the last Congress.

3. Rep. Pryce's proposal goes far beyond adoption cases involving children of "limited" Indian ancestry which gave rise to the legislation.

a. It will exclude bona fide Indian children

The imposition of a "parental/tribal affiliation test" would exclude many bona fide Indian children and parents from the Act. The "affiliation" test would exclude even full-blooded Indians whose extended family is fully involved in tribal affairs and whose parents may have previously been closely connected with their tribe if, at the time of the proceeding, the child's parents happen to be alienated from their tribe(s) in the view of a state court judge.

b. It applies to involuntary dependency proceedings

Even though the only "problem" cases cited by Rep. Pryce are voluntary adoption cases, there is every indication that she intends her proposal to apply to involuntary dependency cases as well as adoption cases. Depriving troubled Indian families of the support and assistance of their tribal community would be particularly devastating. There are many examples where the ICWA was cited, by Rep. Pryce, where the tribe and tribal community have been "saved" when they reunited with individuals who were "troubled." For no apparent reason, Rep. Pryce would prevent the depriving coverage of the Act in an involuntary proceeding where the parent lacks a significant affiliation with the tribe at the time of the proceeding. Moreover, as noted, applying this standard to involuntary proceedings is likely to overwhelm and disrupt opposition to similar proposals in the last Congress.

4. It is a fallacy that the Pryce proposal will free Indian children "languishing" in foster care for adoption

The basic situation in terms of Indian children is not similar to that of other minority children such as has given rise to the Multi-Ethnic Placement Act recently passed by Congress, P.L. 103-foster care because of inadequate numbers of Indian families have been cited by Rep. Pryce, there have (by definition) been tribes can normalize family placements for their children when given it prevents discrimination against Indian people in the placement of their own children.

D. The Pryce proposal is probably unconstitutional.

The Pryce proposal would replace a bright line political test of membership in an Indian tribe as the linchpin for the coverage classification and not a racial classification. See, e.g., Morton v. Mancari, 417 U.S. 535 (1974):
Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs
SR-380 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington D.C. 20510-1005

Dear Senator Campbell:

The Indian Child Welfare Act is regarded by this Tribe as one of the most important pieces of Indian legislation ever enacted and we’ve watched with some concern as amendments have been proposed. The amendments as currently drafted appear to consider the concerns of non-tribal people while strongly affirming the responsibility of tribal governments to protect the children of the tribe. The amendments seem to us to be well-balanced. What continues to concern us is that in Alaska there is not a universal understanding or agreement about how ICWA applies to Alaska tribes. It would be beneficial to all concerned if language was added that makes it clear that Alaska tribes are the same as all other tribes with regard to ICWA.

Tanana is a small Athabaskan Indian tribe located at the confluence of the Yukon and Tanana rivers approximately one hundred and fifty air miles from Fairbanks. Like many remote Alaska Native villages, child welfare in Tanana has always been the responsibility of the Tribal government. Although P.L. 280 imposes concurrent jurisdiction in civil issues, the reality is that the State actually lacks the financial resources and infrastructure to provide the most basic services, including police, judicial, and social services, in the many remote Alaska Native communities. The State has never been able to provide even minimal child protective and related family services in Tanana; such services have been provided by the Tribal government. In 1978 the Tribe formalized traditional child protective practices through the creation of a Tribal Court ordinance. A Codification of Childrens’ Ordinances of the Tribe was compiled and formally adopted; ordinances and regulations for the licensure of Tribal foster homes put in place. The Tribe focuses on intervention and prevention. The Tribal social services staff utilizes extended family support systems and Tribal foster care. Tribal foster care has been provided to more than fifty children since 1984 at no cost to the State of Alaska.

ICWA compelled states, including Alaska, to recognize the unique responsibilities that tribal governments have with regard to the well-being of tribal children. As a result, the Tanana Tribal Council and the State of Alaska entered into a State/Tribal ICWA Agreement in 1988. This agreement allows the Tribe and the State of Alaska Division of Family Services to coordinate services and work together on ICWA and family reunification issues. With this agreement, the tribal social services office has been able to share information, successfully intervene, and create family reunification plans to prevent the breakup of Indian families. Tribal social workers have even provided emergency child protection services for non-tribal children who are living in this community when State social workers have been too busy to travel to the village. Unfortunately, such agreements between tribes and the State are rare in Alaska, and not universally understood or even known about by all State social workers.

We are very concerned that the issue of protecting Alaska Native children will be lost or put on hold until other Indian Jurisdictional issues are resolved in Alaska. This need not happen if language is included in the amendments to ICWA that make it clear that Alaska tribes are the same as any other tribe in the matter of Indian Child Welfare. Tribal participation is vital to child protection in Alaska, and language that will allow State and the tribes to focus their energies and scarce resources on the children rather than on litigation and dissent is necessary. Please consider this in light of the amendment process.

Sincerely yours,

Carla Kooberger Bonney, Director
Tribal Health and Social Services Office

Faith M. Peters
President
Tanana Tribal Council

or not these jurisdictional disputes also apply to ICWA. In the eyes of the Tribe, the issues are not the same. The jurisdiction exercised by the tribe to protect our children is based on the codification of children’s ordinances of the Tribe, which defines ICWA jurisdiction in terms of tribal citizenship. Members of this tribe sometimes leave the village and move to urban areas for employment or education or other reasons. Often this move is temporary or seasonal, with families returning to live in the village while maintaining close ties with the village. Tribal citizenship is no more lost when a tribal member moves to Fairbanks, than US citizenship is lost if a US citizen moves temporarily to France. Nor is the tribal government relieved of the responsibility for the well-being of that tribal member, particularly if the tribal member is a child. If ICWA is interpreted by State agencies in Alaska (as it has been from time to time) to allow tribes jurisdiction only when a child is actually domiciled in a village, the ability of the tribe to protect its children is impacted. These instances create a diversion in terms of financial resources and staff focus as tribes are forced to utilize the legal system to reaffirm the tribal responsibility for Indian children under ICWA.

The Issue is further clouded by the adversarial stance taken by factions within the State government with regard to Indian tribes in Alaska; some social workers are unsure as to whether
Amendment
The Indian Child Welfare Act is hereby amended by adding the following new section at the end thereof:

"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the provisions of 25 U.S.C. 1911(b) shall apply to any Alaska Native village to the same extent, and in the same manner, as that provision applies to any other Indian tribe."

Report Language
This amendment is intended to clarify the law with respect to the application of the Indian Child Welfare Act in Alaska. It specifies that section 1911(b), which provides for what is known as "referral jurisdiction," applies currently to all Alaska Native villages in the same manner as it does to all other Indian tribes. Section 1911(b) establishes a form of concurrent jurisdiction for tribes and status, a jurisdiction that is available under the Act for all federally recognized tribes including "Alaska Native villages," as noted in section 1903(8) of the Act. The amendment makes clear that application of section 1911(b) to Alaska Native villages does not require that the villages invoke the reauthorization provision of section 1918 of the Act - which applies to tribes seeking to reauthorize exclusive jurisdiction under 1911(a). The amendment is in conformity with the 1991 ruling of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in the case of Native Village v. Alaska, 944 F.2d 546 (9th Cir. 1991).

The Department supports S. 569, H.R. 1082, and the important purposes of ICWA to promote the best interests of Indian children and the stability and security of Indian tribes and families. We support the companion bills because they would clarify ICWA's application to voluntary proceedings, establish some deadlines to provide certainty and reduce delay in custody proceedings, and strengthen federal enforcement tools to ensure compliance with the statute in the first instance. Also, the provisions for adequate and timely notice to Indian tribes and Indian parents in S. 569 and H.R. 1082 would increase the likelihood of informed decision-making by parties to the adoption or foster placement.

The provisions in the proposed legislation amend ICWA in a manner that is both respectful of tribal self-government and conducive to certainty and timeliness in voluntary adoptions of Indian children. We understand that S. 569, and its companion bill H.R. 1082, reflect a carefully crafted agreement between Indian tribes and adoption attorneys designed to make Indian child adoption and custody proceedings more fair, swift, and certain.
I am grateful for your support of this legislation and for your leadership in moving it forward for consideration in this Congress.

Sincerely,

Phillip Martin
Tribal Chief

cc: Senator Thad Cochran
Senator Trent Lott

We appreciate the efforts that you, Chairman Young, and your respective Committees have made to propose amendments to strengthen ICWA. If we may be of additional assistance, please do not hesitate to call upon us. The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is no objection to the submission of this letter from the standpoint of the Administration's program.

Sincerely,

Andrew Folsom
Assistant Attorney General

cc: Senator Daniel Inouye
Vice Chairman

Honororable Ben Nighthorse Campbell
Chairman
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs
Washington, DC 20510-6450

Dear Senator Campbell:

I am writing to thank you for your kind invitation to testify before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs on S.569, the amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act. Unfortunately, tribal matters prohibited my travel to Washington at that time.

However, had I testified, I would have reiterated, in the strongest possible terms, my support for S.569. Last year, Indian Country, as a whole, was consumed by the emotionally charged and terribly difficult matter of Indian child adoptions. My own tribe, in the Holyfield case, was forced to confront the issue and, having secured a U.S. Supreme Court ruling granting jurisdiction to the tribe, made what we then — and continue to do — believed to be in the best interest of the children who are members of our tribe. It was precisely because of this experience that I believe the terms of S.569 will, to the degree that we can, best protect the futures of Indian children, their birth and adoptive parents, and their tribes.

I am grateful for your support of this legislation and for your leadership in moving it forward for consideration in this Congress.

Sincerely,

Phillip Martin
Tribal Chief
Governor Tony Knowles
State of Alaska
P.O. Box 110001
Juneau, AK 99811

Dear Governor Knowles:

On July 30th the Senate Indian Affairs committee marked up and passed out of committee S. 569, a bill to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) of 1978. I voted for passage of the bill out of committee. I did not offer at this time the enclosed amendment language to the bill, which some Alaskan attorneys brought to my attention. As you know, upon my request for the State's position last year, John Katz sent me a letter in which he wrote that the State "did not oppose" a substantially similar amendment. Martha Stewart of your office today informed my staff that the State has now taken a slightly more affirmative position, namely, if I would like to offer the language, then the State would support my efforts. As usual, Martha gave us a prompt response, and I and my staff appreciate her conscientious work.

Before I can consider whether to offer the enclosed language as an amendment to the bill when the full Senate takes it up for consideration, I need to know the State's position on the language. The language would effectively nullify three Alaska Supreme Court cases on the issue of jurisdiction of ICWA cases in Alaska. As the legislation may have great impact on Alaska Native children and the people, mostly Alaskans, that are most interested in their well-being, I do not think it is appropriate for me to offer the amendment without having an informed position from the State.

I would like to know if you want me to offer the enclosed language. I would of course like to know if you support S. 569, with or without this proposed language. In addition, I would like an explanation of the procedure for adoption and child custody proceedings of Alaska Native children in Alaska, and how they are affected by the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978. Can the actions of social service workers determine the court of jurisdiction over these cases? Does the answer to this question depend on whether the child or social worker is in a rural or urban area? What criteria causes an Alaska Native child to be covered by this act? How does the split in the decisions of the Alaska Supreme Court and federal courts affect the application of ICWA in Alaska? Does this judicial split cause hardships for some adoption and child custody cases? Would the addition of the enclosed language to the bill alleviate the hardships, if they do exist? Has the State taken any actions, such as cooperative agreements with Native villages and their councils, that have facilitated the application of ICWA in Alaska, in ways that may not be apparent from simply reading the Act? Lastly, please feel free to provide me with additional information that will help me to evaluate the potential impact of the proposed language on S.569.

August 6, 1997

United States Senate
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0202
(202) 224-4353

Frank H. Murkowski
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
Finance
Veterans' Affairs
Indian Affairs

United States Senate
WASHINGTON, DC 20510-0202
(202) 224-4353

In sum, I would like to have a substantive position on the amendment to ICWA. It is in the best interest of Alaska Native children and the State of Alaska to have this dialogue before the Senate and Congress acts on this important legislation.

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Frank H. Murkowski
United States Senator

cc: The Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell
The Honorable Daniel Inouye
The reason we wish to make a point about the exclusion of witnesses who oppose these bills is that in the recent hearing it was claimed that the adoption community and adoption attorneys endorse H.R. 1082 and S. 569. The truth is that some of those in the adoption community and adoption attorneys do not endorse these bills. Secondly, nothing that appears in this statement for the record can have the potential educational impact of oral testimony, and the give and take that usually accompanies such testimony. By that, I mean that the representatives of the media who were present at the hearing were, with the exception of Rep. Pryce’s testimony and comments, not allowed to judge for themselves if the other side of the debate had anything worthwhile to offer. The general public will not be reading the printed record of the Joint Hearing, when it is published.

The amendment makes clear that application of section 1911(b)’s referral jurisdiction does not require that a “P.L. 280” tribe first invoke the re-assumption provision of section 1918 (which applies to tribes seeking to re-assume exclusive jurisdiction under 1911(a)). The amendment is in conformity with the rulings of the courts of appeals in the Eighth and Ninth Circuits, see, Walker v. Rushing, 988 F.2d 672 (8th Cir. 1990); Village v. State, 944 F.2d 548 (9th Cir. 1991).
Second, we wish to add that two of the major concerns we had with last year’s legislation, as it passed the Senate, are still present. The legislation would put into federal law, for the first time, a court-enforceable right of visitation for the birth parents, the extended family and, the tribe. The legislation would also codify the expansion of ICWA to cover all voluntary adoptions.

In terms of the court-enforced visitation provision, as the hearings last year and this make clear, the intention is to encourage more bargaining between tribes and birth parents and prospective adoptive parents and their attorneys. This bargaining is certain to lead to more delays, as tribes resist the clear mandates of state courts and make the child the pawn. Indeed, we heard last year and this from the attorney for the Rost twins that such a provision would, in her view, have allowed her to construct a settlement of her case. And the reason given for the court-enforced visitation? The tribes do not trust the Rost family. We ask: what sort of environment is going to be established for those children, or any child, if the atmosphere is so poisoned by distrust that one of the parties insists on a court-ordered enforcement of visitation? Doesn’t this sound hauntingly like the kind of child custody battles, the unfortunate and destructive tugs-of-war that take place between parents in divorce cases? Why import into federal law the litigious atmosphere of divorce child custody battles?

Finally, here are some brief comments outlining some of our concerns with the legislation.

First, we wish to associate ourselves with two of the comments made by Rep. Pryce. She said that in her opinion, as someone who had been a sitting judge, that the legislation was very complicated and complex. She also said that she believed the legislation, if it becomes law, will lead to a great deal of litigation. Specifically, she said the legislation will make a lot of business for a lot of lawyers, and make a lot of lawyers rich.

Second, we wish to add that two of the major concerns we had with last year’s legislation, as it passed the Senate, are still present. The legislation would put into federal law, for the first time, a court-enforceable right of visitation for the birth parents, the extended family and the tribe. The legislation would also codify the expansion of ICWA to cover all voluntary adoptions.

It is important to clarify that these agreements, which change the very nature of adoption, are many steps beyond what we understand to be “open adoption.” The various forms of “open adoption,” which range from one time face-to-face meetings to agreements for ongoing communication through a third party, sometimes with exchange of identifying information, are quite different from the kind of ongoing access that would be codified in federal law under these bills.

Portraying our opposition to this “co-parenting” provision as somehow a reflection of views against “open adoption” – as has been done by some supporters of the legislation – is a distortion.

The bill would require notice to the tribe or tribes of all voluntary adoptions involving a child who may qualify for tribal membership. The fact that this is not presently a requirement reflects the intent of Congress when the law was originally enacted: voluntary adoptions were not ICWA’s concern. After all, by what stretch of the imagination could an individual, say a pregnant woman who has no Native American blood quantum or other connection of any kind to any tribe, somehow come under the sway of a tribal court simply because the male who impregnated her had some small blood quantum of Native American heritage? Indeed, the very concept that a U.S. citizen, whether Native American or not, living on a reservation or not, could somehow be forced to submit her plan for her child’s adoption to a tribal court, as if the tribe somehow “owned” her child, is repugnant to most U.S. citizens.

At the time ICWA passed, the focus was involuntary placements of Indian children – children about whom there was no debate as to whether they were Indian – who lived on reservations and who were involuntarily removed from their Indian families. The kind of case that ICWA was meant to address was recounted last year in the statement by Russell D. Mason, Sr., Chairman, Three Affiliated Tribes. On page 2 of his testimony, he talked about “…non-Indian social workers [who] arrived in a station wagon…” to take away an Indian grandmother’s four grandchildren. Later, just before ICWA passed “…the non-Indian social workers took her newborn son right from the hospital.”

The injustice of the case described by Mr. Mason, however often it may have happened, is what led the Congress to pass ICWA nearly 20 years ago. Now, the injustice has been flipped 180 degrees.

Now, in the name of tribal sovereignty, a woman who is non-Indian and who wants to voluntarily place her child for adoption would have to give the tribe or tribes notice – even if the father of the baby approved of her adoption plan. Where once, there may have been non-Indian courts ruling unjustly and involuntarily separating children from their parents, now it is Indian courts which wish to have the power to intervene in the lives of non-Indian women.
Make no mistake about it. When Sen. Inouye talks about an adoption of a child from China taking place according to the laws of China, that certainly makes sense because both of the biological parents of the child reside in China and are citizens of China. No such parallel can be drawn in many cases that we have seen in recent years. In particular, when the pregnant woman is not a member of a tribe and is in no way a "citizen" of that "government", how can it be argued that the United States should hand over her child's fate -- and in many instances, her own peace of mind -- to another "government."

Imagine what the response would be if someone were to suggest that fully separate and sovereign governments that border the United States, such as Canada or Mexico, were to claim that any child sired by one of their citizens could only be adopted if Canada or Mexico's courts agreed.

In last year's hearing before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, the scope of the problem was laid out in the testimony of Jack Trope, speaking on behalf of the Association on American Indian Affairs. On page 15 of his written statement, he put the Indian population at 2 million. Sen. Campbell said that 15 million claimed Indian ancestry. That means, taken together, that 17 million U.S. citizens are officially recognized or claim Indian ancestry. Many others may actually have Indian ancestry they are unaware of.

At least those 17 million need to be taken into consideration when voluntary adoptions are contemplated. We estimate that the total pool of potential people covered under the expanded sway of ICWA is 25 million, or about 10 percent of the population. At the very least, this means that notice will have to be given to the tribes in perhaps 10 percent of the voluntary, non-relative adoptions each year. That is at least 3,000 and may be 5,000 cases. And, to be safe, if there is any doubt about the ancestry of one of the birth parents, notice may be given when neither has any Indian blood quantum. A huge number of adoptions would lose their confidentiality through this transmission of information to the tribes. This is a sure prescription for massive, expensive growth of the BIA and tribal bureaucracies -- growth that will entail new delays and new budget outlays.

A major issue was made in the hearing about the concerns raised by those organizations which describe themselves as "pro-life," and who objected to last year's proposal on the grounds that it would increase the likelihood that women would choose abortion. The thinking was that, faced with the choice of placing one's baby with the family (or attorney, or agency) of their choice or turning the case over to a tribal court, with the possibility that the child might be adopted by someone the mother does not approve, many women will choose to abort.

The argument made in the hearing this year, echoing statements made by Committee staff, was that "Indian women do not abort." So far as it goes, that comment may be pertinent, but it does not speak to the issue of what non-Indian women who are impregnated by Indian men will do. If one can estimate that at least some significant portion of the pregnancies involve non-Indian women, and certainly the data suggest that this is so, then what of the abortion decisions of those women? Those in the pro-life organizations who question the impact of ICWA on abortion have a very valid point, in our view, especially as regards non-Indian women.

There are many other aspects of the legislation that one could comment on, but let us conclude with just one: the impact of the delays built into the proposed legislation. The legislation gives tribes a specific deadline to meet -- a deadline that the witness for the Navaho Nation, Thomas E. Atwood, favoring the legislation said, in this year's hearings, that they felt they would be unable to meet. He asked for 90 days, not 30. At a time when the Congress and the Administration is, in other discussions, talking about moving quickly to assure permanence to children, how is 90 days in foster care a step forward, even if all the other objections we and others have to this legislation were met?

Rather than pass this legislation, which we strongly oppose, we suggest that the Congress enact H.R. 1957, sponsored by Rep. Tiahrt and with Rep. Pryce as co-sponsor. We have not yet had the opportunity to review legislation which Rep. Pryce told the Joint Hearing she planned to introduce, so we cannot state whether we will endorse it or not.

Thank you for considering our views. The organizations and individuals whose names appear below join in opposing H.R. 1082 and S. 569.

Sincerely,

AARON BRITVAN, CO-CHAIR, ADOPTION COMMITTEE OF THE NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION*
CHRISTIAN COALITION
HEAR MY VOICE, PROTECTING OUR NATION'S CHILDREN
INTERNATIONAL CONCERNS FOR CHILDREN
kidsHelp! FOUNDATION
NATIONAL COALITION TO END RACISM IN AMERICA'S CHILD CARE SYSTEM
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR ADOPTION
RITA SIMON, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY*

* individual affiliations are for identification purposes only and do not necessarily represent endorsement by the organizations or institutions with which they are affiliated.
April 13, 1997

The Honorable Don Young
Committee on Resources
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Young:

The Alan Guttmacher Institute (AGI) conducts periodic surveys of medical providers of abortion services nationwide and these surveys are acknowledged in the Statistical Abstracts of the United States as producing the most complete count of abortions performed throughout the country. These surveys complement the abortion data collection efforts of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) which depend primarily on reports from the 45 states that compile such information. These reports vary in their detail and completeness, but they often contain information—such as data on race and ethnicity—not routinely collected by AGI. We do have a file of such reports, which we made available to Ben Hirsch who came to us with questions similar to those posed in your letter.

We have read the proposed legislation carefully and cannot imagine how the proposed amendments to the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA), or the 1978 legislation, could in any way have an impact on the abortion rate of the Indian population. It would be extremely difficult and time-consuming to do the kind of statistical analysis which the Committee desires, and, in our judgment, such an analysis would not likely prove reliable in terms of the impact of the 1978 ICWA.

One factor is that mentioned above, namely, that abortion data by ethnicity are collected at the state level, with five states (Alaska, California, Iowa, New Hampshire and Oklahoma) not collecting abortion data at all. Another is that the data, when available, may be incomplete and insufficient to differentiate between Native Americans in the general population and those living on tribal lands. It should also be kept in mind that there may be fluctuations in rates of abortion from year to year as there are for many other vital statistics.

Finally, the availability of abortion services in the years following the initial passage of the 1976 Hyde Amendment prohibiting the use of public funds to pay for abortion (but enjoined by the courts until 1980) would have fluctuated during the period and probably affected the abortion rate. Of course, to this day it serves to curtail the abortion rate of women who are dependent for their medical care on Indian health facilities and, to a lesser degree, of those Native American women in the general population who are otherwise eligible for Medicaid.

For all the reasons above, we regret that we are unable to meet your request as we do not feel that we could defend our estimates with any degree of confidence. Perhaps the CDC might come to a different conclusion.

Sincerely,

Ruth I. Rosoff
President
May 8, 1997

The Honorable John McCain
United States Senate
241 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator McCain:

On behalf of the 151,000 members and affiliates of the American Psychological Association (APA), I am writing to express our support for the legislation that you have introduced with your colleagues, Senators Campbell, Domenici, and Dorgan, to amend the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA); S. 569.

As psychologists, we understand the need for children to grow and develop in loving homes and supportive communities. Among Indian people, the history of extended child-rearing responsibilities among many members of the community provides a natural means of safeguarding the well-being of children. Unfortunately, federal government policies prior to the enactment of ICWA in 1978 undermined traditional child-rearing practices of Indian people. We applaud your legislation for reinforcing the original intent of the ICWA — to protect Indian children and families and formalize a substantial role for Indian tribes in cases involving child custody proceedings — while ensuring fairness and swift action in custody and adoption cases involving Indian children.

Prior to passage of the ICWA, Indian children were twelve to eighteen times more likely than non-Indian children to be placed in out-of-home care, with 85 percent of those children placed in non-Indian homes. Passage of the original ICWA in 1978 represented a milestone in the federal government's recognition that policies must be enacted to protect and preserve the Indian family and its culture. Since that time, many Indian tribes have developed child welfare programs that draw upon traditional practices and natural helping mechanisms. These systems will be enhanced by policies that strengthen tribal authority over Indian child welfare programs.

Many of the controversial cases surrounding the adoption of Indian children appear to have developed as a result of poor or non-existent enforcement of ICWA provisions. Provisions of your legislation, including criminal sanctions to deter fraudulent efforts to hide a child's Indian heritage, early notification to an Indian tribe by a party seeking to place an Indian child in an adoptive situation, and court certification that the attorney or adoption agency facilitating the adoption has informed the Indian child’s birth parents of their placement options and other provisions of ICWA, offer substantial improvements to enforce the letter and spirit of ICWA.

The APA supports this legislation without revisions or weakening amendments. Should you require any additional information or assistance in planning hearings regarding this bill, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

Henry Tomes, Ph.D.
Executive Director, Public Interest Directorate

cc: Senate Indian Affairs Committee
June 18, 1997

The Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell
Chairman, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs
U. S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Campbell:

I am writing to you and all the members of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs because of the keen feelings drawn from experience in regard to the adoption of Indian children. I realize from the fact, that few Americans have any idea how the various Indian tribes that few Americans have any idea how the various Indian tribes fit into the organization of society in the United States. The fit into the organization of society in the United States. The fact that they are tribal has a decided influence on their life and fact that they are tribal has a decided influence on their life and the way they view themselves and their neighbors as a unified organization, the way they view themselves and their neighbors as a unified organization.

While many members of Congress seem to the way they view themselves and their neighbors as a unified organization.

While many members of Congress seem to be of the opinion that a couple of any culture should have the right to adopt children of any other culture, the facts of life do not support such thought.

The letter written by Douglas Johnson, Legislative Director of the National Right to Life Committee, on August 1, 1996 is a case in point. Quoting the National Council for Adoption, he writes:

"If S. 11962 becomes law, it would be the end of voluntary adoption of children with any hint of Indian ancestry. No agency or attorney is going to expose himself to the risk of criminal prosecution under the bill because one or more of the over 500 tribes may consider a child to be Indian.

The last reference in the quotation above about an unpublished and ever-changing definition of membership and secret membership rolls is an exaggeration. Requirements of membership vary from tribe to tribe, but only tribes can determine who is a member of that tribe. Tribes are governments who have signed solemn treaties with the United States, which are called "Tribes." Secret membership rolls only add to the insult that tribal governments have to endure and in this case in regard to their children who are cherished and loved by them.
FATHER, and all the sisters of the birth-mother are called MOTHER. The term "cousin" was not used in the first generation. What is commonly called cousin in modern culture was referred to as brother and sister.

Sisters of the father were call Aunt, and brothers of the mother were called Uncle. The child grew up with a group of mothers and a group of fathers. In fact because of this the child never faced the possibility of becoming an orphan. There were always fathers and mothers to care for him or her. That family pattern comes down to my time. I recall as a teacher when a child would seek to go on a shopping excursion with his mother and get an excuse to be absent from his teacher and then would go with an anderson he or she would call Aunt, she would accuse the child of lying to her. He was not lying, he was being true to his culture. Later when the teacher realized that he had gone with the Aunt. She recognized that the child did not seem to matter. It gave the Indian boy the appearance of being untruthful. Granting that the Indian boy the appearance of being untruthful that would be simpler child was intelligent enough to recognize that it would be simpler to refer to her as MOTHER rather than "Aunt" as the teacher to refer to her as MOTHER, it really was not a case of lying.

For the Indian child the term "Mother" was the title of affection that he used to describe the sisters of his birth-mother. He used it honestly. But for the most part the teachers of the Indian child did not take enough time to learn the terms for his close relatives. If she had heard of this culture, she would refer to it as some antiquated idea, but it gave relatives than the Indian boy did not seem to matter. It gave the humidity of the title MOTHER and a group of relatives as we do in the late twentieth century when we named relatives as Jews did during the Christian period. One has to respect the rights of cultures to name their relatives.

To give this respect to individual Indians, one has to have a long association with tribes or else have a deep understanding of their that will allow you to realize that they have different values than you have and it is not your to force values on them.

To take a case from today's society, I know of an Indian mother who had her child taken from her by the state because she is an alcoholic person. She recognized that she would abandon the child, but she did not want to have the child removed from the tribe or the extended family. She urged her cousin, as modern society names relatives, to apply for the care of her child which in the Indian was also her "cousin's" child. The needs of the tribe were fulfilled. They did not lose a child. The state probably did not realize it, but it used modern terminology and named one of the child's mothers as its mother in the language of today. Actually the birth-mother did not have a violent change in her relationship to the child. Cultures are so varied, yet when we do not see what they contain, they can totally escape our understanding.

When the Indian Child Welfare Act was signed into law in 1978, three out of four children who were placed for adoption were adopted into non-Indian families. The parents were good, honest people. In their culture they were beyond any complaint. However, if they had adopted a full blood child or a child who had the appearance of an Indian, when this child got to the Junior High level of his or her education they had to refer to themselves as non-Indian. Who am I? What were my true parents like? These questions became so disturbing that often his or her grades would begin to fall. He or she would begin to drink, sometimes there would be an absence from home for days at a time. The adopted child would be told not to worry about such things that were not his or her own. She was loved by the adoptive parents. But the child would continue to worry. That was natural.

Sometimes because of the drinking, crimes were committed and the adopted child. As these instances increased, the adoptive parents sometimes became impatient with the child. When the adoptive parents stayed faithful to the child, it was at a great price. Somewhere they knew that more was expected of them than they had provided. But they were confused, since they had so little to give the child in way of information about Indian ancestry. In the sense of the Greeks, it was a true tragedy. Neither was to blame. The Indian child wanted to know. The adoptive parents had no information to give.

As a priest I have advised non-Indian prospective parents to
forgo their desire to adopt Indian children because I could see this very problem lying ahead as the child grew older. It is not fair to the child to place him or her in a position in which there can be no answer to the questions the child would ask as it grew older. The child would be haunted by wanting to know. The prospective parents through no fault of their would have no answers. Tragedy awaited all family members.

Tragedy because culture has the color of water. Whatever it reflects is its color at that moment. For each of us as we are born into a culture, that culture from the start of our lives gives meaning to all we do. We do not realize that there other cultures different from ours. We do not realize that other people from other cultures have different approaches to the basic characteristics of life. We are distinguished by our cultures, and often we tend to believe that our culture is right and all other people are wrong. We must work hard and study deeply to come to an understanding of how deeply we individually are affected by the culture of our lives. As a matter of fact, Anthropology which is the study of cultures, began as a formal course of study only a little more than 150 years ago. It is younger than we are as a nation.

We speak of savages and barbarians, not because we know people to be such creatures, but because we know that somehow they act differently than we do. They have a different approach to life. They have a scheme of life that does not fit into our way of living. Sometimes we can recognize that people of other cultures have some basic sense of the same values that we have. Allow me to recall a story that has been handed down for generations of a pioneering family and its encounter with Indians. One evening the family noticed a small group of Indians approaching. They were terrified, but decided they would be friendly. So with gestures since neither spoke the others tongue, they had they sit down and fed them. When they finished eating, the Indians smiled and left. The family was relieved to have come so close to the Indians and to still be alive. Several days later, however, they saw the Indians return. This time they brought two deer that they had killed. These they left with the settler family. They were grateful and returned. The white settlers did not know that generosity was the prime characteristic of this tribe, but they knew that the deer were in exchange for the meal they had received.

The non-Indian adoptive parents are much like the settlers in this true account. They had no idea of how a tribe might list the possible characteristics of its life. That "generosity" should be at the very top of the list would amaze them, but it shows how close we are to other cultures when we do not list "generosity" as the top quality of our lives. This is something that most adoptive parents would not understand about the American Indian. They could not pass this information on to their "Indian child.

Those who somehow see the passage of this Act as a certainty of abortions by Indian women do not have the knowledge that we need to associate with Indian people. A culture is the color of water, they assume that all cultures are the same. They should read the psychologist Eric Erickson's account of life among the Oglala Sioux of Pine Ridge, S.D. He speaks of the child being lovingly carried until birth by his mother who recognizes in the child that another love. (How tragic that so many mothers can not have that experience, but have to turn to abortion to be rid of the child.) How tragic that many who do not understand the cultures of Indians, are not able to distinguish the sentiments of expectant Indian mothers from those of the dominant culture of this country.

There is an Indian term that is translated into English as "precious Child" and is used frequently in regard to children. Children are precious. When we look at the family structure of the Indian and see that whole generation of cousins because for them brothers and sisters and the whole evil that they see in abortion, we can only recognize the high level of love they bestowed on children. Modern America with its notions of abortion do not fit into the Indians view of life. American women may reluctantly accept abortion. Indian women have no place for it in their scheme of life. Even the current law fits into the Indian's view by allowing one, whom we call cousin but for them is a brother or sister and to the child a mother and father, to adopt that child and simply allow a transfer of care to that one whom in the Indian way is already mother.

To say as we quote above, "no prudent agency or attorney is going to expose themselves to the risk of criminal prosecution under the bill" is to use sledgehammers to strike at mosquitoes. This bill sets time limits to the right of tribes to assert their rights in instances of adoption. Mothers who have moved away from tribal values are not the subject of tribal care in this bill. This bill is for the benefit of Indians who are proud of their values and wish to cling to them even when for one reason or another they must place a child for adoption.

I join with all Indian Tribes and agencies who support them in recommending the passage of this Bill S. 569 for the protection of American Indian children. Thank you for this consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Ted Zuern, S.J.
Legislative Director
November 21, 1997

The Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman
Committee on Indian Affairs
838 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Campbell:

The United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc. (USET) is an inter-tribal organization that represents Governments of twenty-three Tribes located in the states of Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and Maine.

The Board of Directors, at its Annual Board of Directors Meeting held in Philadelphia, Mississippi on October 30, 1997, passed Resolution USET 98:02. This resolution titled “Support for ICWA Amendments: H.R. 1082 and S. 569” is attached for reference.

The USET Board of Directors endorses the trially initiated amendments to the ICWA as proposed in H.R. 1082 and S.569 and calls upon the 105th Congress to enact this legislation. The USET Board of Directors also calls upon Congress to review the “exacting Indian family” interpretation of ICWA and consider future legislation that would apply ICWA to all “Indian children” as that term is defined in ICWA. Should you have any questions feel free to contact my office.

Sincerely,

James J. Martin
Executive Director

Resolutions

SUPPORT FOR ICWA AMENDMENTS: H.R. 1082 AND S. 569

WHEREAS, the United South and Eastern Tribes Incorporated (USET) is an inter-tribal organization comprised of twenty-three (23) federally recognized tribes; and

WHEREAS, the actions taken by the USET Board of Directors officially represent the intentions of each member tribe, as the Board of Directors is comprised of delegates from the member tribes leadership; and

WHEREAS, the USET Board of Directors is dedicated and committed to the needs of its tribes and members, to the goal of preserving the sovereignty, inherent rights, integrity, and stability of our Indian children and families; and

WHEREAS, the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978 (ICWA) was designed in consultation with Tribes and was enacted to support Tribes in the protection of their children from unjust removal and to strengthen their families; and

WHEREAS, the 104th Congress, the House of Representatives, in Title III of the Adoption and Stability Act of 1996, passed amendments to ICWA which would have seriously limited the ability of Indian Tribes to participate in foster care and adoption decision-making affecting their children; and

WHEREAS, various members of both the House and Senate continue to advocate for either complete repeal of the ICWA or other legislation that would seriously limit Tribal involvement in foster care and adoption proceedings affecting their children; and

WHEREAS, the USET Board of Directors at their Semi-Annual Meeting in Bangor, ME on June 21, 1996 considered and endorsed alternative amendments to ICWA [see Resolution 96:34] which were the result of a one-year process of discussion between Tribal representatives, the National Congress of American Indians and the American Academy of Adoption Attorneys; and

WHEREAS, these “amendments” have been introduced in the 105th Congress by Congressmen Young and Miller as H.R. 1082 and Senators McCain, Campbell, Domenici and Dorgan as S. 569; and

“Because there is strength in Unity”

James J. Martin
Executive Director
WHEREAS, H.R. 1082 and S.669, drafted by Tribes and Indian organizations in consultation with representatives of leading adoption attorney organizations, include the following elements:

- Requires notice to Indian Tribes and extended family members, as defined by the respective Tribe receiving notice, in all voluntary child custody proceedings.
- Provides for criminal sanctions for anyone who assists a person to conceal their Indian ancestry for the purpose of avoiding the application of the ICWA.
- Authorizes state courts to enter orders allowing for continuing contact between Tribes and their children who were adopted.
- Provides for certain provisions placing time limits on the Tribal and extended family right to intervene in voluntary child custody proceedings and the right of unwed fathers to acknowledge paternity; and
- Mandates that the judge in a termination of parental rights or adoption proceeding assure that the parents of an Indian child have been informed of their ICWA rights.

WHEREAS, Courts in several states have interpreted the ICWA as not applying to Indian children who have not been in the custody of an "existing Indian family", and

WHEREAS, this State Court concept of "existing Indian family" removes many Indian children from the protection of ICWA and from any relationship with their Tribes and for this reason is universally opposed by Tribes, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, the USET Board of Directors again endorses the above mentioned tribally initiated amendments to the ICWA as proposed in H.R. 1082 and S. 669 and calls upon the 105th Congress to enact this legislation; be it further

RESOLVED, that the USET Board of Directors call upon the Congress to review the "existing Indian family" interpretation of ICWA and consider future legislation that would apply ICWA to all "Indian children" as that term is defined in ICWA.

CERTIFICATION

This resolution was duly approved at the USET Annual Meeting, at which a quorum was present in Philadelphia, Mississippi on Thursday, October 30, 1997.

Keller George, President
United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc.

Beverly Wright, Secretary
United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc.
Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman
Senate Indian Affairs Committee
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Campbell,

On behalf of the Navajo people, I am writing to express our strong support regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act amendments of 1991. The ICWA plays a very important role in the life of the Navajo Nation’s most precious resource, our Navajo children. We wish to emphasize three areas to ensure the ICWA is implemented correctly by states and that the child protection systems within Indian nations are equipped to protect Indian children. The three areas not addressed in Senate Bill 569: (1) the clarification of voluntary placements and termination, and the time lines within which a tribe intervenes in state proceedings; (2) the inclusion of Title IV-E funding and/or language; and (3) the judicially-created exceptions in state courts. First, the Navajo Nation supports S. 569, sponsored by Senator John McCain, on the condition of clarification of two major items: voluntary placements and voluntary termination and the time lines within which a tribe may intervene in a state court proceeding:

S. 569 proposes a new Section 1913 (e) and (d) that requires the Indian child's tribe to receive notice of the proceeding, and that the notice must contain information to allow the Indian child's tribe to verify application of the ICWA. While the proposed addendum language is an attempt to prevent fraudulent misrepresentation in a good faith investigation. It is of critical importance that a good faith investigation be made into the information required by the Section 1913 (d) and forwarded to the tribe.

The proposed Section 1913 (e) set forth timelines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding is not clear. The 30-day time line presents difficulties in determining enrollment eligibility of Indian children due to the time it takes to find the determination of ICWA applicability, finding local counsel, case staffs, and contract approvals. Clarifying language directing that the notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which the tribes ICWA program is needed to prevent ICWA from being deprived of any meaning.

The Navajo Nation is also concerned about the term "certification" as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act otherwise by requiring that a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for later misunderstandings.

Whatever changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA was not only enacted to preserve American Indian Tribes’ most precious resources-its members, but also to prevent the type of alienation experienced by Indian children who were adopted by non-Indian families before ICWA was adopted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adapt and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of these children face difficulties in self-identification and adoption. What may have started out as a "good" intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.

ALBERT A. HALE
Honorable Vice President

Thomas E. J. HADDON, Jr.
VICE PRESIDENT

The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

First, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1960. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or permanent placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is a stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would not due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially be to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multiblock Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions has consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians". ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Blake, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

Ralph Benally, Jr.
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Red Lake and Sobekwil
Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman
Senate Indian Affairs Committee
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Campbell,

On behalf of the Navajo people, I am writing to express our strong opinions regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act amendments of 1997. The ICWA plays a very important role in the life of the Navajo Nation's most precious resource, our Navajo children. We wish to emphasize three areas to ensure the ICWA is implemented correctly by states and that the child protection systems within Indian nations are equipped to protect Indian children. The three areas not addressed in Senate Bill S. 569: (1) the clarification of voluntary placements and termination, and the time lines within which a tribe intervenes in state proceedings; (2) the inclusions of Title IV-E funding and/or language; and (3) the judicially-created exception in state courts. First, the Navajo Nation supports S. 569, sponsored by Senator John McCain, on the condition of clarification of two major items: voluntary placements and voluntary termination and the time lines within which a tribe may intervene in a state court proceeding:

S. 569 proposes a new Section 1913 (c) and (d) that requires the Indian child's tribe receive notice of the proceeding, and that the notice must contain information to allow the Indian child's tribe to verify application of the ICWA. While the proposal adds language to make fraudulent misrepresentation a crime, there is no requirement that the information contained in the Section 1913 (d) notice be compiled in good faith. It is of critical importance that a good faith investigation be made into the information required by the Section 1913 (d) and forwarded to the tribe.

The proposed Section 1913 (c) set forth timelines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding is not clear. The 30-day time line present difficulties in determining enrollment eligibility of Indian children due to the time it takes to find the determination of ICWA applicability, finding local counsel, case staffing, and contract approvals. Clarifying language directing the notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which the tribe's ICWA program is needed to prevent ICWA from being deprived of any meaning.

The Navajo Nation is also concerned about the term "certification" as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act efficiently by requiring that a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for later misunderstandings.

Whatever changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA was not only enacted to preserve American Indian Tribes' most precious resources—its children, but also to prevent the type of trauma and experiences that have been experienced by Indian children who were accepted by non-Indian families before ICWA was accepted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adapt to and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of these children face difficulties in self-identification and adaptation. What many have started out as a "good" intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.

The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal government and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are underfunded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding, rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or adoptive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find this is stressful and sometimes impossible after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multiethnic Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions has consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indian". ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Clahchischillie, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

Genevieve Jackson
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Shiprock
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA. Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This cause has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under-funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or preadoptive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off-reservations, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to issue maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multifaceted Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions have consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians." ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should be with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Clahchischilly, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 377-6393.
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under-funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or preplacive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off-reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multistate Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nations. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions has consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine members who are eligible to receive Federal programs and to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by measuring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians". ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Clahchischilyi, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-6939.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Chilchillah

for:

[Signature]

Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Chilchillah
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding, rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or preadoptive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is arduous and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequality. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multietnic Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nations. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions has consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership; it is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indian." ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly to states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Clahchischilly, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

Albert Lee
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter 24 Two Grey Hills
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state “parsing through these funds” to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or preadoption placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring necessity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-324, Multiethnic Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out ICWA applicability, finding local counsel, case staffing, and contract approvals. Clarifying language directing that the notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which the tribe's ICWA program is needed to prevent ICWA from being deprived of any meaning.

The Navajo Nation is also concerned about the term “certification” as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act efficiently by requiring that a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for later misunderstandings.

Whatever changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA was not only enacted to preserve American Indian Tribes' most precious resources—its members, but also to prevent the type of alienation experienced by Indian children who were adopted by non-Indian families before ICWA was adopted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adapt to and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of these children face difficulties in self-identification and adoption. What may have started out as a “good” intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to receive a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under-funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or custodial placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find this stressful and sometimes intractable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multiethnic Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions have consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians". ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Chisholm, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-4595.

Sincerely,

Wilma L.迷
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Charter: LeChee

cc: firs
To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through" these funds to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes have any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding to tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or permanently place a child. A vast majority of these families believe that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservations, non-Indian homes. Also, the members of Indian foster and adoptive homes would need to be able to provide homes that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring injustice. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-342, Multistate Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members or an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions has consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for states courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians". ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Clahchischilly, Legislative Attorney, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0193.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Reign Rock
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under-funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or adoptive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off-reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language to be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 101-382, Multistate Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions have consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians." ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments so incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Chahachischilly, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

James Bilagody
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Coochitewa and Tuba City
Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman  
Senate Indian Affairs Committee  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Campbell,

On behalf of the Navajo people, I am writing to express our strong concerns regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act amendments of 1997. The ICWA plays a very important role in the life of the Navajo Nation’s most precious resource, our Navajo children. We wish to emphasize three areas to ensure the ICWA is implemented correctly by states and that the child protection systems within Indian nations are equipped to protect Indian children. These areas are not addressed in Senate Bill 569: (1) the clarification of voluntary placements and termination, and the time lines within which a tribe intervenes in a state proceeding; (2) the inclusion of Title IV-E funding and/or language; and (3) the judicially-created exceptions in state courts. First, the Navajo Nation supports S. 569, sponsored by Senator John McCain, on the condition of clarification of two major items: voluntary placements and voluntary termination and the time lines within which a tribe may intervene in a state court proceeding:

S. 569 proposes a new Section 1913 (c) and (d) that requires the Indian child’s tribe must receive notice of the proceeding, and that the notice must contain information to allow the Indian child’s tribe to verify application of the ICWA. While the proposal adds language to make fraudulent misrepresentation a crime, there is no requirement that the information contained in the Section 1913 (d) notice be compiled in good faith. It is critical importance that a good faith investigation be made into the information required by the Section 1913 (d) and forwarded to the tribe.

The proposed Section 1913 (e) set forth timelines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding is not clear. The 30-day time line present difficulties in determining eligibility of Indian children due to the time it takes to find the determination of ICWA, applicability, finding local counsel, case staffing, and contract approvals. Clarifying language directing that the notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which the tribe’s ICWA program is needed to prevent ICWA from being served on my meaning.

The Navajo Nation is also concerned about the term "certification" as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act efficiently by requiring that a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for later misunderstanding.

Whatever changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA is not only about preserving American Indian Tribes’ most precious resource—its members, but also to prevent the type of alienation experienced by Indian children who were adopted by non-Indian families before ICWA was adopted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adapt to and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of these children face difficulties in self-identification and solitude. What may have started out as a “good” intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.

The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and ICWa assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state “passing through these funds” to the tribe. Currently, only 50 states are fedally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not require direct funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when tribes would often be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian foster care. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multiethnic Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child did not live in an “Indian environment” or the Indian parents had child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions have consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for child or Indian parents are really “Indians” ICWA does not adhere to this type of inquiry which should law with the courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Chatchickich, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0390.
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overtook tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding, rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care/legal guardianship, or permanent placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multiethnic Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child or Indian parents are members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions has consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians." ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Clarkchickilly, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

Dilley Dale
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter/s: Tonasles

so: files
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to tribes through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overrode tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under-funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or temporary placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the number of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to stabilize permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-382, Multicultural Placement Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled out that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions have consistently recognized the fundamental right of Indians to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by inquiring into whether the Indian child or Indian parents are "Indian." ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by states.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Catchesickle, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

Albert Tolkin
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Klagetoh and Wide Ruins

Inc Files
June 19, 1997

Honorable Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Chairman
Senate Indian Affairs Committee
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Campbell,

On behalf of the Navajo people, I am writing to express our strong opinions regarding the Indian Child Welfare Act amendments of 1997. The ICWA plays a very important role in the life of the Navajo Nation's most precious resource, our Navajo children. We wish to emphasize three areas to ensure the ICWA is implemented correctly by states and that the child protection systems within Indian nations are equipped to protect Indian children. The three areas not addressed in Senate Bill S. 569: (1) the clarification of voluntary placements and termination, and the time lines within which a tribe intervenes in state proceedings; (2) the inclusion of Title IV-E funding and/or language; and (3) the judicially-created exception in state courts. First, the Navajo Nation supports S. 569, sponsored by Senator John McCain, on the condition of clarification of two major items: voluntary placements and voluntary termination and the time lines within which a tribe may intervene in a state court proceeding:

S. 569 proposes a new Section 1913 (e) and (d) that requires the Indian child's tribe must receive notice of the proceeding, and that the notice must contain information to allow the Indian child's tribe to verify application of the ICWA. While the personal adds language to make fraudulent misrepresentation a crime, there is no requirement that the information contained in the Section 1913 (d) notice be compiled in good faith. It is of critical importance that a good faith investigation be made into the information required by the Section 1913 (d) and forwarded to the tribe.

The proposed Section 1913 (e) set forth timelines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding is not clear. The 30-day time line present difficulties in determining enrollment eligibility of Indian children due to the time it takes to find the determination of ICWA applicability, finding local counsel, case staffing, and contract approvals. Clarifying where and when this notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which the tribe's ICWA program is needed to prevent ICWA from being depriving of any meaning.

The Navajo Nation is also concerned about the term "certification" as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act officiously by requiring a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for future misunderstandings.

Whatever changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA was not only enacted to preserve American Indian Tribes' most precious resources, but also to preserve the type of alienation experienced by Indian children who were adopted by non-Indian families before ICWA was adopted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adopt to and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of those children face difficulties as self-identification and adoption. What may have started out as a "good" intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.

The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation overlooked a provision to serve a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The statute overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 30 of the federally recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or preadoption placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in off reservation, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than a tribal-state agreement; and (2) applying penalties as in P.L. 103-182, Miscellaneous Federal Appropriations Act, should discrimination occur.

Finally, the Navajo Nation is also concerned about recent developments in state courts where judges have ruled that ICWA does not apply because the Indian child had not lived in an "Indian environment" or the Indian parents had not maintained "significant ties" to their Indian nation. In essence, these state courts are ruling on whether the Indian child and Indian parents were members of an Indian nation. Federal law and United States Supreme Court decisions have consistently recognized the fundamental rights of Indian nations to determine membership. It is inappropriate for state courts to make determinations on whether ICWA applies to an Indian child by requiring proof of whether the Indian child or Indian parents are really "Indians." ICWA does not authorize this type of inquiry which should lie with the Indian tribes. The Navajo Nation recommends additional amendments be incorporated to halt this practice of state courts. Otherwise, ICWA will be undermined and implemented incorrectly by state.

The Navajo Nation supports S. 569 with our recommendations. If you have additional questions or need further assistance, please contact Sharon Opatashin, Legislative Associate, at the Navajo Nation Washington Office at (202) 775-0393.

Sincerely,

Reta Mofirth, Jr.
Navajo Nation Council Delegate
Chapter: Coyote Canyon and Tohatchi

xx: NA
The Navajo Nation, subject to the above issues, believe that the proposed amendments will help clarify the ICWA.

Second, the Navajo Nation is concerned with the current provisions of Title IV-E of the Social Security Act, Foster Care and Assistance. It is an open-ended entitlement program providing federal funds to states for foster care and adoption assistance programs since 1980. However, it has only been available to states through matching funds to support foster care and adoption services. While this funding was intended to serve all eligible children in the United States, the legislation lacked a provision to cover a class of children (Indian children) living in tribal areas. The states overlooked tribal governments and children placed by tribal courts in receiving the entitlement. This issue has negatively impacted the ability of Indian children to secure a sense of permanency after being removed from their homes, especially since adoption programs are under funded.

To receive Title IV-E money, a tribe must also enter into agreements with states, with a state "passing through these funds" to the tribe. Currently, only 50 of the federally-recognized tribes receive any Title IV-E funding which does not include administrative, training or data systems funding. Therefore, the Navajo Nation recommends direct funding rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

Presently, many unsubsidized care homes are established within Indian Nations to avoid leaving children in harmful situations. These unsubsidized homes were indicative of the good will of a family in the community who will commit their personal resources, time and home to foster care, legal guardianship, or preadoptive placement for a child. A vast majority of these families find that this is stressful and sometimes unworkable after a period of time, especially when considering the numbers of Indian families on tribal lands who live in or close to poverty. With direct funding, Indian tribes would be able to keep these families closer together rather than placing them in reservations, non-Indian homes. Also, the numbers of Indian foster and adoptive homes would rise due to basic maintenance payments and support services that Title IV-E would guarantee providers. This would essentially begin to establish permanency for Indian children.

The Navajo Nation requests your direct assistance on this important issue and the opportunity to correct this glaring inequity. We recommend that if direct Title IV-E funding is not possible to the Navajo Nation, then the Title IV-E language be included in this legislation, requiring the following: (1) a provision requiring states to serve tribes rather than tribes entering into agreements with states.

The proposed Section 1913 (e) set forth timelines within which a tribe may intervene in a state proceeding is not clear. The 30-day time line present difficulties in determining enrollment eligibility of Indian children due to the time it takes to find the determination of ICWA applicability, finding local counsel, case staffing, and consent approvals. Clarifying language directing that the notice of intent to intervene only requires a simple statement which the tribe's ICWA program is needed to prevent ICWA from being deprived of any meaning.

The Navajo Nation is also concerned about the term "certification" as used in the addendum may be used to impose an artificial barrier in some jurisdictions. It is possible that some states may act inefficiently by requiring that a particular state form be used to meet state evidentiary standards. While the proposed amendment can be read to mean that this certification is a tribal certification, language clarifying that it is a tribal certification which is required, without the need for further evidentiary authentication could greatly minimize the opportunity for later misunderstandings.

What changes may be proposed to the Indian Child Welfare Act, it is important to remember that the ICWA was not only enacted to preserve American Indian Tribes' most precious resources-its members, but also to prevent the type of alienation experienced by Indian children who were adopted by non-Indian families before ICWA was adopted. During infancy and in early childhood, an Indian child may adapt to and be accepted by a non-Indian family. However, later many of these children face difficulties in self-identification and adaption. What may have started out as a "good" intention becomes detrimental to the child. While much has been said about children and parents, both natural and adoptive, it is extremely critical to be mindful of the long-term effects of depriving Indian children of their heritage.